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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited (“Maritime Electric” or “the Company”) owns and 
operates a fully integrated system providing for the purchase or generation, transmission, 
distribution and sale of electricity throughout Prince Edward Island. 

 
The Company is the primary provider of electricity on PEI delivering over 90 per cent of 
the energy supplied on Prince Edward Island. 

 
To meet customers’ energy demand and supply requirements, the Company has a 
contractual entitlement to capacity and energy from NB Power’s Point Lepreau Nuclear 
Generating Station (“Point Lepreau”) and an agreement for the purchase of capacity and 
firm/system energy from New Brunswick Energy Marketing (“NBEM”) delivered via four 
submarine cables leased from the Province of Prince Edward Island. The Company also 
purchases 92.5 MW of wind powered energy under contract with the PEI Energy 
Corporation and maintains 130 MW of on-Island generating capacity. 

 
The foundation of establishing customer electricity rates for a particular year starts with a 
determination of the various components of the Company’s revenue requirement which 
includes the expected or forecast energy generation or supply purchase costs for the year. 
Since the utility has an obligation to supply energy to its customers, it must also in turn be 
provided the opportunity to recover those prudently incurred energy supply costs from 
customers within a reasonable time period. When those costs change from that included 
in revenue requirement due to factors largely outside the Company’s control, inclusion in 
the Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism (“ECAM”) is appropriate as it allows for the 
recovery or refund of those incremental changes in costs over a reasonable period in an 
efficient manner. 

 
This Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism Report (“the Report”) is submitted in compliance 
with Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission (“IRAC” or “the Commission”) Order 
UE19-08 (“the Order”) regarding the ECAM that was filed as part of the Maritime Electric 
General Rate Application - UE20944. That Order produced the following directive:  

 
“the Commission requires Maritime Electric to undertake a thorough and 
comprehensive review of the ECAM as it currently exists including the 
expenses and accounts that are currently collected through the ECAM and 
the practice of deferring a portion of energy supply costs for collection from 
future ratepayers. Maritime Electric shall file its review, together with any 
resulting recommendations, with the Commission on or before April 1, 
2020.1” 

 
In complying with this Order, Maritime Electric has reviewed each account that is currently 
included in ECAM and drawn conclusions regarding those accounts that should be 
excluded and those that it recommends be retained. A detailed, account-by-account, 
review is provided in Appendix I and a summary of the Company’s recommendations is 
presented in Section 6 of the Report. The Company recommends that these changes be 
implemented commencing in 2022, the next rate setting period. 

 
                                                 
1 The filing deadline was extended to June 1, 2020 by Commission Order UE20-01. 
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Based on the Company’s review, it is recommended that 27 energy supply accounts, with 
2019 annual charges of approximately $5.5 million, be removed from the ECAM 
calculation commencing with the next rate setting period in 2022. This assessment was 
based upon the following criteria: 

 
 The account and changes in the costs included therein are largely outside the 

control of the Utility; and 
 The potential variance from forecast, individually or in aggregate, may have a 

significant or material impact on customer rates or the Company’s earnings in a 
particular year. 

 
Where these circumstances occur for a particular account, it is recommended that the 
account be retained in the ECAM. 

 
Regulator approved energy supply variance deferral accounts, that capture both energy 
price and volume variances, are commonly used in Canada2 and the United States3 to 
provide predictable rate adjustments for customers and to prevent volatility in both the 
Utility’s earnings and customer rates in between rate setting periods. Maritime Electric’s 
ECAM serves to manage this potential volatility in a manner similar to those mechanisms 
employed in other jurisdictions and, as a result, is viewed by credit rating agencies and 
lenders as being supportive from a credit risk perspective. 

 
It is recognized that multi-year rate setting periods are a cost effective, beneficial means 
of providing predictable customer rate adjustments. However, the lag associated with 
recovery or refund of amounts deferred in the ECAM may result in significant amounts 
deferred over the period until the next rate setting period is established. To address this 
lag and improve the regulatory efficiency of the ECAM, it is recommended that the 
customer rate rider be automatically reset annually on March 1, based upon the actual 
ECAM balance at December 31 of the prior year rather than the current practice of using 
the forecast used at the beginning of the GRA rate setting period. 

 
To mitigate the potential volatility resulting from an annual reset of the ECAM rate rider, it 
is further recommended that the Commission authorize the offset or credit of any future 
Rate of Return Adjustment Account (“RORA”) amounts realized in a year against the 
ECAM balance at December 31 prior to, or as part of, the March 1 rate rider reset process. 

  

                                                 
2 Refer to Appendix VI for regulatory deferral accounts in Canadian jurisdictions. 
3 Refer to Appendix VII for regulatory deferral accounts in the United States. As stated by S&P on page 3 of the 

report: “As indicated in the table, all [53] of these jurisdictions employ some type of adjustment clause, with 
fuel/purchased power clauses being the most prevalent.” 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF ECAM  
 

Maritime Electric has had a mechanism to provide for changes in energy costs since the 
1970’s4. The mechanism has undergone several modifications during that period; 
however, the fundamental objectives have remained the same. 

 
First, the ECAM provides a mechanism to ensure the timely collection or rebate of 
prudently incurred energy related costs from customers. This timely collection or rebate 
ensures intergenerational equity is addressed so that customers pay the related costs of 
the service they receive within a reasonable period so as not to burden or pass along 
benefits to future customers beyond the following rate setting period. 

 
Secondly, by deferring unplanned fluctuations in energy supply costs during a particular 
rate setting period, the ECAM offers a measure of customer rate predictability. The 
deferral of uncontrollable changes in energy costs enables the Company to develop rate 
proposals that smooth the impact of the collection or rebate while at the same time 
collecting all energy costs in as reasonable a timeframe as possible. 

 
Together, these have been the fundamental objectives of the ECAM that the Company 
and IRAC have followed in establishing customer rates and the recovery or rebate of 
unplanned or uncontrollable fluctuations in energy supply costs. Over time, as energy 
costs stabilized and multi-year rate setting periods became the norm for providing 
customers with stable and predictable rate adjustments, the amount of forecast annual 
energy costs to be deferred to smooth customer rates has decreased to an immaterial 
amount representing less than one half of one per cent of total forecast energy supply 
costs for the year. 

 
Electricity supply costs are paid for by Maritime Electric at the time the electricity is used 
by customers. These costs are then passed through to customers by two means. First, 
customers pay substantially all of the electricity supply costs at the time they are 
consumed through an energy charge that forms part of basic rates and recovered as part 
of the Company’s annual revenue requirement. The energy supply costs included in basic 
rates is determined by the Base Rate Cost as defined in the ECAM which is set to recover 
the forecast annual energy supply costs for the year. 

 
Second, customers pay any remaining amount resulting from variances in actual energy 
supply costs from that forecast, over a future period by means of the Energy Cost 
Adjustment Mechanism or ECAM. In this way, ECAM provides rate predictability for 
customers as the ECAM balance reflects the impact of changes in electricity supply costs 
from that forecast in basic rates to be recovered over a future rate setting period. The 
Company, upon regulatory approval, establishes basic rates which appear and are fixed 
in the approved tariff for the rate setting period. The predictability of the basic rate tariff is 
favoured by customers over fluctuating rates:  the use of the ECAM provides the 
predictability of rates over the rate setting period by absorbing the impact of changes in 
electricity supply costs and collecting/refunding the impact of these changes over a future 
rate setting period. 

 
                                                 
4 During the price cap regulation period under the Maritime Electric Regulation Act period 1994 – 2000 there was 

no mechanism in place. 
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The basis of the ECAM, in its present form, was approved by the Commission in 2005 on 
an interim and transitional basis. In Order UE19-08, IRAC indicated that it has serious 
concerns about the use and continued existence of the ECAM and stated: 

 
“it was not intended to be used as a “rate stabilization mechanism” nor was 
it intended to be used to recover all energy related costs.” 

 
Maritime Electric acknowledges that the purpose of the ECAM has, through modifications 
in response to changes in energy supply, fundamentally changed. Originally, it was a fuel 
adjustment mechanism that automatically adjusted rates on a timely basis to reflect 
changes in the cost of purchasing and producing electricity. Without the mechanism, the 
Utility would be required to seek new rate approvals whenever any material change in 
energy costs occurs. As far back as the 1975 rate case, Maritime Electric is unaware of 
any party’s ever contending that such a fuel adjustment mechanism is inappropriate. 

 
In more recent years, the ECAM served as a rate smoothing mechanism by accumulating 
the variance in electricity supply costs from forecast and recovering/repaying that balance 
over a future period. In the most recent rate filings and during the PEI Energy Accord, the 
ECAM has been effectively used to provide customer rate predictability over the rate 
setting period by providing stable basic rates. 

 
Maritime Electric submits the ECAM is an important, economic and efficient tool to provide 
rate predictability and stable basic rates to customers. 

 
In addressing the Commission’s concern about energy related costs that have little 
variation being included in ECAM, the Company has carried out a comprehensive review 
of the energy supply accounts included in the ECAM. A number of those accounts have 
been identified for removal from the ECAM. Those accounts which can be accurately 
determined and have little variability or are within the control of the Company should be 
removed from ECAM and included in basic revenue requirement calculations. The 
Company also identified those accounts that are largely outside the Company’s control 
and, due to their variability or potential for significant impact (such as Lepreau), should 
remain in ECAM. 

 
The continued use of ECAM as a customer rate predictability tool allows the Company to 
establish stable basic rates for the rate setting period. The ECAM absorbs any variability 
or volatility in energy supply costs from forecast over the rate setting period and 
collects/refunds the differences over the following rate setting period. The ECAM is a cost 
effective and efficient regulatory method of recovering changes in energy supply costs 
when compared to the alternative of having frequent regulatory hearings to address supply 
cost change recovery. 

 
In Order UE19-08, the Commission stated that if Maritime Electric collects the changes in 
purchased and produced energy through ECAM that there is no incentive for Maritime 
Electric to minimize costs. Instead, Maritime Electric will be entitled to recover the full 
amount of the expenses from ratepayers with little or no regulatory oversight. 

 
Maritime Electric contends that the Company has a real and pressing incentive to keep 
energy supply costs at a minimum since it is under the scrutiny of the Commission, the 
Provincial Government, ratepayers, the media and the public to moderate power costs – 
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given that rates in PEI are considered to be on the higher end of those in Canada. Also, 
the use of the ECAM does not surrender any of the Commission’s regulatory powers to 
investigate the reasonableness of a rate. 

 
In Appendix V, Maritime Electric includes newspaper articles for the period 2006 - 2019. 
The years in which customers experienced high or volatile rates resulted in the greatest 
reaction from consumers. Also included in the appendix is Maritime Electric’s corporate 
approval rating. The approval ratings are generally lower during times of volatile or 
frequently changing power rates. This information supports the need to provide predictable 
and stable basic rates over a rate setting period to customers as it is clear that this is in 
the public interest. 

 
The Commission also believes that the Company, having entered a five year Energy 
Purchase Agreement (“EPA”), is able to reasonably estimate the average unit cost of a 
significant portion of its annual purchases during the rate setting period. This is true to an 
extent but not to the reasonable certainty implied. 

 
The demand related costs of the EPA contract are largely outside the Company’s control 
due to customer activity levels which may cause these costs to vary significantly. The 
energy related costs are take-or-pay and include an Energy Requirement Variation 
Premium. This premium is applied to Maritime Electric’s costs if volumetric variations in 
Maritime Electric’s requirements are greater or less than the contracted amounts that have 
been forecast. The premium is in place to pass on NBEM’s fuel supply and sourcing risk 
to Maritime Electric and its customers and is an increasing scalable rachet dependent 
upon the amount of energy under consumed or over consumed. It also results in 
incremental costs for the volume of energy consumed that are above or below forecast 
levels that are not simply offset by the corresponding energy sales. 

 
In addition to the possible premiums under the EPA, the average unit cost of the forecast 
annual energy supply requirements is also subject to change due to variations in the 
amount of energy supplied under the various supply contracts available to the Utility. While 
the Company may forecast its average unit supply cost based upon expected production 
levels from third party wind farms or the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station, actual 
production levels from these facilities can vary materially (positive or negative) resulting in 
changes to the amount sourced under these contracts and the EPA. Since each supply 
source has its own pricing mechanism and terms, the actual average unit cost can differ 
from forecast due to factors beyond the Company’s control. 

 
In Order UE19-08, the Commission also expressed concerns with the significance of the 
balance of the ECAM and the resulting intergenerational inequity created by the amount, 
that present day ratepayers are not paying the actual cost of the energy purchased on 
their behalf and that this practice sends an inappropriate price signal. Maritime Electric 
contends that these concerns must be placed in context to the overall rates being set 
during the rate setting period. Substantially all of the forecast energy supply costs for the 
rate setting period are recovered in the year incurred through the basic rates charged to 
customers compared to the amount accumulated in the ECAM. As an example, if the 
ECAM balance at the start of a three year rate setting period is $3 million that would equate 
to $1 million being charged to each year of the three year period. This equates to 0.75 per 
cent ($1 million/$133 million) of the annual energy supply expense for that year and 0.47 
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per cent ($1 million/$210 million) of total revenue. The Company does not consider this to 
be a material variance for purposes of assessing intergenerational equity. 

 
Maritime Electric believes that the application of the ECAM serves an important function 
to customers, the Company and the Commission for the following reasons: 

 
 it provides rate predictability and the establishment of stable basic rates for 

customers over a rate setting period; 
 it provides for stability in Maritime Electric’s earnings which can be dramatically 

affected by energy supply cost fluctuations; and 
 it provides for regulatory efficiency by avoiding frequent applications for rate 

changes to address energy supply cost fluctuations. 
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3.0 HISTORY OF THE ECAM  
 
 

3.1 ECAM 2005 - 2010 
The foundation of the design of the current ECAM was originally approved for 
adoption by IRAC in Order UE05-01 with the mechanics thereof subsequently set 
out in Order UE05-05. Under Order UE05-05, the recovery of energy costs above 
or below the base energy cost rate was to be based on an eighteen month moving 
average to “minimize” the volatility of monthly changes on customers’ bills. In 
effect, the initial adoption of the ECAM in 2005 served a rate predictability and 
stabilization objective5 as well as the timely collection or rebate of uncontrollable 
energy supply cost charges. 

 
The ECAM operated using this approach for 2005 and 2006 as shown in Appendix 
II - ECAM Continuity Schedules – 2005 to 2021. 

 
In Order UE05-06, the Commission ordered that the interim and transitional ECAM 
shall remain in effect until June 30, 2006 and will be replaced with an ECAM that 
reflects a reduced number of accounts, yet to be determined by the Commission, 
that will be subject to ECAM adjustment. During this time, the Commission directed 
an independent study (the “Murphy Report”) of the ECAM to be carried out by a 
consultant, John Murphy. In summary, the Murphy Report recommended: 

 
1. That certain expense classifications should be excluded from the ECAM; 

and 
2. That volume level changes in total purchased power should be excluded 

from the ECAM. 
 

The Company requested that the Commission’s consideration and decision on the 
Murphy Report recommendations be deferred until further studies and information 
was available relating to depreciation and cost allocation studies, new energy 
supply agreements and information on refurbishment costs associated with the 
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station (“PLNGS”). The Commission agreed to 
defer its decision in Order UE06-03 however it changed the amortization period 
from 18 months to 12 months effective January 1, 2007. 

 
In Order UE06-07, the Commission ordered that the ECAM adjustment rates be 
set to zero for the period January 1, 2007 to March 31, 2007 and that the 
accumulated balance owing to customers at December 31, 2006 be excluded from 
the ECAM calculation and refunded to customers over the April to December 2007 
period to reduce the ECAM adjustment on customer bills during that period. This 
direction was modified in Order UE07-05 to extend the refund period to February 
2009. These modifications to the ECAM are reflected in the 2007 ECAM Continuity 
Schedule in Appendix II. 

 
In Order UE08-01, dated January 24, 2008, the Commission directed the Company 
to file a report with the Commission by September 1, 2008 providing 

                                                 
5 IRAC Order UE19-08, par. 130 states that the ECAM “is intended to provide a smoothing effect to the collection 

or rebate of energy costs.” 
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recommendations for re-basing the ECAM, and the transition of certain costs from 
inclusion in the ECAM to inclusion in basic rates. The Company filed its 
recommendation to increase the ECAM Base Rate and transition costs from the 
ECAM to basic rates as part of its 2008 General Rate Application filing in October 
2008. On April 10, 2008, the Commission also issued Order UE08-06 to change 
the amortization period from 12 months to 8 months effective May 2008. The 2018 
ECAM Continuity Schedule in Appendix II shows these changes. 

 
The Commission’s Order UE-09-02 on the Company’s 2008 General Rate 
Application filing in October 2008 approved the exclusion of PLNGS replacement 
energy costs from the ECAM and also reset the amortization period to 12 months 
effective April 1, 2009. This direction was confirmed in the Commission’s Order 
UE10-03 addressing the Company’s General Rate Application for the years 2010 
and 2011. The ECAM Continuity Schedules for 2009 and 2010 in Appendix II 
reflect these changes. 

 
During the years 2007 to 2010, energy supply costs experienced significant 
volatility due to the extended Point Lepreau refurbishment and changes to certain 
pricing mechanisms under the energy purchase agreement in place at the time. 
Together, these factors led to a rapid increase in the amount of deferred energy 
costs as well as significant monthly increases in the ECAM recovery rates charged 
to customers. 

 
3.2 ECAM – Post 2010 

Although the mechanism, as approved at the time, supported the Company in 
achieving the timely collection of energy cost variances over a timeframe of 8 to 
18 months, the significant monthly adjustments to customer rates no longer 
provided customers with the rate predictability and stability customers demanded. 
As a result, the Commission’s decision as it relates to the ECAM for 2011 was 
modified by the amendments to the Electric Power Act  to implement the PEI 
Energy Accord (“the Accord”). 

 
Under the Accord, the ECAM was modified to change the calculation of the rate 
charged to customers from monthly, based upon the ECAM balance and kWh 
sales two months prior, to annually, based upon the ECAM balance at December 
31 of the prior year and the forecast kWh sales for the period March 1 to February 
28 following. This change provided predictability in customers’ monthly rates 
during the Accord period. 

 
In Order UE16-04 in 2016, the Commission approved the ECAM as applied during 
the PEI Energy Accord for the period 2016 - 2018. This approach continues to 
provide predictability in customer electricity rates on an annual basis over a multi-
year rate setting period. 

 
The change introduced to the ECAM under the Accord and applied since has 
resulted in annual predictability to the amounts applied to customer rates to 
recover or refund amounts in the ECAM balance as compared to the monthly 
change in customer rates prior to 2011. This is illustrated by the “ECAM Recovery 
Rate per kWh” in the 2005 to 2010 ECAM Continuity Schedules (see Appendix II) 
which shows that the ECAM rate was changed monthly as compared to the 
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recovery rate post-2010 which was set for 12 month periods from March to 
February under the Accord and subsequently by IRAC Order. 

 
A summary of the monthly ECAM rider rates charged to customers during the 2005 
to 2019 period is summarized below. 

 
Monthly ECAM Rider Rate ($ per kWh) 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
2005 

   
0.0009 0.0005 0.0010 0.0015 0.0016 0.0009 0.0001 (0.0006) (0.0012) 

2006 (0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0027) (0.0034) (0.0037) (0.0042) (0.0036) (0.0029) (0.0034) (0.0042) (0.0046) (0.0049) 

2007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0047 0.0044 0.0056 0.0052 0.0050 0.0090 0.0087 0.0096 0.0111 

2008 0.0124 0.0133 0.0145 0.0167 0.0304 0.0345 0.0359 0.0401 0.0428 0.0466 0.0486 0.0517 

2009 0.0489 0.0484 0.0425 0.0305 0.0311 0.0315 0.0303 0.0309 0.0273 0.0253 0.0257 0.0238 

2010 0.0221 0.0206 0.0176 0.0191 0.0187 0.0184 0.0178 0.0170 0.0149 0.0119 0.0086 0.0059 

2011 (0.0030) (0.0055) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) 

2012 (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) 

2013 (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0256) 

2014 (0.0256) (0.0256) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0166) 

2015 (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0059) 

2016 (0.0060) (0.0060) 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 

2017 0.0021 0.0021 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 

2018 0.0012 0.0012 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

2019 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

 
In addition to the predictability in customer rates since 2010, the PEI Energy 
Accord enabled a transition of the Base Rate Cost used in the ECAM to more 
closely reflect the forecast annual energy costs over the rate setting periods. The 
result of this transition is that substantially all of the forecast energy supply costs 
for the rate setting period are expected to be recovered in the year incurred through 
the basic rates charged to customers rather than the ECAM rate rider on customer 
bills. In other words, the rate stabilization function or objective has been 
significantly minimized. 

 
This transition is illustrated in the 2019 to 2021 ECAM Continuity Schedules in 
Appendix II. In 2019, total energy supply costs charged to the Company’s income 
statement and thus recovered through basic rates, was $126,907,187, using an 
ECAM Base Rate Cost of $0.09161 per kWh, while actual energy supply costs for 
2019 were $126,443,124. The result was a net reduction of $464,063 in the ECAM 
Balance to be recovered from customers in the following year because an extra 
$464,063 in energy costs was charged to the Company’s income statement over 
and above actual energy supply costs for the year. 

 
Likewise, based upon the Company’s most recent financial update filed for 2020 
and 2021, the proposed rebasing of the Base Rate Cost effective March 1, 2020 
will also result in a net reduction in the ECAM Balance to be recovered from 
customers in the amount of $329,970 for 2020 (see Appendix II). This occurs 
because in 2020, the forecast total energy supply costs to be charged to the 
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Company’s income statement is $133,606,353 (using the weighted average ECAM 
Base Rate of $0.09213 per kWh) while actual energy supply costs for 2020 are 
forecast to be $133,276,383. As a result, an extra $329,970 in energy costs are 
forecast to be charged to the Company’s income statement over and above 
forecast energy supply costs for the year resulting in a forecast year end balance 
recoverable of $72,203. 

 
Finally, in 2021 the proposed rebasing of the Base Rate Cost on March 1, 2021 
will result in a net addition to the ECAM Balance to be recovered from customers 
in the amount of $56,364 for 2021. This occurs as a result of the difference 
between the forecast total energy supply costs to be charged to the Company’s 
income statement is $138,317,802 (using the weighted average ECAM Base Rate 
of $0.09240 per kWh) while actual energy supply costs for 2021 are forecast to be 
$138,374,166 resulting in a forecast year end balance owing of $478,105. 

 
Although virtually all of the annual energy supply costs are now recovered in the 
year in basic rates through the process of setting the ECAM Base Rate Cost, the 
Company acknowledges the Commission’s view that “the purpose of the ECAM is 
to capture variations in energy supply costs6”. To achieve this purpose in the 
design of the ECAM, those accounts that are substantially determined by or within 
the control of the Company should therefore be excluded from the ECAM 
calculation. 

 
This report presents the Company’s assessment of the ECAM accounts currently 
included therein and whether they should be included or excluded from the ECAM 
calculations prospectively. It is recommended that any modifications to the ECAM 
be adopted to coincide with the next rate setting period commencing in 2022. 

 
  

                                                 
6 IRAC Order UE19-08, paragraph 152. 
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4.0 OTHER MATTERS FROM ORDER UE19-08 RELATED TO THE ECAM  
 

Maritime Electric recognizes the concerns expressed by IRAC in the Order and offers the 
following comments: 

 
4.1 Article 134 – Murphy Report 

Article 134 states, 
 

“As a result, an ECAM should only include variable cost 
components of purchased energy, or costs that are subject to 
periodic fluctuations and not susceptible to precise determination. 
As explained by Mr. John Murphy, the following tests must be 
satisfied in determining whether an expense properly belongs in 
ECAM: 

 
A concise definition of ECAM expenses, as noted above, is a 
utility’s reasonably and prudently incurred costs of fuel delivered to 
its generating stations and all of its reasonably and prudently 
incurred costs for the variable cost component of purchased 
electrical energy for its retail customers. The other principal test is 
that such costs are subject to periodic fluctuations and are not 
susceptible to precise determinations in rate cases prior to the time 
such costs are incurred. Both of these tests should be satisfied 
when deciding what belongs in ECAM, however, it needs to be 
recognized that the first one is the principal test and the second 
represents a secondary level of screening.” 

 
The Murphy Report was submitted in 2004 when the Company’s ECAM was first 
re-introduced upon returning to cost of service regulation under the Electric Power 
Act. At that time, many of the utilities reviewed by Mr. Murphy had a substantial 
portfolio of generation assets fueled by coal or other petroleum based sources. As 
such, the focus of the Murphy Report criteria for inclusion in an ECAM center 
around fuel costs (for generation) and variable cost components (for purchased 
energy). 

 
In Maritime Electric’s view, the variable cost component criteria applied in the 
Murphy Report is inappropriate for purposes of assessing whether a particular cost 
component should be included or excluded from the ECAM. Variability in a cost 
may be caused by any number of factors including customer actions, public policy, 
environmental conditions (such as wind and temperature), supplier decisions or 
decisions by the Utility itself. 

 
It is Maritime Electric’s view that where changes in an energy supply cost are 
influenced solely by the actions of the Utility, the resulting increase or decrease 
should not be automatically passed along to customers through the ECAM but 
instead should be borne or credited to the Utility and subject to regulatory review.7 

                                                 
7 The current cap on the allowed Return on Equity results in any benefits from the Utility’s actions accruing to 

customers only through the operation of RORA. In effect, the Utility is exposed to cost increases and does not 
receive any credit for or opportunity to benefit from cost savings or reductions attributed to the Utility’s actions. 
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As a result, it is the Company’s view that the criteria for the inclusion of an energy 
supply account or cost in the ECAM are as follows: 

 
1. The account and changes in the costs included therein are largely outside 

the control of the Utility; and 
2. The potential variance from forecast, individually or in aggregate, may have 

a significant or material impact on customer rates or the Company’s 
earnings in a particular year. 

 
As well, the determination of which accounts should or should not be included in 
the ECAM should be assessed periodically as the exclusion of certain costs that 
may be currently interpreted as “fixed” or within the Company’s control may 
become outside the Company’s control when external forces come into play. 
Likewise, charges that may have been considered largely outside the Company’s 
control may eventually become within the Company’s control and should therefore 
be excluded. 

 
4.2 Article 136 – Murphy Report 

Article 136 notes the potential that there may be a reduced incentive to seek to 
mitigate costs that can be included in and recovered through the ECAM. 

 
In applying the criteria for inclusion in the ECAM as noted in Section 4.1 above, 
the energy supply accounts to be retained in the ECAM are those for which the 
cost drivers are largely outside the control of the Company. As such, there is no 
opportunity to mitigate the costs associated with the accounts recommended to 
remain in the ECAM. 

 
Based on Maritime Electric’s experience recently and over the years, there are no 
parties interested in offering the full suite of services that Maritime Electric requires. 
This circumstance has been extensively reviewed by IRAC through previous 
confidential submissions that have detailed the Company’s processes to seek and 
evaluate energy and power supply proposals from third party suppliers. As shown 
in those submissions, when the Company has sought third party supply and pricing 
proposals, the responses were either declined or uneconomic relative to the NB 
Power/New Brunswick Energy Marketing proposals. 

 
The Energy Purchase Agreement (“EPA”) with New Brunswick Energy Marketing 
(“NBEM”), which was filed previously with IRAC, provides the most economic 
source of supply to compliment the other supply contracts in place. There are no 
other affordable options that Maritime Electric could contract for that would 
eliminate the uncertainties that exist for Maritime Electric as a small utility at the 
end of the Maritimes Control Area system. The Company has clearly demonstrated 
its processes to source the most economically priced energy supply available for 
customers through both the contract negotiation process and its energy dispatch 
process described in Appendix IV. 

 
4.3 Articles 156, 157 and 158 – Concerns Regarding the ECAM Balance 

As discussed in Section 3.2, the Company has addressed the concern regarding 
the growing balance in the ECAM account in the recent GRA filing ”Amended 
Appendix 3 - Monthly ECAM January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2021" for approval 
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of customer rates for 2020 and beyond. In that filing, the Base Rate Cost rate 
stability adjustment proposed for 2020 is in fact upward such that an extra 
$329,970 is charged to the Company’s income statement thereby contributing to 
a reduction in the projected December 31, 2020 ECAM balance of $72,3038. 

 
Although the projected energy supply costs and Base Rate Cost will result in a 
December 31, 2020 balance of only $72,303, it is not unreasonable to expect that 
actual energy supply costs will differ from that projected and be captured or 
deferred in the ECAM.  When the variance from forecast to actual is unfavourable, 
there will be costs deferred for future recovery from customers. 

 
The Commission’s concern about the potential for the ECAM balance to grow 
stems from the length of the rate setting periods and the frequency in which the 
ECAM Base Rate Cost and customer rate riders are reset. Currently, these 
variables are set at the beginning of the rate setting period based upon forecast 
energy supply costs at that time and any variances over the rate setting period are 
captured and remain in the ECAM account until the next rate setting period is 
established. 

 
To address this lag and improve the regulatory efficiency of the ECAM, the 
Company recommends the customer rate rider be automatically reset annually, on 
March 31, based upon the actual ECAM balance at December 31 of the prior year 
rather than the forecast used at the beginning of the GRA rate setting period. The 
Company will continue to report on variances between forecast and actual costs 
throughout the preceding year so that the Commission has the opportunity to 
review the variances prior to the automatic rate rider reset. 

 
4.4 Article 159 – Value of Retaining Both ECAM and RORA 

The ECAM is a single purpose regulatory deferral mechanism focused on 
capturing the annual variance of actual energy supply costs from that forecast for 
future recovery or refund from customers. The ECAM’s purpose is meant to 
provide an administratively efficient method for establishing predictable customer 
rate adjustments, mitigating fluctuations in the Company’s annual earnings and 
reducing the need for frequent and costly regulatory hearings. 

 
The RORA, is a more broad based deferral account that captures incremental 
revenues and net savings in annual operating costs, with the exception of energy 
supply which is subject to the ECAM. Unlike the ECAM, the RORA is a one sided 
mechanism in that 100 per cent of the net benefits above the regulated return on 
average common equity are attributed to the customer while the Company is 
exposed to 100 per cent of any net costs (reduced revenues and incremental 
costs) in a given year that would cause a regulated return on average common 
equity below the rate set by IRAC9. 

                                                 
8 Based on the GRA update, the average ECAM balance forecast for 2020 (see Appendix II) is $1,422,445 

(($2,772,686 + $72,203)/2)) for which the Company projects to earn a return of only $53,199 ($1,422,445 x 40% x 
9.35%). This represents 0.37% ($53,199/$14,404,092) of 2020 forecast earnings or 0.03% ($53,199/$210,000,00) 
of annual revenue. 

9 IRAC Order UE16-04, par. 7 states that “with the exception of any amounts over-refunded to ratepayers, Maritime 
Electric shall not be permitted to recover any amounts from the RORA account(s), and in particular, Maritime 
Electric shall not be permitted to recover from the RORA account(s) in the event it does not attain a return on 
average common equity of 9.35 per cent.” 
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The use of different regulatory deferral accounts to manage the impact of annual 
variations in revenue and costs outside the Utility’s control is common in many 
jurisdictions across North America.10 While Maritime Electric has few of these 
regulatory support mechanisms relative to many other jurisdictions, their use on 
PEI is viewed favourably from both a customer rate predictability perspective and 
from a business risk perspective.11 

 
One of the fundamental purposes of utilizing separate regulatory deferral accounts 
is to track and report on different regulatory matters in a transparent manner that 
allows easier identification of the factors that contribute to a variance in a given 
year. While it is important to track these variances separately to consider their 
potential impact and their ultimate disposition, Maritime Electric agrees that, from 
an accounting perspective, these accounts may be offset when directed by the 
regulator in accordance with accepted accounting principles.12,13 

 
In light of the Company’s recommendation in Section 4.3 to reset the ECAM rate 
rider in customer rates annually on March 1, it is further recommended that the 
Commission authorize the offset or credit of any future RORA amounts realized in 
a year against the ECAM balance at December 31 prior to, or as part of, the March 
1 ECAM rate rider reset process. This would mitigate the magnitude or potential 
rate adjustments while supporting an overall objective of providing predictable 
customer rates14. 

 
Further discussion on the rationale for retaining the ECAM itself is contained in 
Section 5 of the Report. 

 
  

                                                 
10 Appendix VI provides a summary listing of regulatory deferral accounts used in Canadian jurisdictions. Appendix 

VII includes a 2017 report by Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”) that provides an overview of adjustment clauses used in 
the United States. 

11 Appendix VIII includes the Company’s most recent Standard & Poor’s Credit Rating Report dated March 31, 2020. 
In support of its Business Risk assessment for Maritime Electric, S&P states that the “regulatory framework 
includes mechanisms such as energy cost adjustment and weather normalization that allows commodity costs to 
flow through to customers and minimize the impact weather has on electricity rates, providing cash flow stability.” 

12 Maritime Electric has proposed to offset deferred Dorian Storm costs against the 2019 RORA as part of its UE19-
08 GRA financial inputs update filed in January 2020. 

13 Refer to Appendix III which describes how this practice is used by Newfoundland Power and accepted by their 
regulator. 

14 While IRAC Order UE19-08, par 14 requires the refund of any RORA balance within 60 days of the calendar year 
end, the Company’s recommendation supports rate stability and a lower cost of regulation under a multi-year rate 
setting framework. The Commission acknowledged the value in this approach for customers in Order UE16-04R, 
par 29. 
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5.0 RATIONALE FOR RETAINING ECAM  
 

Maritime Electric is a regulated, vertically integrated utility with responsibility for the 
purchase or generation, transmission and distribution of electricity within most of Prince 
Edward Island. As such, it is exposed to risks and forces outside of its control. The 
uncertainties are many, ranging from load forecasts, performance of the PLNGS, fuel 
prices, market forces, weather, the economy, changing government policy and regulations 
both within and outside its service area. 

 
In Maritime Electric's case, its situation and attendant risks are more complicated than that 
of most vertically integrated utilities. Except for third party on-Island wind generation, 
Maritime Electric’s on-Island generation is rarely economically competitive with off-Island 
market based electricity. In addition, its geographic location in the region and 
interconnection to New Brunswick limits its options for securing economically priced 
energy for customers. 

 
When unforeseeable circumstances occur from time to time that affect the ability of New 
Brunswick Energy Marketing (“NBEM”) to meet PEI requirements, Maritime Electric must 
work with NBEM – within the terms and conditions of its EPA - to seek an alternative 
energy supply that is more cost effective than dispatching its on-Island generation, 
assuming no external constraining transmission limits. Sometimes the required energy is 
available but when it is not on-Island generation must be dispatched. 

 
These and similar unforeseeable occurrences with associated unpredictable costs are 
energy related issues and can be more readily dealt with by electric power systems with 
a more diverse mix of generation and access to fuels that are more closely related to 
market competitive prices than Maritime Electric's. 

 
Mechanisms that permit the full recovery of prudently incurred energy supply costs by 
investor-owned distribution utilities (electric and gas) are commonly used in most 
Canadian regulated jurisdictions.15 The use of these mechanisms reflects the fact that the 
cost of supply is typically the largest single cost to be recovered by electric utilities. Energy 
supply costs represent approximately 63 per cent of Maritime Electric’s annual revenue 
requirement as is shown in the table below: 

 
Revenue and Energy Supply Expense 

($ millions) 
 2019A 2020F 2021F 

Revenue 202.440 211.637 217.758 
Energy Supply Expense 126.907 133.606 138.318 
Energy Supply Expense as a % of Revenue 62.7 63.1 63.5 

 
  

                                                 
15 Sample descriptions of such mechanisms used by electric utilities in BC, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and 

Labrador are provided in Appendix III. 
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The ECAM allows rates to reflect, on a timely basis, changes in the cost of producing and 
purchasing electricity. Without an ECAM, the utility would be required to seek new rate 
approval whenever a material change in the cost of either energy production or purchase 
occurs. The ECAM works both ways; when costs increase, rates will increase and when 
costs decrease, rates will decrease. It is important to note from the Murphy Report 
(December 2004 – Page 6) that 

 
“In the long history of ECAMs, the positives seem to substantially outweigh 
the negatives. In principle, Maritime Electric’s proposal to adopt an ECAM 
is reasonable; however, any ECAM approved by IRAC should recognize 
the general theory base of ECAMs elsewhere and should contain only 
changes in price-level relating to prudently incurred costs for fuel delivered 
to its generating stations and for the variable cost component of purchased 
electrical energy.” 

 
The ECAM has served both the Company and its customers well by providing a measure 
of customer rate predictability, stability in utility earnings and an opportunity to recover 
prudently incurred energy supply costs in a reasonable timeframe. So evidenced by the 
common use of such mechanisms across the country, their use represents an effective 
and efficient approach to electric utility regulation16. 

 
 
  

                                                 
16 The use of the ECAM was also noted by S&P’s in its March 2020 credit rating report as being supportive of the 

“Excellent” Business Risk assessment. See Appendix VIII. 
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6.0 ASSESSMENT OF ENERGY SUPPLY EXPENSE ACCOUNTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The ECAM includes energy and capacity related operating expense accounts, which are 
recorded within the 7000 to 7499 range of accounts in the Company’s records as well as 
amortizations of certain amounts as directed by previous Commission orders and 
recorded in accounts 9415 and 9420. 

 
For each account used by the Company in the current ECAM calculation, the following 
information has been provided in Appendix I to assist in supporting the Company’s 
recommendation whether to include or exclude the accounts from ECAM: 

 
1. A Description of the charges typical for this account; 

 
2. The Annual Variance for a 10-year period (2010-2019) which compares the budget 

for each year with the actual costs incurred in that account for each year; 
 

3. A Discussion with respect to the amount of control Maritime Electric has over the 
expense and the potential for a material impact on customer rates or the earnings 
of Maritime Electric related to variations in the amounts; and, 

 
4. A Conclusion as to whether this account should be included or excluded from 

ECAM. 
 

The Company proposes to address the recommendation in the Murphy Report to transition 
certain costs from inclusion in the ECAM to inclusion in Basic Rates. With respect to the 
Murphy Report, the Company recommends that the change in the unit cost for the volume 
of energy above or below the budget level remain in the ECAM due to energy supply cost 
variability and energy supply risk. In the absence of an ECAM, the Company’s higher 
proportion of energy costs (63 per cent), relative to its total costs, would either raise its 
overall business risk and resulting cost of equity or raise regulatory costs to an 
unacceptable level by requiring frequent hearings in order to recover actual energy costs. 

 
Even with the risk mitigation effect of the ECAM, Maritime Electric still faces relatively high 
business risk on both the demand and supply side. The “demand” risks relate to the small, 
rural and homogeneous economy, as well as the significant reliance on one large industrial 
customer. The “supply” risks relate primarily to the dependence of Island customers on 
mainland supply and the concentration of utility assets within a small geographic area. 

 
Also, Maritime Electric’s requirement under the Electric Power Act to purchase electric 
energy generated from facilities and equipment owned or leased by the PEI Energy 
Corporation (“PEIEC”) places an increased level of supply risk on the Company. The 
PEIEC now supplies 22 per cent of the Company’s energy supply requirements. This level 
is forecast to increase to 29 per cent upon the completion of the PEIEC’s 30 MW wind 
farm in 2021 and will further increase upon completion of an additional 40 MW wind farm 
in 2025. 

 
The renewable energy purchased from the PEIEC under Power Purchase Agreements is 
supplied from six wind farms located across the Island. These farms are exposed to the 
elements (wind, ice, etc.) and outages to individual turbines can have a significant impact 
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on the amount of energy produced. The output and timing of wind generation is highly 
variable and weather dependent. 

 
Maritime Electric forecasts annually the energy to be supplied from each of its supply 
sources. The energy supply is primarily provided through three contracted sources: Point 
Lepreau Entitlement (or 16 per cent), PEIEC Wind Energy (or 22 per cent) and an Energy 
Purchase Agreement (“EPA”) with NBEM (or 62 per cent). Each of the sources have prices 
that differ based on the terms of the contracts. 

 
Also, the cost of the Point Lepreau Entitlement may fluctuate depending on the generating 
station’s capacity factor. Wind, being variable in nature, may provide anywhere from 22 
per cent to 25 per cent of the energy supply in a given year. This requires the difference 
to be balanced through the EPA. The pricing differential between each supplier can be as 
much as 33 per cent resulting in energy supply cost variability due to factors beyond the 
Company’s control. 

 
Maritime Electric’s participation in the PLNGS represents 16 per cent of Maritime Electric’s 
energy supply. The PLNGS represents 37 per cent of the in-province energy sales for 
New Brunswick, which incents NB Power to maintain and operate the plant to maximize 
the capacity factor (output). At the times when the PLNGS is shut down for planned 
outages or subject to forced outages, both NB Power and Maritime Electric must secure 
replacement energy. This energy and its related costs must be incurred as well as the on-
going PLNGS costs even though the station is not producing energy. 

 
The Energy Purchase Agreement Maritime Electric has with NBEM is a take-or-pay 
contract that includes an Energy Requirement Variation Premium. This premium is applied 
to Maritime Electric’s costs if volumetric variations in Maritime Electric’s requirements are 
greater or less than the forecast amounts contracted. 

 
This mechanism is in place to pass on NBEM’s fuel supply and sourcing risks to Maritime 
Electric. The Energy Requirement Variation Premium is an increasing scalable ratchet 
dependent upon the amount of energy under - or over-consumed. This contractual 
requirement means that costs for the volume of energy above forecast level may not 
simply be offset by the corresponding increase in energy sales. 

 
Since each supply source has its own pricing mechanism and terms, the actual average 
unit cost can differ in a material way from that forecast at the beginning of a rate setting 
period due to factors beyond the Company’s control, such as production levels from the 
supply sources or consumption levels and demand requirements of customers. 

 
In addition, the Company’s earnings would fluctuate beyond reasonable ranges without a 
mechanism such as ECAM, resulting in the need for frequent hearings for rates to be 
adjusted to reflect these changes. For example, during 2019, the PLNGS had a planned 
outage that ran fifteen days beyond its twenty-five day schedule. Another forced outage 
occurred during the year for another seven days. These events resulted in Replacement 
Energy purchases for the PLNGS being approximately $1,100,000 that was not included 
in the 2019 budget. An ECAM mechanism provides stability in the Company’s earnings 
and eliminates the need for frequent and costly hearings to adjust rates in response to 
changes in energy costs and in return helps to ensure the financial stability of the 
Company. 
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To be consistent with energy supply variance deferral mechanisms used elsewhere, the 
Company proposes to transition the following from ECAM to basic rates as recommended 
in the Murphy Report. 

 
 Payments to NB Power relating to assets dedicated to the PEI Transmission link, 
 O&M costs relating to MECL generating stations and the Energy Control Centre, 

and 
 The amortization of the Point Lepreau Write-down and DSM costs. 

 
A detailed account by account description of the accounts to be included or excluded from 
the ECAM is included in Appendix I. 

 
In summary, Maritime Electric recommends that the following accounts be retained within 
ECAM: 

 

ECAM Accounts 2019 Actual 
($) 

2020 Forecast 
($) 

7000 NB Power – Assured Energy  $ 837,705  $ 0 
7002 NB Power Capacity   5,199,100   7,200,000 
7007 Wind Energy   24,276,212   25,590,402 
7008 Other Energy   323,045   91,043 
7020 Lepreau Fuel   1,206,883   1,021,450 
7021 Lepreau Cost of Carrying Fuel   64,679   83,405 
7023 Lepreau Cost of Capital   9,941,422   10,814,000 
7025 Lepreau Operating and Maintenance   10,722,332   10,100,749 
7027 Lepreau Decommissioning Charge   1,995,576   1,995,580 
7029 Lepreau Guarantee Fee   494,326   464,262 
7031 Lepreau Inventory Common Stock   17,053   20,072 
7043 Reserve 10 Minute Non-Spinning   190,884   359,875 
7044 Reserve 30 Minute Non-Spinning   169,266   296,846 
7046 NB Power Secure Energy   7,887,064   5,376,381 
7047 NB Power Interruptible   0   0 
7048 NB Power Curtailed   0   0 
7049 Capacity – Other   240,625   6,559 
7050 NB Power Firm Energy   53,606,729   59,510,687 
7051 Firm 2 Energy   0   0 
7053 Imbalance Energy   (222,744)   0 
7054 Imbalance Premium    (140,223)   240,000 
7057 Cost of Energy Sales   (187)   0 
7217 Borden Generating Station CT Fuel - Diesel   99,639   215,064 
7317 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Diesel   214,614   342,630 
7415 M.I.C.F. Government-Owned Miscellaneous Labour and Expense   4,588,048   4,988,680 

TOTAL  $ 121,712,048  $ 128,717,684 
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Maritime Electric recommends that the following accounts be excluded from ECAM (as 
discussed in Appendix I): 

 

Non-ECAM Accounts 2019 Actual 
($) 

2020 Forecast 
($) 

7040 Operating and Maintenance Transmission Lines – NB Power  $ 190,253  $ 195,869 
7041 Operating and Maintenance Memramcook   167,723   172,674 
7042 Breaker Rental – NB Power   183,878   186,320 
7052 Other Energy   0   0 
7055 Summerside Energy Purchase   0   0 
7056 E-Tagging and Scheduling   12,075   8,190 
7058 IPL Transmission Scheduling   941,486   955,609 
7102 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Buildings and Services   345,903   299,277 
7103 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Maintenance   348,106   314,020 
7105 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Operations   306,411   181,644 
7116 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Superintendence   53,060   53,710 
7117 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Buildings Generation 

Fuel – Bunker 
  361,448   318,541 

7150 ECC Operations   951,758   1,071,606 
7180 Employee Training   17,021   58,205 
7202 Borden Generating Station Building and Services   675   3,414 
7209 Borden Generating Station CT Operating   13,782   6,239 
7210 Borden Generating Station CT Maintenance    173,806   123,843 
7216 Borden Combustion Turbine Superintendence   21,688   77,453 
7302 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Building and 

Services 
  191,452   11,587 

7303 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Maintenance   148,667   171,562 
7305 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Operating   11,166   19,030 
7316 Charlottetown Combustion Turbine 3 Superintendence   31,688   77,453 
7350 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station CT - Insurance   586,660   613,402 
7355 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station CT - Property Tax   224,463   229,603 
7450 Mechanical Maintenance   25,453   89,813 
9415 Amortization Pt. Lepreau Writedown   93,600   93,400 
9420 Amortization Demand Side Management Costs   156,998   127,446 

TOTAL  $ 5,559,220   $ 5,459,910 
 

Based upon the Company’s recommendations and the actual energy supply charges 
incurred in 2019, the 27 accounts to be excluded represent approximately 4 per cent of 
total energy supply costs. It is recommended that the transition of the ECAM to exclude 
the recommended accounts take effect commencing with the next rate setting period 
effective 2022. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX I 
 
 

ACCOUNT-BY-ACCOUNT BREAKDOWN 
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7000 NB Power – Assured Energy 
 
Account Description 
This accounts for purchases of Assured Energy from NBEM through the EPA, which covers the 
period of March 1, 2019 to February 29, 2024. Assured Energy is interruptible energy made 
available to Maritime Electric to replace energy that would otherwise come from operation of the 
CTGS (or the 40 MW of combustion turbines at the BGS). 
 
This account was created to reduce energy supply purchase costs by using Maritime Electric 
generation resources to back stop off-Island energy purchases. 
 
The Assured Energy product is backed-up by 40 MW of oil-fired generation at the CTGS on an 
annual basis and up to 40 MW at the BGS for the first 90 days during the Winter Period as defined 
in the EPA. Assured Energy purchases can be physically curtailed by NBEM on two days’ notice 
during the months of December and January, four days notice during November, February and 
March and 90 days’ notice for April through October. The Assured Energy product will be backed-
up by capacity purchases from NBEM starting in 2022, after the CTGS is retired from service. 
 
The pricing on Assured Energy purchases may be changed immediately by NBEM after the 
provision of written Notification of curtailment has been provided. If NBEM is purchasing from a 
third party, replacement energy purchases will be adjusted upwards subject to certain limits under 
the contract. Upon receipt of Notification, Maritime Electric can agree to the price increase, seek 
replacement energy from a third party, operate the CTGS or Borden CTs, or be curtailed. 
 
Although the Assured Energy product is subject to a fixed price per MWh in the current EPA, 
significant variability in pricing may be introduced if Notification per the EPA’s terms and 
conditions is provided by NBEM. In the case of such a Curtailment, the energy pricing can 
increase immediately. Historically, there have been periods of time where the price paid for energy 
during Curtailments has increased by multiplier of 4 to 6 times from EPA levels. 
 
In addition to curtailment pricing changes, volume related price changes may be triggered if 
Energy Requirement Variation Premiums are charged under the EPA.1 To provide EPA contract 
prices to Maritime Electric, NBEM hedges energy commodities and foreign currency exchange 
rates based on the Energy forecasts that were provided by Maritime Electric when the Agreement 
was signed in February 2018. Where actual Energy purchases by Maritime Electric vary from the 
forecast amounts NBEM may be financially negatively affected by the volume variance. Maritime 
Electric may then be subject to the Energy Requirement Variation Premiums under the EPA. 
 
 
  

                                                 
1 Refer to Part 5 – Energy Requirement Variation Premium of the Energy Purchase Agreement between MECL 

and NBEM effective March 1, 2019 which was filed with the Commission on March 2, 2018. 
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Annual Variance 
The following table presents the 10 year annual variance for Account 7000 – Assured Energy as 
well as the percentage variance relative to the budget for the year. 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7000 – Assured Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance 3,341,785 2,573,218 2,053,430 4,587,855 2,444,367 2,359,265 1,702,524 767,523 857,199 837,705 21,524,870 

Budget 2,930,093 1,585,273 2,510,351 2,371,200 5,356,000 6,326,000 7,481,000 2,882,000 2,324,800 0* 33,766,717 

% of 
Budget 114% 162% 82% 193% 46% 37% 23% 27% 37% 0% 64% 

* No Assured Energy was budgeted for in 2019 due to increase in maximum Firm Energy/Capacity; however, 
$837,705 of Assured Energy was purchased. 

 
 
Discussion 
Assured Energy purchases under the EPA contract are subject to a high degree of variability due 
to factors beyond the Company’s control. Pricing changes may be caused by curtailments initiated 
by the supplier (NBEM) and volume variation premiums may be incurred due to unexpected 
changes in the consumption level of customers, either positive or negative. The annual variance 
in the Assured Energy cost category may be significant in a given year, which has the potential 
for a material impact on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7000 – Assured Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7002 NB Power Capacity 
 
Description 
This accounts for the Capacity included with the Firm Energy product which is purchased under 
the NBEM Energy Purchase Agreement (March 1, 2019 to February 29, 2024). 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7002 – NB Power Capacity 

Account # 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance  -240,696  -534,600  -111,300  0  0  0  0  0  150,000  550,600  -185,996 

Budget  2,648,196 1,679,400  951,300  1,008,000  1,008,000  1,008,000  1,418,000  2,550,000  2,925,000  4,648,500  19,844,396 

% of 
Budget -9% -32% -12% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 12% -1% 

 
 
Discussion 
The amount of Capacity required is dependent on weather, consumer consumption patterns and 
Demand Side Management (“DSM”) initiatives and is largely outside of Maritime Electric’s control.  
Additionally, the Peak Load forecast is based on the historical average temperature (Environment 
Canada historical records) on the peak electrical load day of the year (the actual temperature on 
the peak load day can be higher or lower than the average). 
 
The following table illustrates the forecast for Firm Capacity required at the time of the Murphy 
Report (prior to the construction of CT3 in 2005) as compared to the Firm Capacity requirement 
today and projected requirement in 2023 after the CTGS is decommissioned. This table shows 
significant changes in terms of the amount of Firm Capacity required to be purchased from NBEM 
as well as the percentage of Maritime Electric’s Total Capacity Requirement: 
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 Capacity 

Requirement & 
Available 

Resources - 1995 
(MW) 

Capacity 
Requirement & 

Available 
Resources - 2004 

(MW) 

Capacity 
Requirement & 

Available Resources 
- 2020 (MW) 

Projected Capacity 
Requirement & Available 
Resources - 2023 (MW) 

Maritime Electric Peak Load 160 189 269 292 
Less Interruptible Load 11 11 14 14 

Firm Peak Load 149 178 255 278 
Plus 15% Planning Reserve 22 27 38 42 

Capacity Requirement 171 205 293 320 
     

Less:     
CTGS 65 60 40 02 

Borden Plant 40 40 40 40 
Combustion Turbine 3 0 0 49 49 

Lepreau (at Murray Corner) 24 293 29 29 
Dalhousie (at Murray Corner) 19 19 04 0 

Wind ELCC5 0 0 24 24 
     

Firm Capacity Purchases 
Required 23 57 111 177 

Percentage of Firm Capacity 
Purchases Required 13% 28% 38% 55% 

 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7002 – NB Power Capacity should be included in the ECAM. 
  

                                                 
2 The Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station has been approved for decommissioning in 2022/2023. 
3 Participation Agreement increased by 5 MW on November 1, 1996 for Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station. 
4 NB Power’s Dalhousie Generating Station was decommissioned in 2016. 
5 The Wind Effective Load Carrying Capability (“ELCC”) is the additional load that the system can supply due to the 

presence of the wind generation while still maintaining the same level of reliability. 
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7007 Wind Energy 
 
Account Description 
This account provides for the purchase of wind energy from utility scale on-Island wind producers. 
 
Currently, Maritime Electric has the following Power Purchase Agreements (“PPA”) in place for 
output from the on-Island wind farms. 
 
Eastern Kings 30 MW 
Hermanville 30 MW 
WEICAN 10 MW (WEICAN – Wind Energy Institute of Canada) 
Norway 9 MW 
Aeolus 3 MW 
North Cape 10.5 MW 
TOTAL = 92.5 MW 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7007 – Wind Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 1,803,306 -5,276,280 -3,160,504 -8,644,374 -849,474 1,056,740 -428,706 -762,499 -1,053,903 -906,488 -18,222,181 

Budget 14,146,274 19,288,996 15,910,804 23,631,100 23,822,000 23,971,000 24,042,000 23,995,200 25,308,500 25,182,700 219,298,574 

% of 
Budget 13% -27% -20% -37% -4% 4% -2% -3% -4% -4% -8% 

 
 
Discussion 
The output and timing of wind generation is highly variable and dependent on weather and 
equipment availability and therefore Maritime Electric has no control over these expenses.  
Variances in wind generation relative to forecast will result in corresponding changes in the 
amount of energy purchased from NBEM under the EPA (Variance is # of MWHs x (EPA Price – 
Wind Price). 
 
Outages to turbines at wind farms can also have a significant impact on the amount of energy 
produced by these wind farms. As a result, wind energy purchases are subject to a high degree 
of variability in annual cost due to factors beyond the Company’s control. The annual variance in 
the Wind Energy cost category may be significant in a given year, which has the potential for a 
material impact on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7007 – Wind Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7008 Other Energy 
 
Account Description 
Provides for the purchase of other renewable energy (excluding utility-scale wind) from on-Island 
sources. Typical sources include the Enwave’s facility (Energy From Waste) on Riverside Drive 
in Charlottetown, residential solar installations and small wind turbines. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7008 – Other Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -14,291 -17,343 21,023 31,376 24,946 51,867 90,764 98,090 162,166 232,845 681,442 

Budget 76,193 60,857 64,152 65,000 66,000 66,000 67,000 95,700 97,100 90,200 748,202 

% of Budget -19% -28% 33% 48% 38% 79% 135% 102% 167% 258% 91% 

 
 
Discussion 
The output and timing of renewable generation (wind, solar, etc.) is supplied by third parties, 
highly variable and dependent on weather and therefore Maritime Electric has no control over 
these expenses.  
 
As shown in the table above, the amount of the annual variance is increasing each year, due to 
the increasing amount of residential solar installed on PEI in recent years. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7008 – Other Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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POINT LEPREAU NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION 
 
Background 
Maritime Electric has a contractual entitlement, under the terms of the Point Lepreau Nuclear 
Generating Station (“PLNGS”) Participation Agreement, to 30 MW of capacity and energy from 
PLNGS. The nature of a “participation” agreement is such that Maritime Electric obtains a 
contractual entitlement to capacity and associated energy on terms and conditions similar to those 
of NB Power’s customers. In exchange, Maritime Electric pays its share of costs based upon NB 
Power’s costs through the application of a participation percentage. The Company’s participation 
percentage is 30/660 or 4.55 per cent where 30 represents the entitlement in megawatts (“MW”) 
from the facility and the 660 represents the facilities’ total Net MW output capacity. The term of 
the agreement is “for the life of the unit” and as such there are clauses in the agreement that deal 
with the continuation of capital charges, and unrecovered costs at end of service life. 
 
As the PLNGS Participation Agreement is essentially a take-or-pay contract, it is scheduled first. 
Under the PLNGS Participation Agreement, Maritime Electric does not have ownership over the 
Plant nor does Maritime Electric have any control over the Plant’s operations or capital 
expenditure program. As such, Maritime Electric has little to no control over the costs for Lepreau 
and therefore is exposed to significant cost variances. 
 
 
Replacement Energy Costs 
When the PLNGS is not producing power (i.e. during planned or unplanned outages) Maritime 
Electric remains responsible for paying its 4.55 per cent share of the on-going facility costs such 
as staff labour costs; maintenance costs; cost of original capital; retirement costs; and other costs 
as stipulated in the PLNGS Participation Agreement. Fuel costs (i.e. uranium) are a small fraction 
of the total costs of operating PLNGS and are not incurred during an outage. 
 
However, Maritime Electric also has to purchase Replacement Energy for the 30 MW not being 
provided by PLNGS during an outage. The incremental Replacement Energy Costs can be as 
much as $50,000 (or more depending on Market Pricing at the time) for every day that PLNGS is 
not producing power. There is no contractual coverage or protection for Maritime Electric (nor for 
NB Power) with respect to the increased level of replacement energy required due to extended 
unit outages at PLNGS. Variances for Replacement Energy will be recorded in the Purchased 
Energy accounts. 
 
Maritime Electric’s Lepreau Budget is based on forecasts provided by NB Nuclear and approved 
by the NB Power Nuclear - Board of Directors for each operating year. Maritime Electric plans for 
Replacement Energy purchases for the number of days that NB Power Nuclear has planned for 
maintenance outage days that year. Maritime Electric does not include any Replacement Energy 
Purchases in its Energy Costs Budget for unplanned outages at Point Lepreau. 
 
The following table provides a snapshot of the last 10 years for Point Lepreau in terms of the 
duration of planned maintenance outages versus the duration of actual outage time in days 
(planned and unplanned) each year. The table shows that planned outages have typically taken 
longer to complete then originally planned (2014, 2016, 2018 and 2019 are typical examples). 
Unplanned outages also require Replacement Energy purchases at significant cost to the PEI 
ratepayer. 
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Year 
Planned 

Outage Start 
Date 

Planned 
Outage 

End Date 

Outage 
Days 

Planned 

Actual 
Outage 
Days 

Full Days of Buying 
Replacement 
Energy (Not 
Budgeted) 

Derate 
Days # 

2010* 23Apr2010 18Jun2010 57 days 365 
days 308 days - 

2011* - - 0 days 365 
days 365 days - 

2012* 10Sept2012 05Nov2012 57 days 316 
days 259 days 4 days 

2013 - - 0 days 31 days 31 days 250 days 
2014 01April2014 17May2014 46 days 62 days 16 days 6 days 
2015 - - 0 days 68 days 68 days 75 days 
2016 02April2016 26May2016 55 days 73 days 18 days 26 days 
2017 - - 0 days 35 days 35 days 10 days 
2018 02April2018 14May2018 42 days 53 days 11 days 11 days 
2019 31March2019 24Apr2019 25 days 42 days 22 days 11 days 

    Total = 1,133 days 393 days 
* In the past Point Lepreau would schedule outages for even years (2010 and 2012) and no outage for odd years 

(2011). The Point Lepreau Life Extension Refurbishment project outage was planned for March 28, 2008 to Sept. 
28, 2009 (18 months). However, completion of the outage was delayed until November 16, 2012. 

# Derate Day is where Point Lepreau is operating; however, it is producing less than full power and therefore Maritime 
Electric does not get its full entitlement. 

 
The following Power History Curve chart provided by NB Nuclear for the October 2017 to October 
2019 timeframe shows numerous planned and unplanned outages at PLNGS: April 2018 – May 
2018; April 2019 – May 2019; July 2019, and numerous periods where the unit is not producing 
full power (January 2018; March 2019; etc.) where Maritime Electric must purchase replacement 
energy. 
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Point Lepreau Life Extension Program 
In 1995, Maritime Electric exercised an option contained in its’ Point Lepreau Unit Participation 
Agreement to extend the life of the contract beyond its original 2000 expiry date to the life of the 
unit (in 1995 the expected end of life of the facility was expected to be around 2009). Through the 
1995 amendment, Maritime Electric also committed to participate in future refurbishment work to 
extend the facility’s operational life. 
 
Significant events during the period 1995 – 2000 resulted in a reduced capacity factor and 
additional OM&A costs from PLNGS, which led to concerns over the continued viable operation 
of the station. In 1998, NB Power commissioned a technical and economic assessment of PLNGS 
which concluded that Point Lepreau should not be shutdown in the near-term, and given natural 
gas prices at the time, life extension could be economically viable through refurbishment between 
2005 and 2011 with a probable date of outage commencement in 2008. The report recommended 
that continued investment in the plant should occur to preserve the option to refurbish. 
 
In July 2005, NB Power received approval from its Board of Directors and the Province of New 
Brunswick to proceed with the project to refurbish the PLNGS over an eighteen month shutdown. 
The refurbishment outage commenced March 28, 2008 with a capital cost estimate of $1.022 
billion. The PLNGS refurbishment project experienced a number of delays such that the return to 
service date was delayed to the Fall of 2012, approximately 54 months in total duration as 
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compared to the originally scheduled 18 months. The delay resulted in significant replacement 
energy costs over which the Company had no control. 
 
PLNGS General Ledger Accounts 
Maritime Electric receives a monthly invoice for the PLNGS Participation Agreement costs, which 
outlines various components charged in relation to the PLNGS. The Company uses the following 
seven General Ledger Accounts to track the components charged under the PLNGS Participation 
Agreement which together constitute the monthly charge: 
 
7020 Lepreau Fuel 

Charges for the direct costs of fuel used in the operation of the Point Lepreau Generating 
Station. 

 
7021 Lepreau Cost of Carrying Fuel 

Monthly charges for storing generating fuel by NB Power at PLNGS, apportioned to 
Maritime Electric on the percent ownership basis. 

 
7023 Lepreau Cost of Capital 

Monthly financing charge related to the total investment in the facility. 
 
7025 Lepreau Operating and Maintenance 

Charges billed to Maritime Electric for the operation and maintenance of the PLNGS unit. 
 
7027 Lepreau Decommissioning Charge 

Monthly charge for the future decommissioning costs of PLNGS. 
 
7029 Lepreau Guarantee Fee 

Monthly loan guarantee fee associated with the financing in place for the facility. 
 
7031 Lepreau Inventory Common Stock 

Monthly charge for carrying common stock inventory. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

PLNGS Costs 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance 1,125,862 99,130 -2,817,842 3,075,622 -1,089,498 899,708 -1,903,648 3,581,333 -273,306 121,971 2,819,332 

Budget 9,046,999 1,430,286 4,375,180 17,927,300 21,960,000 20,315,000 22,839,000 20,398,900 23,383,200 24,320,300 165,996,165 

% of 
Budget 12% 7% -64% 17% -5% 4% -8% 18% -1% 1% 2% 
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Discussion 
PLNGS costs are subject to a high degree of variability in annual costs due to the variables in the 
capacity factor (output) of the Plant. 
 
PLNGS represents approximately 37 per cent of the NB Power System supply. There is significant 
incentive to NB Power to maintain and operate the plant at the highest efficiency as it represents 
such a large portion of the utility’s supply. Maritime Electric’s PLNGS Budget numbers are based 
on forecasts provided by NB Nuclear and approved by the NB Nuclear Board of Directors. 
Experience has shown that actual results can vary significantly from forecast as can be seen in 
the table above. 
 
As a result, the annual variance in the PLNGS cost category may be significant in a given year, 
which has the potential for a material impact on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s 
earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
All Point Lepreau Accounts (7020, 7021, 7023, 7025, 7027, 7029 and 7031) should be included 
in the ECAM. 
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7040 Operating and Maintenance Transmission Lines – NB Power 
 
Account Description 
This account includes monthly operating and maintenance charges from NB Power for use of 
transmission lines located in New Brunswick. This is a fixed cost with annual increases every April 
1 based upon the “Saint John - New Brunswick Construction Wage Rate Index”. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7040 – O&M Transmission Lines 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 15,178 15,702 3,543 -13,930 19,745 -3,239 5,753 -6,672 -5,348 -7,747 22,986 

Budget 142,374 160,851 167,369 175,500 175,000 187,000 181,000 194,100 194,100 198,000 1,775,294 

% of 
Budget 11% 10% 2% -8% 11% -2% 3% -3% -3% -4% 1% 

 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are predictable and do not vary in a material way. 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7040 – Operating and Maintenance Transmission Lines should be excluded from the 
ECAM. 
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7041 Operating and Maintenance Memramcook 
 
Account Description 
This account includes monthly operating and maintenance charges from NB Power for use of the 
Memramcook Terminal Station in Memramcook, NB. This is a fixed cost with annual increases 
every April 1 based upon the “Saint John - New Brunswick Construction Wage Rate Index”. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7041 – O&M Memramcook 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 9,927 12,795 3,123 -12,263 16,683 -4,001 -1,362 -67 1,099 -877 25,058 

Budget 128,967 142,850 147,548 154,700 155,000 166,000 166,00 165,300 165,300 168,600 1,560,265 

% of 
Budget 8% 9% 2% -8% 11% -2% -1% 0% 1% -1% 2% 

 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are predictable and do not vary in a material way. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7041 – Operating and Maintenance Memramcook should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7042 Breaker Rental – NB Power 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the monthly circuit breaker rental charge from NB Power. This is a fixed 
cost annually, with no annual increases. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7042 – Breaker Rental 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -8,553 2,451 -15,000 -27,853 16,256 -2,122 -2,122 -2,422 -2,422 -2,422 -44,209 

Budget 186,320 186,320 186,320 186,300 187,000 186,000 186,000 186,300 186,300 186,300 1,863,160 

% of Budget -5% 1% -8% -15% 9% -1% -1% -1% -1% -1% -2% 

 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are predictable and do not vary in a material way. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7042 – Breaker Rental should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7043 Reserve 10 Minute Non-Spinning 
 
Account Description 
Provides for the purchase of 10 minute non-spinning reserve which is needed to serve load 
immediately in the event of a system contingency; however, it is not available immediately to 
serve load but rather within a short period of time. 
 
NOTE: Spinning Reserve is included in the current EPA and is therefore provided by NBEM to 

the NB Power - System Operator. Maritime Electric Self-Supplies the 10 and 30 Minute 
Non Spinning Reserve during the Summer Period (April 1st to October 31st and will 
purchase the 10 and 30 Minute Non Spinning Reserve from the NB Power - System 
Operator during the Winter Period (November 1st to March 31st ). 

 
 
Annual Variances 
No charges to account in last 9 years. 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7043 – Reserve 10 Minute Non-Spinning 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance - - - - - - - - - (111,516) (111,516) 

Budget - - - - - - - - - 302,400 302,400 

% of Budget - - - - - - - - - -37% -37% 

 
 
Discussion 
2019 was the only year there have been charges to this account in the last 10 years. However, in 
the new EPA Maritime Electric is required to purchase 10 Minute Non-Spinning Reserve starting 
with the 2019 calendar year for the Winter Period (November through March). 
 
 
Conclusion 
It is recommended that Account 7043 – Reserve 10 Minute Non-Spinning be included in the 
ECAM. 
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7044 Reserve 30 Minute Non-Spinning 
 
Account Description 
Provides for the purchase of 30 minute non-spinning reserve which is needed to serve load 
immediately in the event of a system contingency; however, it is not available immediately to 
serve load but rather within a short period of time. 
 
NOTE: Spinning Reserve is included in the current EPA and is therefore provided by NBEM to 

the NB Power - System Operator. Maritime Electric Self-Supplies the 10 & 30 Minute 
Non Spinning Reserve during the Summer Period (April 1st to October 31st and will be 
purchasing the 10 & 30 Minute Non Spinning Reserve from the NB Power - System 
Operator during the Winter Period (November 1st to March 31st). 

 
 
Year End Variances 
No charges to account in last 9 years. 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7044 – Reserve 30 Minute Non-Spinning 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance - - - - - - - - - (79,434) (79,434) 

Budget - - - - - - - - - 248,700 248,700 

% of Budget - - - - - - - - - -32% -32% 

 
 
Discussion 
2019 was the only year there have been charges to this account in the last 10 years. However, in 
the new EPA Maritime Electric is required to purchase 30 Minute Non-Spinning Reserve starting 
with the 2019 calendar year for the Winter Period (November through March). 
 
 
Conclusion 
It is recommended that Account 7044 – Reserve 30 Minute Non-Spinning remain in the ECAM. 
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7046 NB Power Secure Energy 
 
Account Description 
This accounts for purchases of Secure Energy from NBEM through the EPA. 
 
Secure Energy is interruptible energy made available to Maritime Electric to replace energy that 
would otherwise be provided by operation of Maritime Electric's 50 MW Combustion Turbine No. 
3 (“CT3”). Secure Energy is backed up by the CT3 located at the Charlottetown site and the 
Secure Energy can be physically curtailed by NBEM with 24 hours’ notice during the Winter period 
(November through March) and seven days’ notice during the Summer period (April through 
October) upon written notification. However, the pricing on Secure Energy purchases may be 
changed immediately by NBEM after the provision of written Notification has been provided. 
 
NBEM can provide Notification of Curtailment or price increase, if one of the following occurs: 
 
1. NB Power needs to operate Combustion Turbines. 
2. NB Power incurs a Limited Hydro Event. 
3. NB Power is purchasing at prices higher than Combustion Turbine costs. 
4. NB Power suffers an outage of generation providing Firm Energy to Maritime Electric. 
 
If one of these four events occurs then the price of energy per MWh increases and the energy 
purchased at this higher price is captured under Account 7048 – NB Power Curtailed. 
 
If NBEM is purchasing from a third party at prices higher than the Secure Energy price under 
contract, the revised price will be adjusted upwards subject to certain limits under the contract. 
Maritime Electric can agree to the price increase, seek replacement energy from a third party, 
operate CT3 or be curtailed. In addition to curtailment pricing changes, volume related price 
changes may be triggered if Energy Requirement Variation Premiums are charged under the 
EPA. 
 
Secure Energy is purchased at the pricing noted in the table ‘Appendix 2 –Energy Pricing’ in the 
current EPA (which was filed with the Commission separately), however, a variable component 
may be triggered if Energy Requirement Variation Premiums are charged (See Figures 2 & 3 in 
the EPA filed with the Commission separately). 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7046 – Secure Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance -536,625 2,869,350 2,565,351 4,213,836 37,923 -232,667 1,008,878 588,534 1,372,205 -1,669,836 10,216,949 

Budget 25,667,134 18,138,054 17,931,530 18,820,200 22,115,000 22,980,000 22,611,000 17,574,300 14,979,600 9,556,900 190,373,718 

% of 
Budget -2% 16% 14% 22% 0% -1% 4% 3% 9% -17% 5% 
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Discussion 
System energy purchases under the EPA contract are subject to a high degree of variability due 
to factors beyond the Company’s control. Pricing changes may be caused by curtailments initiated 
by the supplier, NBEM, and volume variation premiums may be incurred due to unexpected 
changes in the consumption level of customers, either positive or negative. The annual variance 
in the Secure Energy cost category may be significant in a given year, which has the potential for 
a material impact on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7046 – Secure Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7047 NB Power Interruptible 
 
Account Description 
This accounts for purchases of Interruptible Energy from NBEM through the EPA. This account 
also covers energy purchases from third parties for short terms needs that arise from time to time, 
where Maritime Electric has exhausted options from our existing contracts. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7047 – NB Power Interruptible 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 0 1,046 0 814,803* -814,803* 0 0 0 44,309 0 45,355 

Budget 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% of 
Budget 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

* In December 2013, $814,803 was charged to this account incorrectly which accounted for the account being over 
budget; however when the invoice was paid it was charged to account 7051 correctly. The reversal to the GL did 
not occur until 2014 therefore accounting for the negative charge on the account. 

 
 
Discussion 
An example of a variance in this account, occurred on January 20, 2018 when Maritime Electric 
was required to make an Emergency Energy purchase at a cost of $44,309 from Nova Scotia 
Power Inc. (“NSPI”) via the NBP-SO. This occurred when Maritime Electric was curtailed to a 70 
MW import limit due to simultaneous outages on two transmission lines in southeast New 
Brunswick on that date. NSPI was able to provide energy to Maritime Electric as they were located 
on Maritime Electric’s side of the bottleneck. 
 
These type of events are largely outside of Maritime Electric’s control and for this reason Account 
7047 should remain in the ECAM. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7047 – NB Power Interruptible should be included in the ECAM. 
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7048 NB Power Curtailed 
 
Account Description 
This accounts for the purchase of energy from NBEM when energy products under the EPA have 
been curtailed economically but not physically. This is a variable cost. 
 
An example of a variance in this account occurred in 2013 when Maritime Electric budgeted NB 
Power Curtailed energy at a forecasted cost of $742,000. However, due to EPA Notifications in 
January and December of that year the actual NB Power Curtailed Energy amount was much 
higher at a cost of $1,649,925, an increase over budget totaling $907,925. 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7048 – NB Power Curtailed 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -1,397,088 -800,804 -807,930 907,925 42,844 -352,000 -298,000 0 0 0 -2,705,052 

Budget 1,397,088 800,804 995,706 742,000 679,000 352,000 298,000 0 0 0 5,264,898 
% of 

Budget -100% -100% -81% 122% 6% -100% -100% 0% 0% 0% -51% 

 
 
Discussion 
Maritime Electric has no control over when (or for how long) energy products under the NBEM 
EPA will be curtailed. Maritime Electric has no control over these costs. 
 
Year End Variances show that Actual vs. Forecast costs over the last 10 years have been off by 
as much as $1.40 Million, which has the potential for a material impact on either customer 
electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7048 – NB Power Curtailed should be included in the ECAM. 
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7049 Capacity – Other 
 
Account Description 
This allows for the purchase of system capacity from sources other than the NBEM EPA, when 
required. These costs arise when additional short-term (i.e. for a month only) capacity over and 
above the capacity provided through our EPA with NBEM and Maritime Electric’s on-Island 
capacity is required. 
 
Account 7049 (Capacity-Other) is also used to replace on-Island Capacity for short periods of 
time when Maritime Electric experiences unplanned outages on its generating units (i.e. 50 MW 
Combustion Turbine 3 in Charlottetown is out-of-service due to equipment failure for a few 
months). 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7049 – Capacity - Other 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 0 -29,912 -152,570 -50,900 -230,000 16,000 36,386 -2,600 132,575 217,025 -63,995 

Budget 0 29,912 152,570 50,900 230,000 52,000 100,000 112,600 26,800 23,600 778,382 

% of 
Budget 0% -100% -100% -100% -100% 31% 36% -2% 495% 920% -8% 

 
 
Discussion 
Purchases of Capacity – Other, when required, are due to factors largely outside the control of 
the Company. 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7049 – Capacity – Other should be included in the ECAM. 
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7050 NB Power Firm Energy 
 
Account Description 
This accounts for purchases of Firm Energy, which is used to supplement PLNGS purchases to 
provide the base load requirement for Maritime Electric through the Energy Purchase Agreement. 
 
Although Firm Energy is subject to a fixed price per MWh in the current EPA (in the same manner 
as Assured & Secure Energy products), a variable component may be triggered if Energy 
Requirement Variation Premiums are charged under the EPA (refer to separate filing with the 
Commission for EPA details). The variations can occur when the output from the PLNGS differs 
from that planned. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7050 – NB Power Firm Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018* 2019* Grand 
Total 

Variance 1,165,166 804,828 288,385 1,503,943 -1,855,527 -367,479 -370,985 570,713 2,967,019 8,063,629 12,769,692 

Budget 36,904,284 27,408,034 22,636,259 22,980,800 24,237,000 24,954,000 25,070,000 36,066,200 41,644,800 45,543,100 307,444,477 

% of 
Budget 3% 3% 1% 7% -8% -1% -1% 2% 7% 18% 4% 

* Account allocation error has been corrected to show the correct variance in this account. In 2018 and 2019, 
expenses were incorrectly charged between Accounts 7050 and 7051. 

 
 
Discussion 
Maritime Electric has little to no control over the amount of energy consumed in a given year, as 
it is highly customer and weather dependent.  Likewise, the amount of energy that may be charged 
to Firm Energy, Secure Energy or Assured Energy is variable based on the amount of Firm 
Capacity purchased and total amounts of energy consumed in the year. The annual variance in 
the Firm Energy cost category may be significant in a given year, which has the potential for a 
material impact on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7050 – NB Power Firm Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7051 Firm 2 Energy 
 
Account Description 
This account is used for tracking Replacement Energy purchases or for other requirements to 
separate out energy purchases from the Firm Energy for reporting purposes. The account has 
also recorded the purchase of energy within imbalance bandwidths when load schedules do not 
match actual loads. 
 
An example of a Firm 2 Energy variance occurred in 2012, when Maritime Electric entered into a 
wind generation Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) with NBEM from March 2011 until 
December 2012. This PPA was extended until October 2013 due to a delay in the start of 
commercial operation of the Hermanville Wind Farm. The PPA provided that Maritime Electric 
would receive up to 10 MW of the production from the West Cape Wind Farm after the City of 
Summerside received the first 9 MW. In 2012, the shortfall was due to the fact that there were 
times that the facility could not provide the full amount (10 MW). 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7051 – Inadvertent Energy/Firm 2 Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018* 2019* Grand Total 

Variance 0 0 -2,915,388 4,355,549 1,686,419 0 0 0 0 0 3,126,580 

Budget 0 0 7,279,287 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,279,287 

% of 
Budget 0% 0% -40% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 43% 

* Account allocation error has been corrected to show the correct variance in this account. In 2018 and 2019, 
expenses were incorrectly charged between Accounts 7050 and 7051. 

 
 
Discussion 
The NB Power-System Operator has indicated to Maritime Electric that the New Brunswick 
Energy and Utilities Board is examining the use of Imbalance bandwidths once again. An OATT 
hearing is tentatively scheduled for August 2020 and will review this issue. 
 
Maritime Electric has no control over Imbalances, which are created when scheduled loads do 
not match actual loads (for a given hour) which are largely customer action and weather 
dependent. Given that Imbalance bandwidths may be returning, Maritime Electric recommends 
retaining this account within ECAM. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7051 – Inadvertent Energy/Firm 2 Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7052 Other Energy 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the infrequent purchase of energy from sources other than the NBEM Energy 
Purchase Agreement, wind energy, other on-Island renewable energy and the City of 
Summerside. 
 
For instance, Maritime Electric purchased $4,109 in energy from WEICAN’s BESS (Battery 
Energy Storage System) in 2016. These purchases were tracked separately under Account 7052 
for reporting purposes. No other charges were incurred in the last ten years. 
 
 
Discussion 
Purchases of Other Energy are infrequent and immaterial. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7052 – Other Energy should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7053 Imbalance Energy 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the purchase and sale of energy from the NB System Operator when scheduled 
loads for a given hour do not match actual loads. Amounts shown in this account are due to 
variances in the scheduling of Maritime Electric’s load. 
 
The Imbalance Energy on the NB/PEI interface is calculated by subtracting the Scheduled Load 
from the Actual Load and then multiplying by the Final Hourly Marginal Cost (“FHMC”) in New 
Brunswick. If the Scheduled Load is higher than the Actual Load the result would be positive and 
therefore a credit to Maritime Electric. If the Scheduled Load is lower than the Actual Load, the 
result would be negative and therefore a debit to Maritime Electric. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7053 – Imbalance Energy 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 548,151 -15,288 747,834 223,823 -142,769 385,650 395,552 -38,802 -623,067 -222,744 1,258,340 

Budget 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% of 
Budget 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 
 
Discussion 
Maritime Electric has no control over Imbalances, which are created when scheduled loads do 
not match actual loads (for a given hour) which are largely weather dependent causing changes 
in customer consumption patterns. The annual variance in the Imbalance Energy cost category 
may be significant in a given year, which has the potential for a material impact on either customer 
electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7053 – Imbalance Energy should be included in the ECAM. 
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7054 Imbalance Premium 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the premium portion of the Imbalance bill from the NB System Operator when 
scheduled loads do not match actual loads.  No energy is included. This account tracks the 
premium amount (either positive or negative) compared to what the energy costs would have 
been had the load been perfectly scheduled. Imbalance premiums attributable to the wind farms 
do not show up in this account.  
 
This is a variable cost and arises when load schedules do not match actual loads. 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7054 – Imbalance Premium 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -605,500 36,444 -605,329 -486,398 -346,475 -395,436 -119,960 -162,186 -194,553 -380,223 -3,259,616 

Budget 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 2,400,000 

% of 
Budget -252% 15% -252% -203% -144% -165% -50% -68% -81% -158% -136% 

 
Discussion 
The Imbalance Premium calculation was created to show the actual costs associated with 
Imbalance as Maritime Electric is financially responsible for purchasing the total megawatts-hours 
scheduled in a month as per the EPA. Therefore, if Maritime Electric purchases too much energy 
in an hour the overage is sold back to the NB OATT based on the Final Hourly Marginal Cost 
(“FHMC”) which could be at a higher or at a lower price than the EPA price. If the FHMC is higher 
than the EPA, then Maritime Electric will incur a credit and if the FHMC is lower, then Maritime 
Electric will incur a debit. 
 
If Maritime Electric does not purchase enough energy in an hour the shortage is purchased from 
the NB OATT based on the FHMC which again could be at a higher or a lower price than the EPA 
price. If the FHMC is higher than the EPA, then Maritime Electric will incur a debit and if the FHMC 
is lower, then Maritime Electric will incur a credit. 
 
The Imbalance Premium also subtracts the wind imbalance for all wind farms under contract with 
Maritime Electric as Maritime Electric is to be kept whole from an imbalance perspective due to 
the intermittent nature of windfarms. 
 
Maritime Electric has no control over Imbalance Premiums, which are created when scheduled 
loads do not match actual loads (for a given hour), which are largely weather dependent. 
 
Year End Variances show that Actual versus Forecast costs over the last 10 years have been off 
by as much as $0.61 Million which has the potential for a material impact on either customer 
electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7054 – Imbalance Premium should be included in the ECAM.  
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7055 Summerside Energy Purchase 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the purchase of energy from the City of Summerside when required. These 
purchases have only occurred in 2016 for $12,186 and 2017 for $10,073. 
 
 
Discussion 
Energy purchases from the City of Summerside are infrequent and immaterial. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7055 – Summerside Energy Purchase should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7056 E-Tagging and Scheduling 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the fees required to utilize the Open Access Technology Inc. (“OATI”) e-tagging 
system for entering energy requirements. 
 
 
What is e-tagging? 
After the Day Ahead schedule has been created by Maritime Electric, schedules and tags are 
entered to execute and dispatch the energy needs for the next day.  The e-tags are simply 
electronic energy transactions for each type of transaction (PLNGS, Firm Energy, Secure Energy 
and Assured Energy). The E-Tag is automatically uploaded to the TSS (“Transaction Scheduling 
System”) which reserves the transmission path for each Megawatt for each hour from/through 
New Brunswick to Murray Corner/Cape Tormentine. Changes can be made to these tags 
throughout the day (intraday) as prices change (if Curtailment or daily pricing exists) and/or 
quantities change. These changes are made based on hourly load monitoring at Maritime 
Electric’s Energy Control Centre (“ECC”). 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7056 – E-Tagging and Scheduling 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 216 1,367 1,236 1,397 592 2,565 3,302 3,579 3,159 3,675 21,088 

Budget 6,744 6,714 6,029 6,300 8,000 7,000 8,000 8,700 8,500 8,400 74,387 

% of 
Budget 3% 20% 21% 22% 7% 37% 41% 41% 37% 445% 28% 

 
 
Discussion 
Annual variations in this account, caused by fluctuations in the U.S. currency exchange rates are 
considered immaterial. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7056 – E-Tagging and Scheduling should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7057 Cost of Energy Sales 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the recovery of the cost of energy that is acquired or produced by Maritime 
Electric and then sold to another party when requested. Maritime Electric does not budget or plan 
to provide this service but will provide the service when requested to do so and recover the related 
cost. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7057 – Cost of Energy for Sales 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance -1,907 -8,361 -66,457 -84,068 -720,147 -40,700 -25,853 0 -90,476 -187 -1,038,156 

Budget 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% of 
Budget 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 
 
Discussion 
This account is used to track the recovery of costs when other utilities may need/request energy 
(i.e. Emergency Energy, Security Energy, etc.) from Maritime Electric during 
emergency/contingency situations. Such energy supply is either sourced under the Company’s 
supply contracts or produced at its generating facilities. 
 
For example, in 2018, Maritime Electric sold energy to Nova Scotia Power Inc. via the New 
Brunswick Power-System Operator in January, August and November. Maritime Electric also sold 
energy to West Cape, to the City of Summerside and the New Brunswick Power-System Operator 
throughout the year resulting in total billings to these customers of $90,476. 
 
These energy sales to other electric utilities are generally recovered from the other utilities at 
Maritime Electric’s cost plus a markup and as such the PEI customer and the Company are 
protected and kept whole in the transaction. The costs related to these sales are predominately 
fuel when generated by Maritime Electric or purchases under the EPA which are recorded in their 
respective accounts. Since these accounts are recommended to be included in the ECAM, the 
offsetting revenue from the sales recorded in Account 7057 should also be included in the ECAM. 
 
 
Conclusion  
Account 7057 – Energy Sales should be included in the ECAM. 
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7058 IPL Transmission Scheduling 
 
Background 
This account provides for the cost to purchase and secure transmission capacity in New 
Brunswick associated with the 30 MW International Power Line (“IPL”). 
 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the costs associated with the International Power Line (“IPL”) contract and other 
related costs. 
 
This is a fixed cost annually, however, it increases every September 1 based upon the NB Power 
OATT schedules. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7058 – IPL Transmission Scheduling 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 0 -25,430 -101,028 -125,603 -60,533 -8,696 14,077 15,972 21,990 43,886 -225,365 

Budget 0 914,189 932,473 951,100 923,000 880,000 880,000 880,000 880,000 897,600 8,138,362 
% of 

Budget 0% -3% -11% -13% -7% -1% 2% 2% 2% 5% -3% 

 
 
Discussion 
The Year End Variances generally show small amounts, which would not have a significant impact 
on customer rates or Maritime Electric’s earnings. The larger variances in 2012, 2013 and 2014 
were due to charges being lower than forecast as the actual Tariff Schedule rates charged for the 
International Power Line (“IPL”) transmission line were variable on a monthly basis. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7058 should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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CHARLOTTETOWN THERMAL GENERATING STATION (“CTGS”) 
 
Background 
The CTGS is approaching the end of its useful life and there are numerous risks and costs 
associated with continuing the operation of the CTGS units. As a result, the Company prepared 
a plan to decommission the CTGS in a staged approach starting with the older and smaller units. 
 
This Decommissioning Plan, filed with IRAC on June 28, 2018, called for the two largest units 
(Unit 9 and Unit 10) to be placed into warm, long-term layup starting on March 1, 2019 and would 
be available to generate as required until December 31, 2021. Thermal Units 7 and 8 would cease 
to provide capacity value or generating capability effective January 1, 2019 and January 1, 2020 
respectively. 
 
IRAC reviewed the Decommissioning Plan and issued an Order UE19-08 on September 27, 2019 
in which the Commission approved all aspects of the Decommissioning Plan with the exception 
of the proposed demolition of the existing Steam Plant Building at the CTGS site and the proposed 
construction of a new CT3 balance of plant equipment building. 
 
Given IRAC’s order to decommission the CTGS equipment in the 2022/2023 timeframe, the 71xx 
series accounts will cease to exist after 2021, upon the equipment retirements. 
 
CTGS General Ledger Accounts 
The following five General Ledger Accounts make up the total of CTGS expenses: 
 
7102 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Buildings and Services 

Cost of maintaining thermal power plant buildings, permanent fixtures therein and other 
buildings and structures in and about the thermal generating plant used for production 
purposes. 

 
7103 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Maintenance 

Costs of maintaining the building, mechanical and electrical equipment. 
 
7105 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Operations 

All costs pertaining to the operation of Boiler units 1 - 10 in the Charlottetown Plant.  
Salaries and wages of employees involved in an operational capacity are charged to this 
account as well as other related expenses. 

 
7116 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Superintendence 

Salaries and related expenses of superintendents and assistants, chemists, day and night 
foremen and station clerks. 

 
7117 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station Buildings Generation Fuel - Bunker 

Cost of fuel used in the production of steam for the generation of electricity. 
 
Discussion 
With the planned closure and decommissioning of the CTGS effective January 1, 2022, these 
accounts will no longer be in use in 2022 when changes to the ECAM are proposed to occur. 
 
Conclusion 
Accounts 7102, 7103, 7105, 7116, and 7117 should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7150 ECC Operations 
 
Account Description 
This account includes all costs pertaining to the operation of Maritime Electric’s Energy Control 
Centre (“ECC”). The ECC is responsible for scheduling hourly energy purchases, monitoring the 
Company’s transmission and distribution system, managing the submarine cable loading and 
dispatching on-Island generation when needed. 
 
 
Discussion 
The annual costs within this account are considered to be more operational in nature rather than 
Energy Supply specific, relatively predictable from year to year and within the Company’s control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7150 – ECC Operations should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7180 Employee Training 
 
Account Description 
Employee Training includes all costs associated with training and enhancement of employees' 
knowledge in their positions such as tuition, fees, travel and accommodation. 
 
 
Discussion 
This account is not included in the ECAM calculations currently and is considered to be under the 
Company’s control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7180 – Employee Training should continue to be excluded from the ECAM. 
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BORDEN GENERATING STATION – COMBUSTION TURBINES 
 
7202 Borden Generating Station Building and Services 
 
Background 
The 15 MW Combustion Turbine (“CT1”) and 25 MW Combustion Turbine (“CT2”) are typically 
used for equipment failure contingencies, peaking purposes, system maintenance and voltage 
support purposes. These two generating units also serve to backstop the Company’s purchase 
of Assured Energy (during the Winter Period) and are a source of non-spinning reserve capacity 
(for the remainder of the year) as required for reliability purposes. 
 
 
Account Description 
The account includes the cost of maintaining power plant buildings, permanent fixtures therein 
and other buildings and structures in and about generating plant, which are used for production 
purposes. 
 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are considered to be within the Company’s control and do not 
vary in a material way. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7202 – Borden Generating Station Building and Services should be excluded from the 
ECAM. 
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7209 Borden Generating Station CT Operating 
 
Account Description 
This account includes all costs incurred in the operation of the Borden Combustion Turbines, 
Units 1 and 2. 
 
 
Discussion 
Requirements to operate the facility for extended periods could result in incremental labour costs, 
which would be outside the Company’s control. However, amounts related to this account are 
generally predictable and do not vary in a material way.  
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7209 – Borden Generating Station CT Operating should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7210 Borden Generating Station CT Maintenance 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the costs incurred in the maintenance of the combustion turbine units at 
Borden. 
 
 
Discussion 
Requirements to operate the facility for extended periods could result in incremental labour costs, 
which would be outside the Company’s control. However, amounts related to this account are 
generally predictable and do not vary in a material way. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7210 – Borden Generating Station CT Maintenance should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7216 Borden Combustion Turbine Superintendence 
 
Account Description 
This account tracks a portion of the salaries and related expenses of superintendents and 
assistants, chemists, day and night forepersons and station clerks for the Borden Generating 
Station. 
 
 
Year End Variances 
No charges to this account in last 10 years as these costs were previously charged to the CTGS 
operating accounts. 
 
 
Discussion 
Expenses relating to generation Superintendence are considered to be within the Company’s 
control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7216 – Borden Combustion Turbine Superintendence should be excluded from the 
ECAM. 
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7217 Borden Generating Station CT Fuel - Diesel 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the cost of fuel used for the purpose of generating electricity at the Borden 
Generating Station (“BGS”) facility. This account will fluctuate due to the variability in diesel fuel 
pricing and the uncertainty with respect to the need to operate the BGS. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7217 – BGS – Fuel 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -123,684 -107,333 30,220 25,755 -68,391 -99,468 -27,753 34,194 -51,389 -99,061 -486,909 

Budget 167,368 181,311 215,173 221,600 232,000 233,000 188,000 196,500 196,600 198,700 2,030,252 

% of 
Budget -74% -59% 14% 12% -29% -43% -15% 17% -26% -50% -24% 

 
 
Discussion 
The annual amounts budgeted for fuel are normally provisional amounts. In some years only a 
small portion of the provisional amount is needed. However, the variances can be significant 
depending on the extent to which the BGS combustion turbines may need to operate in 
contingency situations, or due to cable overloading scenarios, or due to off-Island system or 
equipment failure-related events. 
 
Annual variances show that costs over the last 10 years have varied from budget by as much as 
$0.12 Million. However, a contingency event outside of Maritime Electric’s control could result in 
prolonged operation of the combustion turbines in Borden and could have a material impact on 
either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7217 – Borden Generating Station CT Fuel – Diesel should be included in the ECAM. 
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COMBUSTION TURBINE NO. 3 (“CT3”) 
 
7302 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Building and Services 
 
Background 
The 50 MW combustion turbine, CT3, is typically used for equipment failure contingencies, 
peaking purposes and during periods of curtailment of contract energy and transmission 
curtailment in New Brunswick.  This facility also backstops the Secure Energy component of the 
Energy Purchase Agreement as well as supplying non-spinning reserve capacity. 
 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the cost of maintaining power plant buildings, permanent fixtures therein 
and other buildings and structures in and about the generating plant, which are used for 
production purposes. 
 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are considered to be within the Company’s control and do not 
vary in a material way. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7302 – CTGS – CT3 Building and Services should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7303 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Maintenance 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the costs incurred in the maintenance of the combustion turbine unit in 
Charlottetown. 
 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are generally within the Company’s control. However, 
requirements to operate the facility for extended periods could result in incremental labour costs, 
which would be outside the Company’s control but are not expected to be material. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7303 – CTGS – CT3 Maintenance should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7305 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Operating 
 
Account Description 
This account includes all costs incurred in the operation of the Charlottetown combustion turbine. 
 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are generally within the Company’s control. However, 
requirements to operate the facility for extended periods could result in incremental labour costs, 
which would be outside the Company’s control but are not expected to be material. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7305 – CTGS – CT3 Operating should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7316 Charlottetown Combustion Turbine 3 Superintendence 
 
 
Account Description 
This account tracks a portion of the salaries and related expenses of superintendents and 
assistants, chemists, day and night foremen and station clerks for the Charlottetown Combustion 
Turbine 3. 
 
 
Year End Variances 
No charges to this account in last 10 years as these costs were previously charged to the CTGS 
operating accounts. 
 
 
Discussion 
Expenses relating to generation Superintendence are considered to be within the Company’s 
control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7316 – Charlottetown Combustion Turbine 3 Superintendence should be excluded from 
the ECAM. 
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7317 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station - CT3 Diesel 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the cost of fuel used for the purpose of generating electricity at the CT3 
turbine facility. This account will fluctuate due to the variability in fuel pricing and the uncertainty 
with respect to the need to operate Combustion Turbine 3 (“CT3”). 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7317 – CT3 Diesel 
 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand Total 

Variance -2,019,256 -1,093,818 515,054 -909,458 -715,680 -1,450,193 -490,392 604,328 300,894 -113,186 5,371,708 

Budget 2,054,940 1,152,620 1,413,283 1,466,800 1,753,000 2,613,000 1,206,000 138,900 241,700 327,800 12,368,043 

% of 
Budget -98% -95% 36% -62% -41% -55% -41% 435% 124% -35% -43% 

 
 
Discussion 
The annual amounts budgeted for fuel are normally provisional amounts. In some years only a 
small portion of the provisional amount is needed. However, the variances can be significant 
depending on the extent to which the CT3 combustion turbine may need to operate in contingency 
situations, or due to cable overloading scenarios, or due to off-Island system or equipment failure-
related events. 
 
Annual variances show that costs over the last 10 years have varied from budget by as much as 
$2.0 Million.  In addition, a contingency event outside of Maritime Electric’s control could result in 
prolonged operation of the combustion turbine in Charlottetown and could have a material impact 
on either customer electricity rates or the Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7317 – CTGS – CT3 Diesel should be included in the ECAM. 
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PRODUCTION OTHER 
 
7350 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station CT - Insurance 
 
Account Description 
This provides for the cost of insurance for the CTGS/CT3 site including the expense of premiums 
paid on all fire and liability insurance. 
 
This is largely a fixed cost with small variations due to changes in insurance premium rates and 
total insured value of the property. 
 
 
Discussion 
This account is not included in the ECAM calculations currently and is considered to be largely 
within the Company’s control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7350 – CTGS CT – Insurance should continue to be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7355 Charlottetown Thermal Generating Station CT - Property Tax 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the expenses accrued for property tax levied on Company property at the 
CTGS/CT3 site. 
 
This is largely a fixed cost with small variations due to changes in legislation and market values 
of land and property. 
 
 
Discussion 
This account is not included in the ECAM calculations currently and is considered to be largely 
within the Company’s control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7355 – CTGS CT – Property Tax should continue to be excluded from the ECAM. 
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7415 M.I.C.F. Government-Owned Miscellaneous Labour and Expense 
 
Account Description 
This account includes costs incurred in the maintenance of Government-owned facilities 
associated with the Maritime Interconnection. 
 
 
Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7415 – M.I.C.F. Government-Owned Miscellaneous Labour and Expense 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance -2,933 -2,966 388,823 401,490 -200,642 -94,439 -78,778 -646,654 152,307 -394,052 -477,843 

Budget 26,554 30,059 27,105 29,200 379,000 246,000 168,000 3,450,500 4,372,100 4,982,100 13,710,618 

% of 
Budget -11% -10% 1435% 1375% -53% -38% -47% -19% 3% -8% -3% 

 
 
Discussion 
Maritime Electric has little to no control over equipment failures with the Government-owned 
facilities associated with the Maritime Interconnection, which could cause significant maintenance 
costs. 
 
Annual variances show that costs over the last 10 years have varied from budget by as much as 
$0.65 Million and could have a material impact on either customer electricity rates or the 
Company’s earnings in that year. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7415 – M.I.C.F. Government-Owned Miscellaneous Labour and Expense should be 
included in the ECAM. 
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7450 Mechanical Maintenance 
 
Account Description 
This account includes costs of maintaining mechanical and electrical equipment by CTGS staff 
redeployed to other Departments to perform mechanical maintenance type work when the CTGS 
is not operating. 
 
 
Annual Variance 
 

Maritime Electric Company, Limited 

10 Year Annual Variance from Budget 

Account 7450 – Mechanical Maintenance 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Grand 
Total 

Variance 0 0 0 0 -130,504 -275,455 -117,812 -189,159 -159,171 -61,047 -933,147 

Budget 0 0 0 0 141,000 335,000 184,000 273,200 260,700 86,500 1,280,400 

% of 
Budget 0% 0% 0% 0% -93% -82% -64% -69% -61% -71% -73% 

 
 
Discussion 
These costs relate to redeployment to other Departments, as such are not viewed as an energy 
supply cost. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 7450 – Mechanical Maintenance should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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9415 Amortization Pt. Lepreau Writedown 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the annual amount associated with the amortization of the Company’s 
portion, $5,976,506, of the 1998 NB Power $450,000,000 write-down in the value of the PLNGS. 
The recovery of this amount is authorized by Section 47(4)(a)(ii) of the Electric Power Act. The 
balance is being amortized over the remaining useful life of the unit at an annual amount of 
$93,400. 
 
 
Discussion 
Commission Order UE05-08 ordered that, commencing in 2006, the Company shall continue the 
annual amortization of the PLNGS deferred costs in the amount of $93,400 per year and that this 
amount would be recovered through the operation of the ECAM. However, since the annual 
amount is fixed by Commission Order, it is not necessary to recover it through ECAM. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 9415 – Amortization Pt. Lepreau Writedown should be excluded from the ECAM. 
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9420 Amortization Demand Side Management Costs 
 
Account Description 
This account includes the amortization of the Company’s annual public outreach and education 
expenditures as approved by IRAC under Order UE15-02. The amount amortized each year 
represents the Company’s prior year’s expenditures on DSM programming subject to the 
maximum expenditures limit of $167,500 per year approved by the Commission. 
 
 
Discussion 
Amounts related to this account are within the Company’s control. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Account 9420 – Amortization Demand Side Management Costs should be excluded from the 
ECAM. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX II 
 
 

ECAM CONTINUITY SCHEDULES 
2005 – 2021 

 



2005 Ecam Jan-05 Feb-05 Mar-05 Apr-05 May-05 Jun-05 Jul-05 Aug-05 Sep-05 Oct-05 Nov-05 Dec-05 Total
1. Purchased Energy Costs (Page 6) 3,834,965      3,338,598      3,512,201      4,033,999      4,484,958      3,641,785      3,464,979      3,625,895      3,072,874      3,218,147      3,232,834      3,512,467      42,973,702          
2. Dalhousie Energy Costs (Page 6) 709,500         723,960         766,255         752,338         688,352         969,246         682,142         827,021         793,383         758,261         720,470         701,426         9,092,354            
3. Lepreau Energy Costs (Page 6) 725,243         849,356         911,142         1,315,357      1,040,438      1,139,385      823,879         815,119         785,947         881,209         501,955         801,045         10,590,075          
4. Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants (Page 6) 75,293           93,094           62,493           47,216           66,014           17,505           2,393             3,447             380                21,744           53,186           694,112         1,136,877            
5. PEI Plant Operating Costs (Page 6) 188,892         181,143         191,257         177,467         144,738         176,002         159,075         167,553         182,376         162,114         151,608         211,864         2,094,089            
6. Amortization - Point Lepreau Deferred Charge (Page 2) 46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,691           46,399           560,000               

5,580,584      5,232,842      5,490,039      6,373,068      6,471,191      5,990,614      5,179,159      5,485,726      4,881,651      5,088,166      4,706,744      5,967,313      66,447,097          

7. Net 2005 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 11) 96,930,060    84,636,837    90,098,786    82,724,609    85,867,252    85,543,696    89,138,592    97,468,671    85,805,757    88,399,137    88,261,674    97,591,189    1,072,466,260     
7.1 Less Enegry Generated During GT3 Construction (Page 11) -                     (727,000)        (727,000)              

96,930,060    84,636,837    90,098,786    82,724,609    85,867,252    85,543,696    89,138,592    97,468,671    85,805,757    88,399,137    88,261,674    96,864,189    1,071,739,260     
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673
9. Base Energy Costs 6,523,393      5,696,059      6,063,648      5,567,366      5,778,866      5,757,091      5,999,027      6,559,642      5,774,727      5,949,262      5,940,011      6,518,960      72,128,052          

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (942,809)        (463,217)        (573,609)        805,702         692,328         233,522         (819,870)        (1,073,917)     (893,076)        (861,096)        (1,233,266)     (551,647)        (5,680,955)           

11. General Ledger Opening Balance (Page 1) 2,725,389      1,782,580      1,319,363      745,754         1,478,419      2,131,184      2,283,649      1,338,860      132,227         (836,573)        (1,705,627)     (2,891,159)     2,725,389            
12. Additions/(Reductions) (Page 2) (942,809)        (463,217)        (573,609)        805,702         692,328         233,522         (819,870)        (1,073,917)     (893,076)        (861,096)        (1,233,266)     (551,647)        (5,680,955)           
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (Page 1) -                     -                     -                     (73,037)          (39,562)          (81,057)          (124,919)        (132,716)        (75,723)          (7,959)            47,734           99,318           (387,923)              
14. General Ledger Closing Balance (Page 1) 1,782,580      1,319,363      745,754         1,478,419      2,131,184      2,283,649      1,338,860      132,227         (836,573)        (1,705,627)     (2,891,159)     (3,343,489)     (3,343,489)           

15. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 91,423,494    83,026,252    81,191,691    81,152,025    79,124,605    81,057,417    83,279,464    82,947,608    84,136,819    79,589,584    79,556,205    82,764,850    
16. Collection Period Months 18                  18                  18                  18                  18                  18                  18                  18                  18                  
17. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 14, 2 months prior, divided by line 16) 73,298           41,431           82,134           118,399         126,869         74,381           7,346             (46,476)          (94,757)          
18. ECAM recovery rate per kWh (line 17 divided by line 15, 2 months prior) 0.0009$         0.0005$         0.0010$         0.00150$       0.0016$         0.0009$         0.0001$         (0.0006)$        (0.0012)$        

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2005

Order UE05-05



2006 Ecam Jan-06 Feb-06 Mar-06 Apr-06 May-06 Jun-06 Jul-06 Aug-06 Sep-06 Oct-06 Nov-06 Dec-06 Total
1. Purchased Energy Costs (Page 6) 3,252,659      2,989,141      3,155,800     2,582,422      3,879,589      3,837,724      3,324,946      3,194,440     3,420,594      3,339,228      5,634,271      5,888,227       44,499,041         
2. Dalhousie Energy Costs (Page 6) 712,399         669,090         727,205        713,458         730,989         719,637         758,505         679,852        750,997         906,083         582,864         897,423          8,848,502           
3. Lepreau Energy Costs (Page 6) 607,698         756,235         880,808        1,079,125      1,407,084      1,537,327      638,736         688,990        512,488         691,014         783,931         749,840          10,333,276         
3.1 Renewable Energy Costs (Page 6) 213,437         146,488         147,532        203,607         85,919           149,375         60,969           164,358        111,720         197,102         297,274         472,587          2,250,368           
4. Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants (Page 6) 75,374           210,298         242,244        70,969           66,140           11,195           10,262           8,894            8,760             51,233           127,246         338,197          1,220,812           
5. PEI Plant Operating Costs (Page 6) 251,522         212,130         246,383        168,386         179,329         202,247         201,722         216,269        203,428         264,925         230,071         335,240          2,711,652           
6. Amortization - Point Lepreau Deferred Charge (Page 2) 7,783             7,783             7,783            7,783             7,783             7,783             7,783             7,783            7,783             7,783             7,783             7,783              93,396                

5,120,872      4,991,165      5,407,755     4,825,750      6,356,833      6,465,288      5,002,923      4,960,586     5,015,770      5,457,368      7,663,440      8,689,297       69,957,047         

7. Net 2006 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 11) 95,240,736    87,025,366    90,376,111   82,678,212    85,613,724    87,759,674    94,475,477    94,223,981   86,464,840    90,564,773    91,264,971    100,804,169   1,086,492,034     
7.1 Less Enegry Generated During GT3 Construction (Page 11) (717,750)        -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                     (717,750)             

94,522,986    87,025,366    90,376,111   82,678,212    85,613,724    87,759,674    94,475,477    94,223,981   86,464,840    90,564,773    91,264,971    100,804,169   1,085,774,284     
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673
9. Base Energy Costs 6,361,397      5,856,807      6,082,312     5,564,244      5,761,804      5,906,226      6,358,200      6,341,274     5,819,084      6,095,009      6,142,133      6,784,121       73,072,609         

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (1,240,525)     (865,642)        (674,557)       (738,494)        595,029         559,062         (1,355,277)     (1,380,688)    (803,314)        (637,641)        1,521,307      1,905,176       (3,115,562)          

11. General Ledger Opening Balance (Page 1) (3,343,489)     (4,405,950)     (5,087,593)    (5,539,437)     (6,004,969)     (5,117,652)     (4,216,756)     (5,260,669)    (6,394,563)     (6,913,181)     (7,208,009)     (5,305,938)      (3,343,489)          
12. Additions/(Reductions) (Page 2) (1,240,525)     (865,642)        (674,557)       (738,494)        595,029         559,062         (1,355,277)     (1,380,688)    (803,314)        (637,641)        1,521,307      1,905,176       (3,115,562)          
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (Page 1) 178,064         183,998         222,714        272,961         292,288         341,833         311,364         246,794        284,696         342,813         380,764         409,756          3,468,045           
14. General Ledger Closing Balance (Page 1) (4,405,950)     (5,087,593)     (5,539,437)    (6,004,969)     (5,117,652)     (4,216,756)     (5,260,669)     (6,394,563)    (6,913,181)     (7,208,009)     (5,305,938)     (2,991,006)      (2,991,006)          

15. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 89,031,919    83,635,667    82,486,197   80,282,769    78,996,776    81,388,891    86,489,990    85,101,400   83,733,978    81,622,314    82,774,795    83,623,657     
16. Collection Period Months 18                  18                  18                 18                  18                  18                  18                  18                 18                  18                  18                  18                  
17. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 14, 2 months prior, divided by line 16) (160,620)$      (185,749)$      (244,775)$     (282,644)$      (307,746)$      (333,609)$      (284,314)$      (234,264)$     (292,259)$      (355,253)$      (384,066)$      (400,445)$       
18. ECAM recovery rate per kWh (line 17 divided by line 15, 2 months prior) (0.0020)$        (0.0022)$        (0.0027)$       (0.0034)$        (0.0037)$        (0.0042)$        (0.0036)$        (0.0029)$       (0.0034)$        (0.0042)$        (0.0046)$        (0.0049)$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2006

Order UE05-05



2007 Ecam Jan-07 Feb-07 Mar-07 Apr-07 May-07 Jun-07 Jul-07 Aug-07 Sep-07 Oct-07 Nov-07 Dec-07 Total
1. Purchased Energy Costs (Page 6) 7,020,817       6,235,040     5,069,784     4,914,084      4,048,371      4,105,562      5,758,862     5,261,042      3,670,129     5,052,714      5,948,376      5,853,292       62,938,073       
2. Dalhousie Energy Costs (Page 6) 734,504          732,794        808,906        714,789         776,161         747,096         760,845        799,108         826,084        854,969         607,652         869,008          9,231,916         
3. Lepreau Energy Costs (Page 6) 816,654          751,672        962,489        1,816,275      770,636         883,763         810,100        842,260         846,294        707,433         1,033,354      924,649          11,165,579       
3.1 Renewable Energy Costs (Page 6) 484,670          677,011        1,127,064     852,548         801,001         567,851         555,241        641,053         1,184,865     1,452,385      1,597,111      1,464,833       11,405,633       
4. Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants (Page 6) 160,250          143,076        70,918          52,987           6,473             33,142           68,133          5,561             67,324          15,536           107,628         348,606          1,079,634         
5. PEI Plant Operating Costs (Page 6) 340,302          185,130        227,054        215,678         213,858         187,901         209,724        217,138         160,415        244,726         194,402         168,893          2,565,221         
6. Amortization - Point Lepreau Deferred Charge (Page 2) 7,783              7,783            7,783            7,783             7,783             7,783             7,783            7,783             7,783            7,783             7,783             7,783              93,396              

9,564,980       8,732,506     8,273,998     8,574,144      6,624,283      6,533,098      8,170,688     7,773,945      6,762,894     8,335,546      9,496,306      9,637,064       98,479,452       

7. Net 2007 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 11) 102,122,097   93,161,562   95,417,478   86,328,639    89,599,896    86,666,321    96,716,637   92,835,758    88,252,810   91,222,106    94,049,238    104,291,679   1,120,664,221   
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673
9. Base Energy Costs 6,872,817       6,269,773     6,421,596     5,809,917      6,030,073      5,832,643      6,509,030     6,247,847      5,939,414     6,139,248      6,329,514      7,018,830       75,420,702       

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 2,692,163       2,462,733     1,852,402     2,764,227      594,210         700,455         1,661,658     1,526,098      823,480        2,196,298      3,166,792      2,618,234       23,058,750       

11. ECAM Balance Dec 31, 2006 - to be rebated (2,991,006)      (2,991,006)    (2,991,006)    (2,991,006)     (2,991,006)     (2,791,006)     (2,491,006)    (2,141,006)     (1,791,006)    (1,691,006)     (1,541,006)     (1,441,006)      (2,991,006)        
12. Amount rebated to customers -                     -                    -                    -                    200,000         300,000         350,000        350,000         100,000        150,000         100,000         100,000          1,650,000         
13. Balance to be rebated (2,991,006)      (2,991,006)    (2,991,006)    (2,991,006)     (2,791,006)     (2,491,006)     (2,141,006)    (1,791,006)     (1,691,006)    (1,541,006)     (1,441,006)     (1,341,006)      (1,341,006)        

14. 2007 ECAM Opening Balance 2,692,163     5,154,896     7,007,297      9,370,301      9,395,305      9,317,712     10,193,977    10,930,830   10,896,785    12,222,078    14,601,274     -                        
15. Additions/(Reductions) (Page 2) 2,692,163       2,462,733     1,852,402     2,764,227      594,210         700,455         1,661,658     1,526,098      823,480        2,196,298      3,166,792      2,618,234       23,058,750       
16. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (Page 1) -                     -                    -                    (401,223)        (569,206)        (778,047)        (785,393)       (789,246)        (857,525)       (871,005)        (787,597)        (963,386)         (6,802,628)        
17. Balance 2007 ECAM 2,692,163       5,154,896     7,007,297     9,370,301      9,395,305      9,317,712      10,193,977   10,930,830    10,896,785   12,222,078    14,601,274    16,256,122     16,256,122       
18. General Ledger Closing Balance (Page 1) (298,843)         2,163,890     4,016,291     6,379,295      6,604,299      6,826,706      8,052,971     9,139,824      9,205,779     10,681,072    13,160,268    14,915,116     14,915,116       

19. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 93,040,214     91,877,567   87,050,134   85,366,687    83,910,430    85,365,599    83,729,418   87,849,123    84,169,495   82,874,086    82,041,343    86,791,499     
20. Collection Period Months 12                  12                 12                 12                  12                  12                  12                 12                  12                 12                  12                  12                  
21. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 17, 2 mos prior, divided by line 20) -                 -                -                429,575         583,941         780,858         782,942        776,476         849,498        910,903         908,065         1,018,507       
22. ECAM recovery rate per kWh (line 21 divided by line 19, 2 months prior) -                 -                -                0.0047           0.0067           0.0091           0.0093          0.0091           0.0101          0.0104           0.0108           0.0123            
23. ECAM rebated rate per kWh (line 12 divided by line 19, 2 months prior) -                 -                -                -                (0.0023)          (0.0035)          (0.0042)         (0.0041)          (0.0012)         (0.0017)          (0.0012)          (0.0012)           
24. ECAM recovery rate per KWh -                 -                -                0.0047           0.0044           0.0056           0.0052          0.0050           0.0090          0.0087           0.0096           0.0111            

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2007

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



2008 Ecam Jan-08 Feb-08 Mar-08 Apr-08 May-08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Aug-08 Sep-08 Oct-08 Nov-08 Dec-08 Total
1. Purchased Energy Costs (Page 6) 6,255,407              5,836,231     7,052,374      6,418,300      7,249,982      8,438,989      10,940,488    11,053,639    5,526,227      7,373,251      7,183,685      7,943,121       91,271,694         
2. Dalhousie Energy Costs (Page 6) 845,270                 874,107        854,955         864,426         845,939         807,704         883,868         934,406         1,141,121      1,187,600      403,391         961,868          10,604,655         
3. Lepreau Energy Costs (Page 6) 990,500                 1,002,851     969,201         755,116         869,782         905,405         697,017         632,068         690,875         650,900         718,949         792,238          9,674,902           
3.1 Renewable Energy Costs (Page 6) 1,349,184              1,137,756     1,144,390      656,698         541,444         509,785         540,911         880,064         973,841         1,301,565      1,162,821      1,512,640       11,711,099         
4. Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants (Page 6) 123,293                 200,586        84,025           58,767           36,575           66,850           5,132             5,364             7,451             75,106           133,565         1,035,648       1,832,362           
5. PEI Plant Operating Costs (Page 6) 259,856                 229,317        221,697         240,266         235,649         224,816         211,774         224,475         195,747         262,523         201,483         294,315          2,801,918           
6. Amortization - Point Lepreau Deferred Charge (Page 2) and DSM 7,783                     12,516          10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150           10,150            121,799              

9,831,293              9,293,364     10,336,792    9,003,723      9,789,521      10,963,699    13,289,340    13,740,166    8,545,412      10,861,095    9,814,044      12,549,980     128,018,429       

7. Net 2008 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 14) 100,559,146          94,787,149   97,158,871    85,415,893    87,985,233    86,120,719    98,193,058    94,801,953    87,199,081    90,998,435    93,064,138    104,450,346   1,120,734,022    
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673
9. Base Energy Costs 6,767,631              6,379,175     6,538,792      5,748,490      5,921,406      5,795,924      6,608,393      6,380,171      5,868,498      6,124,195      6,263,216      7,029,508       75,425,400         

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 3,063,662              2,914,189     3,798,000      3,255,233      3,868,115      5,167,775      6,680,947      7,359,995      2,676,914      4,736,900      3,550,828      5,520,472       52,593,029         

11. ECAM Balance Dec 31, 2006 - to be rebated (1,341,006)             (1,241,006)    (1,141,006)    (1,041,006)    (941,006)       (841,006)       (741,006)       (641,006)       (541,006)       (441,006)       (341,006)       (241,006)         (1,341,006)          
12. Amount rebated to customers 100,000                 100,000        100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000          1,200,000           
13. Balance to be rebated (1,241,006)             (1,141,006)    (1,041,006)    (941,006)       (841,006)       (741,006)       (641,006)       (541,006)       (441,006)       (341,006)       (241,006)       (141,006)         (141,006)             

14. 2008 ECAM Opening Balance 16,256,122            17,837,534   19,532,006    21,871,631    23,643,676    24,862,480    27,102,912    30,564,435    34,232,112    33,237,947    34,120,858    33,506,535     16,256,122         
15. Additions/(Reductions) (Page 2) 3,063,662              2,914,189     3,798,000      3,255,233      3,868,115      5,167,775      6,680,947      7,359,995      2,676,914      4,736,900      3,550,828      5,520,472       52,593,029         
16. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (Page 1) (1,482,250)             (1,219,717)    (1,458,375)    (1,483,189)    (2,649,310)    (2,927,343)    (3,219,425)    (3,692,318)    (3,671,079)    (3,853,988)    (4,165,151)    (4,649,547)      (34,471,691)        
17. Balance 2008 ECAM 17,837,534            19,532,006   21,871,631    23,643,676    24,862,480    27,102,912    30,564,435    34,232,112    33,237,947    34,120,858    33,506,535    34,377,460     34,377,460         
18. General Ledger Closing Balance (Page 1) 16,596,528            18,391,000   20,830,625    22,702,670    24,021,474    26,361,906    29,923,429    33,691,106    32,796,941    33,779,852    33,265,529    34,236,454     34,236,454         

19. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 95,342,733            91,708,061   86,784,476    82,828,754    83,858,891    81,951,969    86,892,048    89,583,979    83,436,420    80,557,693    83,645,082    87,998,972     1,034,589,078    
20. Collection Period Months 12                           12                 12                  12                  8                    8                    8                    8                    8                    8                    8                    8                      
21. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 17, 2 months prior, divided by line 20) 1,116,773$            1,254,677$   1,486,461$    1,627,667$    2,733,954$    2,955,459$    3,107,810$    3,387,864$    3,820,554$    4,279,014$    4,154,743$    4,265,107$     
22. ECAM recovery rate per kWh (line 21 divided by line 19, 2 months prior) 0.0136$                 0.0145$        0.0156$         0.0177$         0.0315$         0.0357$         0.0371$         0.0413$         0.0440$         0.0478$         0.0498$         0.0529$          
23. ECAM rebated rate per kWh (line 12 divided by line 19, 2 mos prior) (0.0012)$                (0.0012)$       (0.0010)$       (0.0011)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0011)$       (0.0012)$       (0.0012)$         
24. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.0124                   0.0133          0.0145$         0.0167$         0.0304$         0.0345$         0.0359$         0.0401$         0.0428$         0.0466$         0.0486$         0.0517$          

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2008

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09 May-09 Jun-09 Jul-09 Aug-09 Sep-09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 14,288,447        12,773,497        11,325,256    9,988,490       9,654,319      10,436,240    10,741,883    11,400,885    9,510,416       7,559,980      8,915,009      10,551,916    127,146,338     
2. Amortization - Other (Page 2) 14,820               14,820               14,820           14,820            14,820           14,820           14,820           14,820           14,820            14,820           14,820           14,820           177,840             

14,303,267        12,788,317        11,340,076    10,003,310     9,669,139      10,451,060    10,756,703    11,415,705    9,525,236       7,574,800      8,929,829      10,566,736    127,324,178     
3. Less:  Point Lepreau Replacement Energy 2,477,010          2,403,301          2,330,585      1,942,905       1,820,142      2,071,569      2,036,615      2,108,327      1,795,505       1,341,651      1,482,312      1,714,269      23,524,190       

11,826,257        10,385,016        9,009,491      8,060,405       7,848,997      8,379,491      8,720,088      9,307,378      7,729,731       6,233,149      7,447,517      8,852,467      103,799,988     

4. Net 2008 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 14) 107,434,572      91,353,235        94,048,720    87,011,655     86,247,009    87,416,319    94,646,817    97,945,010    85,788,340     88,140,907    89,532,112    102,615,101  1,112,179,797  
5. Base Rate/kWh 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0744
6. Base Energy Costs 7,230,347          6,148,073          6,329,479      6,699,897       6,641,020      6,731,057      7,287,805      7,541,766      6,605,702       6,786,850      6,893,973      7,901,363      82,797,330       

7. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 4,595,910          4,236,943          2,680,012      1,360,507       1,207,977      1,648,435      1,432,284      1,765,612      1,124,029       (553,701)        553,544         951,104         21,002,658       

8. ECAM Balance Dec 31, 2006 - to be rebated (141,006)            (41,006)              -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     (141,006)           
9. Amount rebated to customers 100,000             41,006               -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     141,006             
10. Balance to be rebated (41,006)              -                         -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -                     -                     -                         

11. 2008 ECAM Opening Balance 34,377,460        33,983,864        33,721,283    32,676,013     31,497,666    30,130,059    29,291,267    28,126,792    27,131,230     25,958,691    23,336,773    21,780,403    34,377,460       
12. Additions/(Reductions) (Page 2) 4,595,910          4,236,943          2,680,012      1,360,507       1,207,977      1,648,435      1,432,284      1,765,612      1,124,029       (553,701)        553,544         951,104         21,002,658       
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (Page 1) (4,989,506)         (4,499,524)         (3,725,283)     (2,538,855)      (2,575,584)     (2,487,227)     (2,596,759)     (2,761,174)     (2,296,568)      (2,068,218)     (2,109,914)     (1,997,309)     (34,645,920)      
14. Balance 2008 ECAM 33,983,864        33,721,283        32,676,013    31,497,666     30,130,059    29,291,267    28,126,792    27,131,230    25,958,691     23,336,773    21,780,403    20,734,198    20,734,198       
15. General Ledger Closing Balance (Page 1) 33,942,858        33,721,283        32,676,013    31,497,666     30,130,059    29,291,267    28,126,792    27,131,230    25,958,691     23,336,773    21,780,403    20,734,198    20,734,198       

16. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 99,989,893        92,118,147        87,653,708    83,241,139     82,816,191    78,959,584    85,701,602    89,358,394    84,123,383     81,747,734    82,097,817    83,920,548    1,031,728,140  
17. Collection Period Months 8                         8                         8                     12                   12                  12                  12                  12                  12                   12                  12                  12                  
18. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 14, 2 months prior, divided by line 17) 4,188,317$        4,297,182$        4,247,983$    2,810,107$     2,723,001$    2,624,805$    2,510,838$    2,440,939$    2,343,899$     2,260,936$    2,163,224$    1,944,731$    
19. ECAM recovery rate per kWh (line 18 divided by line 16, 2 months prior) 0.0501$             0.0488$             0.0425$         0.0305$          0.0311$         0.0315$         0.0303$         0.0309$         0.0273$          0.0253$         0.0257$         0.0238$         
20. ECAM rebated rate per kWh (line 9 divided by line 16, 2 mos prior) (0.0012)$            (0.0005)              -$               -$                -$               -$               -$               -$               -$                -$               -$               -$               
21. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.0489$             0.0484$             0.0425$         0.0305$          0.0311$         0.0315$         0.0303$         0.0309$         0.0273$          0.0253$         0.0257$         0.0238$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2009

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 Apr-10 May-10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Aug-10 Sep-10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 11,802,123         10,243,484    9,654,827      8,840,629      8,816,481      8,870,614      10,158,650    9,800,496      8,748,770      8,889,997      9,317,350       10,436,386     115,579,807     
2. Amortization - Other (Page 2) 19,491                30,459          24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975           24,975            24,975            299,700            

11,821,614         10,273,943    9,679,802      8,865,604      8,841,456      8,895,589      10,183,625    9,825,471      8,773,745      8,914,972      9,342,325       10,461,361     115,879,507     

3. 2010 Replacement Energy Opening Balance 23,524,190         25,478,273    27,262,878    28,974,565    30,633,553    32,224,397    33,829,648    35,614,337    37,390,774    38,971,064    40,716,303     42,425,934     23,524,190       
4. Current Month Replacment Energy 1,954,083           1,784,605      1,711,687      1,658,988      1,590,844      1,605,251      1,784,689      1,776,438      1,580,290      1,745,239      1,709,631       1,758,240       20,659,985       
5. GL Closing Balance Lepreau Replacement Energy (page 16) 25,478,273         27,262,878    28,974,565    30,633,553    32,224,397    33,829,648    35,614,337    37,390,774    38,971,064    40,716,303    42,425,934     44,184,174     44,184,174       

6. Total Energy Purchase Cost Net of Lepreau Replacement Energy 9,867,531           8,489,338      7,968,115      7,206,616      7,250,612      7,290,338      8,398,936      8,049,033      7,193,455      7,169,733      7,632,694       8,703,121       95,219,522       

7. Net 2008 Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 14) 102,072,291       94,605,381    93,424,666    83,876,932    87,547,409    88,667,383    97,376,325    95,794,344    88,756,206    92,174,145    94,496,505     100,431,800   1,119,223,387  
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.1030 0.1030 0.1030 0.1030 0.1030 0.0880
9. Base Energy Costs 7,859,566           7,284,614      7,193,699      6,458,524      6,741,150      6,827,388      7,497,977      9,866,817      9,141,889      9,493,937      9,733,140       10,344,475     98,443,179       

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 2,007,965           1,204,724      774,416         748,092         509,462         462,950         900,959         (1,817,784)     (1,948,434)     (2,324,204)     (2,100,446)      (1,641,354)      (3,223,657)        

11. 2010 ECAM Opening Balance 20,734,198         20,593,156    20,003,035    19,263,399    18,420,296    17,408,254    16,396,099    15,734,222    12,432,585    9,155,035      (154,582)         (2,968,311)      20,734,198       
12. Additions/(Reductions) 2,007,965           1,204,724      774,416         748,092         509,462         462,950         900,959         (1,817,784)     (1,948,434)     (2,324,204)     (2,100,446)      (1,641,354)      (3,223,657)        
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (2,149,007)          (1,794,845)    (1,514,052)     (1,591,196)     (1,521,503)     (1,475,104)     (1,562,836)     (1,483,852)     (1,329,116)     (985,413)        (713,283)         (518,550)         (16,638,758)      
14. Balance 2010 ECAM Effective for Rates 20,593,156         20,003,035    19,263,399    18,420,296    17,408,254    16,396,099    15,734,222    12,432,585    9,155,035      5,845,418      (2,968,311)      (5,128,216)      871,784            
15. Apply tax refund per UE10-04 effective November 1, 2010 (6,000,000)     (6,000,000)     (700,000)         (6,700,000)        
16.  GL Balance in ECAM (Page 16) 20,593,156         20,003,035    19,263,399    18,420,296    17,408,254    16,396,099    15,734,222    12,432,585    3,155,035      (154,582)        (2,968,311)      (5,828,216)      (5,828,216)        

17. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 10) 97,240,142         87,128,390    86,025,654    83,308,670    81,363,819    80,168,723    87,799,774    87,285,421    89,202,429    82,807,822    82,939,900     87,889,857     1,033,160,601  
18. Collection Period Months 12                      12                 12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  12                  
19. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 14, 2 months prior, divided by line 17) 1,815,034$         1,727,850$    1,716,096$    1,666,920$    1,605,283$    1,535,025$    1,450,688$    1,366,342$    1,311,185$    1,036,049$    762,920$        487,118$        
20. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.0221$              0.0206$        0.0176           0.0191           0.0187           0.0184           0.0178           0.0170           0.0149           0.0119           0.0086            0.0059            

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism  
2010

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 Apr-11 May-11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Aug-11 Sep-11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 10,300,219      10,473,451      6,133,518       5,404,607       5,515,644       5,241,522     5,509,803       5,994,506             5,366,084       5,561,029        5,690,251       7,004,415       78,195,049          
2. Amortization - Other (Page 2) 34,450             34,450             34,450            34,450            34,450            34,450          34,450            34,450                  34,450            34,450             34,450            34,450            413,400               

10,334,669      10,507,901      6,167,968       5,439,057       5,550,094       5,275,972     5,544,253       6,028,956             5,400,534       5,595,479        5,724,701       7,038,865       78,608,449          

3. Replacement Energy Opening Balance 44,184,174      45,937,710      47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822   47,537,822     47,537,822           47,537,822     47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      44,184,174          
4. Current Month Replacment Energy 1,753,536        1,600,112        -                     -                     -                     -                   -                     -                           -                     -                      -                      -                      3,353,648            
5. GL Closing Balance Lepreau Replacement Energy (page 15) 45,937,710      47,537,822      47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822   47,537,822     47,537,822           47,537,822     47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822          

6. Total Energy Purchase Cost Net of Lepreau Replacement Energy 8,581,133        8,907,789        6,167,968       5,439,057       5,550,094       5,275,972     5,544,253       6,028,956             5,400,534       5,595,479        5,724,701       7,038,865       75,254,801          

7. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 100,302,812    97,836,267      98,061,208     87,503,950     90,269,032     87,441,892   94,107,288     96,730,424           89,053,334     92,086,021      92,534,643      104,927,969    1,130,854,840     
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.1030 0.1030 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0830 0.0865
9. Base Energy Costs 10,331,190      10,077,136      8,139,080       7,262,828       7,492,330       7,257,677     7,810,905       8,028,625             7,391,427       7,643,140        7,680,375       8,709,021       97,823,733          

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (1,750,057)       (1,169,347)       (1,971,112)      (1,823,771)      (1,942,236)      (1,981,705)    (2,266,652)      (1,999,669)            (1,990,893)      (2,047,661)       (1,955,674)      (1,670,157)      (22,568,933)         

11.  ECAM Opening Balance (5,828,216)       (7,283,372)       (7,965,587)      (9,210,169)      (10,346,259)    (11,595,476)  (12,919,219)    (14,497,229)          (15,811,029)    (17,081,995)     (18,465,957)    (19,768,879)    (5,828,216)           
12. Additions/(Reductions) (1,750,057)       (1,169,347)       (1,971,112)      (1,823,771)      (1,942,236)      (1,981,705)    (2,266,652)      (1,999,669)            (1,990,893)      (2,047,661)       (1,955,674)      (1,670,157)      (22,568,933)         
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 294,900           487,132           726,530          687,681          693,019          657,962        688,642          685,869                719,926          663,699           652,753          709,458          7,667,570            
14. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates (7,283,372)       (7,965,587)       (9,210,169)      (10,346,259)    (11,595,476)    (12,919,219)  (14,497,229)    (15,811,029)          (17,081,995)    (18,465,957)     (19,768,879)    (20,729,578)    (20,729,578)         

17. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 98,300,102      88,569,397      90,816,254     85,960,073     86,627,375     82,245,277   86,080,267     85,733,607           89,990,766     82,962,352      81,594,091      88,682,209      1,047,561,770     
18. Collection Period Months 12                    12                   
19. ECAM Recovery Amount  (line 14, 2 months prior, divided by line 18) (247,359)$        (485,685)$        
20. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.0030)$          (0.0055)$          (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$       (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$              (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$          (0.0080)$         (0.0080)$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2011

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 Apr-12 May-12 Jun-12 Jul-12 Aug-12 Sep-12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 6,847,914        6,803,766        6,256,391       5,258,678       5,442,297       5,387,938       9,794,660       6,195,364             5,483,120        5,535,110        6,272,351       10,112,676      79,390,265          
2. Amortization - Other (Page 2) 35,276             35,276             32,789            34,447            34,447            34,447            34,447            34,447                  34,447             34,447             34,447            34,447            413,364               

6,883,190        6,839,042        6,289,180       5,293,125       5,476,744       5,422,385       9,829,107       6,229,811             5,517,567        5,569,557        6,306,798       10,147,123      79,803,629          

3. Replacement Energy Opening Balance 47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822           47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822          
4. Current Month Replacment Energy -                      -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                           -                      -                      -                      -                      -                          
5. GL Closing Balance Lepreau Replacement Energy (page 15) 47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822     47,537,822           47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822          

6. Total Energy Purchase Cost Net of Lepreau Replacement Energy 6,883,190        6,839,042        6,289,180       5,293,125       5,476,744       5,422,385       9,829,107       6,229,811             5,517,567        5,569,557        6,306,798       10,147,123      79,803,629          

7. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 108,348,136    99,719,752      98,752,544     86,568,183     88,987,466     88,555,384     97,572,628     99,587,881           89,395,008      96,463,439      98,340,448      110,851,815    1,163,142,684     
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.0830 0.0830 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.09055 0.0892
9. Base Energy Costs 8,992,895        8,276,739        8,942,043       7,838,749       8,057,815       8,018,690       8,835,201       9,017,683             8,094,718        8,734,764        8,904,728       10,037,632      103,751,657        

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (2,109,705)       (1,437,697)       (2,652,863)      (2,545,624)      (2,581,071)      (2,596,305)      993,906          (2,787,872)            (2,577,151)       (3,165,207)       (2,597,930)      109,491          (23,948,028)         

11.  ECAM Opening Balance (20,729,578)     (22,008,282)     (22,681,113)    (23,803,383)    (24,863,664)    (26,045,047)    (27,237,627)    (24,797,389)          (26,073,195)     (27,173,616)     (28,976,826)    (30,116,046)    (20,729,578)         
12. Additions/(Reductions) (2,109,705)       (1,437,697)       (2,652,863)      (2,545,624)      (2,581,071)      (2,596,305)      993,906          (2,787,872)            (2,577,151)       (3,165,207)       (2,597,930)      109,491          (23,948,028)         
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 831,001           764,866           1,530,594       1,485,343       1,399,688       1,403,725       1,446,333       1,512,065             1,476,730        1,361,998        1,458,709       1,610,205       16,281,257          
14. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates (22,008,282)     (22,681,113)     (23,803,383)    (24,863,664)    (26,045,047)    (27,237,627)    (24,797,389)    (26,073,195)          (27,173,616)     (28,976,826)     (30,116,046)    (28,396,349)    (28,396,349)         

17. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 103,875,120    95,608,296      91,652,314     88,942,681     83,813,628     84,055,358     86,606,781     90,542,811           88,426,952      81,556,748      87,347,851      96,419,484      1,078,848,024     

18. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.0080)$          (0.0080)$          (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$              (0.0167)$          (0.0167)$          (0.0167)$         (0.0167)$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism  
2012

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-13 Feb-13 Mar-13 Apr-13 May-13 Jun-13 Jul-13 Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 10,913,520      8,464,639        9,545,583       8,985,212        8,722,811       7,505,132       7,731,701       8,005,692             7,245,944        8,341,458        8,834,996       10,821,657     105,118,345        
2. Amortization - Other (Page 2) 32,100             32,100             32,100            32,100             32,100            32,100            32,100            32,100                  32,100             32,100             32,100            32,100            385,200               

10,945,620      8,496,739        9,577,683       9,017,312        8,754,911       7,537,232       7,763,801       8,037,792             7,278,044        8,373,558        8,867,096       10,853,757     105,503,545        

3. Replacement Energy Opening Balance 47,537,822      47,537,822      47,537,822     -                       -                      -                      -                      -                            -                       -                       -                      -                      47,537,822          
4. Payment received Province of PEI -                       -                       (47,537,822)    -                       -                      -                      -                      -                            -                       -                       -                      -                      (47,537,822)         
5. GL Closing Balance Lepreau Replacement Energy (page 15) 47,537,822      47,537,822      -                      -                       -                      -                      -                      -                            -                       -                       -                      -                      -                           

6. Total Energy Purchase Cost 10,945,620      8,496,739        9,577,683       9,017,312        8,754,911       7,537,232       7,763,801       8,037,792             7,278,044        8,373,558        8,867,096       10,853,757     153,041,367        

7. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 118,152,451    103,540,708    103,287,704   94,087,652      93,374,990     90,654,192     100,751,721   99,126,631           91,434,926      96,623,110      103,720,136   120,070,509   1,214,824,730     
8. Base Rate/kWh 0.09055 0.09055 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.09880 0.0973
9. Base Energy Costs 10,698,704      9,375,611        10,204,825     9,295,860        9,225,449       8,956,634       9,954,270       9,793,711             9,033,771        9,546,363        10,247,549     11,862,966     118,195,715        

10. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 246,916           (878,872)          (627,142)         (278,548)          (470,538)         (1,419,402)      (2,190,469)      (1,755,919)            (1,755,727)       (1,172,805)       (1,380,453)      (1,009,209)      (12,692,170)         

11.  ECAM Opening Balance (28,396,349)     (26,398,296)     (25,462,355)    (23,658,038)     (21,576,572)    (19,819,827)    (18,967,059)    (18,973,113)          (18,274,162)     (17,718,594)     (16,737,851)    (15,722,706)    (28,396,349)         
12. Additions/(Reductions) 246,916           (878,872)          (627,142)         (278,548)          (470,538)         (1,419,402)      (2,190,469)      (1,755,919)            (1,755,727)       (1,172,805)       (1,380,453)      (1,009,209)      (12,692,170)         
13. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 1,751,138        1,814,814        2,431,458       2,360,015        2,227,283       2,272,170       2,184,416       2,454,870             2,311,295        2,153,548        2,395,599       2,593,895       26,950,499          
14. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates (26,398,296)     (25,462,355)     (23,658,038)    (21,576,572)     (19,819,827)    (18,967,059)    (18,973,113)    (18,274,162)          (17,718,594)     (16,737,851)     (15,722,706)    (14,138,020)    (14,138,020)         

17. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 104,858,551    108,671,466    94,978,841     92,188,067      87,003,226     88,756,646     85,328,732     95,893,348           90,284,946      84,122,973      93,578,085     101,324,023   1,126,988,904     

18. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.0167)$          (0.0167)$          (0.0256)$         (0.0256)$          (0.0256)$         (0.0256)$         (0.0256)$         (0.0256)$               (0.0256)$          (0.0256)$          (0.0256)$         (0.0256)$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2013

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 Jun-14 Jul-14 Aug-14 Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 11,038,760      9,337,324        9,318,621       7,877,082        10,499,277      6,970,136       8,402,775       8,386,544             7,615,252        8,164,379        8,492,446       10,715,431     106,818,027        
2. Less: Insurance & Property Tax (Page 6) (60,949)            (60,949)            (60,949)           (60,949)            (60,949)            (60,687)           (62,572)           (62,572)                 (56,226)            (62,387)            (62,387)           (62,387)           (733,963)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau & DSM 27,350             27,350             27,350            27,350             27,350             27,350            27,350            27,350                  27,350             27,350             27,350            28,150            329,000               
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 11,005,161      9,303,725        9,285,022       7,843,483        10,465,678      6,936,799       8,367,553       8,351,322             7,586,376        8,129,342        8,457,409       10,681,194     106,413,064        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 119,357,158    109,055,801    113,376,329   100,548,355    97,337,790      91,838,605     104,839,591   99,544,549           93,758,696      98,371,371      111,079,017   116,572,192   1,255,679,454     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.09880 0.09880 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.09365 0.0946
7. Base Energy Costs 11,792,487      10,774,713      10,617,693     9,416,353        9,115,684        8,600,685       9,818,228       9,322,347             8,780,502        9,212,479        10,402,550     10,916,986     118,770,708        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (787,326)          (1,470,988)       (1,332,671)      (1,572,870)       1,349,994        (1,663,886)      (1,450,675)      (971,025)               (1,194,126)       (1,083,137)       (1,945,141)      (235,792)         (12,357,644)         

9.  ECAM Opening Balance (14,138,020)     (12,028,517)     (10,591,792)    (10,266,123)     (10,251,844)     (7,308,305)      (7,521,623)      (7,510,668)            (6,843,484)       (6,549,938)       (6,176,164)      (6,497,617)      (14,138,020)         
10. Additions/(Reductions) (787,326)          (1,470,988)       (1,332,671)      (1,572,870)       1,349,994        (1,663,886)      (1,450,675)      (971,025)               (1,194,126)       (1,083,137)       (1,945,141)      (235,792)         (12,357,644)         
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 2,896,829        2,907,713        1,658,340       1,587,150        1,593,545        1,450,568       1,461,630       1,638,209             1,487,671        1,456,911        1,623,688       1,671,479       21,433,734          
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates (12,028,517)     (10,591,792)     (10,266,123)    (10,251,844)     (7,308,305)       (7,521,623)      (7,510,668)      (6,843,484)            (6,549,938)       (6,176,164)       (6,497,617)      (5,061,930)      (5,061,930)           

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 113,157,402    113,582,549    99,839,866     95,553,874      95,938,893      87,331,008     87,996,989     98,627,897           89,564,794      87,712,871      97,753,648     100,630,862   1,167,690,653     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.02560)$        (0.02560)$        (0.01661)$       (0.01661)$        (0.01661)$        (0.01661)$       (0.01661)$       (0.01661)$             (0.01661)$        (0.01661)$        (0.01661)$       (0.01661)$       

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2014

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15 Total
1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 10,646,805      10,766,571      10,375,472      9,542,489        8,311,082        8,248,539       8,645,859       10,282,041           7,858,436        8,684,229        9,061,656       9,764,641       112,187,820        
2. Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (Page 6) (64,083)            (64,083)            (64,083)            (64,083)            (62,001)            (67,277)           (60,434)           (60,434)                 (60,434)            (60,434)            (54,390)           (60,434)           (742,170)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau & DSM 17,267             16,733             17,000             17,000             17,000             17,000            17,000            17,000                  17,000             17,000             17,000            17,000            204,000               
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 10,599,989      10,719,221      10,328,389      9,495,406        8,266,081        8,198,262       8,602,425       10,238,607           7,815,002        8,640,795        9,024,266       9,721,207       111,649,650        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 129,129,766    119,317,199    117,572,104    102,866,640    95,647,096      93,219,250     99,445,781     106,635,371         95,046,377      101,431,114    105,333,492   115,051,245   1,280,695,435     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.09365 0.09365 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.08760 0.0888
7. Base Energy Costs 12,093,003      11,174,056      10,299,316      9,011,118        8,378,686        8,166,006       8,707,627       9,345,081             8,326,063        8,885,366        9,227,214       10,078,489     113,692,024        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (1,493,014)       (454,835)          29,073             484,288           (112,605)          32,256            (105,202)         893,526                (511,061)          (244,571)          (202,948)         (357,282)         (2,042,374)           

9.  ECAM Opening Balance (5,061,930)       (4,623,077)       (3,115,873)       (2,447,028)       (1,354,201)       (903,745)         (353,142)         71,219                  1,541,793        1,590,297        1,876,172       2,232,269       (5,061,930)           
10. Additions/(Reductions) (1,493,014)       (454,835)          29,073             484,288           (112,605)          32,256            (105,202)         893,526                (511,061)          (244,571)          (202,948)         (357,282)         (2,042,374)           
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 1,931,867        1,962,039        639,772           608,538           563,061           518,347          529,562          577,049                559,565           530,445           559,045          592,338          9,571,629            
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates (4,623,077)       (3,115,873)       (2,447,028)       (1,354,201)       (903,745)          (353,142)         71,219            1,541,793             1,590,297        1,876,172        2,232,269       2,467,325       2,467,325            

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 116,307,453    118,123,972    107,524,746    102,275,358    94,632,060      87,117,194     89,002,099     96,982,969           94,044,501      89,150,411      93,957,130     99,552,669     1,188,670,562     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.01661)$        (0.01661)$        (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$       (0.00595)$       (0.00595)$             (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$       (0.00595)$       

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism
2015

Orders UE06-03/UE06-07



Jan-16 Feb-16 Mar-16 Apr-16 May-16 Jun-16 Jul-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Total

1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 10,436,789      9,744,557        10,088,272      9,606,731        9,442,927        8,535,671       8,304,526       8,591,116             8,207,317        8,691,955        9,004,142       10,875,488     111,529,491        
2. Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (Page 6) (61,582)            (61,582)            (61,582)            (62,332)            (61,137)            (61,137)           (60,490)           (60,490)                 (60,572)            (61,044)            (60,490)           (60,490)           (732,928)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau 11,362             8,000               8,000               8,000               8,000               8,000              8,000              8,000                    8,000               8,000               8,000              6,000              97,362                 
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 10,386,569      9,690,975        10,034,690      9,552,399        9,389,790        8,482,534       8,252,036       8,538,626             8,154,745        8,638,911        8,951,652       10,820,998     110,893,925        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 122,331,234    112,538,864    115,584,998    101,462,407    97,978,030      94,897,373     103,275,520   103,619,847         96,031,354      101,123,280    105,517,373   126,123,167   1,280,483,447     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.08760 0.08760 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.08605 0.0863
7. Base Energy Costs 10,708,200      9,858,404        9,946,089        8,730,840        8,431,009        8,165,919       8,886,858       8,916,488             8,263,498        8,701,658        9,079,770       10,852,899     110,541,633        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (321,631)          (167,429)          80,585             821,559           958,781           316,615          (634,822)         (377,862)               (108,753)          (62,747)            (128,118)         (31,901)           344,276               

9.  ECAM Opening Balance 2,467,325        2,819,377        3,311,457        3,177,309        3,786,144        4,549,892       4,682,260       3,858,702             3,285,694        2,980,005        2,730,277       2,409,203       2,467,325            
10. Additions/(Reductions) (321,631)          (167,429)          80,585             821,559           958,781           316,615          (634,822)         (377,862)               (108,753)          (62,747)            (128,118)         (31,901)           344,276               
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer 673,683           659,509           (214,733)          (212,724)          (195,033)          (184,247)         (188,735)         (195,146)               (196,937)          (186,980)          (192,956)         (219,088)         (653,387)              
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates 2,819,377        3,311,457        3,177,309        3,786,144        4,549,892        4,682,260       3,858,702       3,285,694             2,980,005        2,730,277        2,409,203       2,158,214       2,158,214            

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 113,224,044    110,841,840    104,239,189    103,264,024    94,676,012      89,440,102     91,619,076     94,731,205           95,600,300      90,767,208      93,667,898     106,353,515   1,188,424,413     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.00595)$        (0.00595)$        0.00206$         0.00206$         0.00206$         0.00206$        0.00206$        0.00206$              0.00206$         0.00206$         0.00206$        0.00206$        

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2016



Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Total

1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 11,252,438      10,207,626      11,056,892      9,851,136        9,245,706        8,718,342       9,340,650       9,446,630       8,680,435        9,148,173        9,864,841        11,652,264      118,465,133        
2. Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (Page 6) (66,436)            (69,256)            (66,217)            (66,290)            (65,606)            (44,102)           (64,903)           (66,586)          (67,264)            (70,312)            (66,190)            (67,989)            (781,151)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau & DSM 34,873             34,873             34,873             34,873             34,873             17,857            8,000              8,000              8,000                8,000                8,000               188,854           421,076                
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 11,220,875      10,173,243      11,025,548      9,819,719        9,214,973        8,692,097       9,283,747       9,388,044       8,621,171        9,085,861        9,806,651        11,773,129      118,105,058        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 126,426,929    111,728,211    120,809,990    95,655,634      105,225,255    96,990,663     102,878,743   104,615,434  96,284,996      99,121,346      108,226,290    129,972,677    1,297,936,168     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.08605 0.08605 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.08988 0.0892
7. Base Energy Costs 10,879,037      9,614,213        10,858,402      8,597,528        9,457,646        8,717,521       9,246,741       9,402,835       8,654,095        8,909,027        9,727,379        11,681,944      115,746,369        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 341,838           559,030           167,146           1,222,191        (242,673)          (25,424)           37,006            (14,791)          (32,924)            176,834           79,272             91,185             2,358,689             

9.  ECAM Opening Balance 2,158,214        2,255,850        2,579,103        2,622,043        3,717,911        3,364,812       3,228,803       3,154,320       3,025,572        2,878,218        2,948,463        2,915,431        2,158,214             
10. Additions/(Reductions) 341,838           559,030           167,146           1,222,191        (242,673)          (25,424)           37,006            (14,791)          (32,924)            176,834           79,272             91,185             2,358,689             
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (244,202)          (235,778)          (124,206)          (126,323)          (110,426)          (110,585)         (111,489)         (113,957)        (114,429)          (106,589)          (112,303)          (130,012)          (1,640,299)           
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates 2,255,850        2,579,103        2,622,043        3,717,911        3,364,812        3,228,803       3,154,320       3,025,572       2,878,218        2,948,463        2,915,431        2,876,604        2,876,604             

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 118,544,861    114,455,192    104,374,498    106,153,662    92,795,199      92,928,296     93,688,002     95,762,355    96,159,172      89,570,639      94,372,605      109,253,747    1,208,058,228     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.00206$         0.00206$         0.00119$         0.00119$         0.00119$         0.00119$        0.00119$        0.00119$        0.00119$         0.00119$         0.00119$         0.00119$         

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2017



Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 Total

1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 12,347,367      9,910,020        10,669,824      10,963,733      10,593,100      8,926,008       9,957,421       9,939,161             8,944,356        9,619,675        11,022,005     12,431,688     125,324,358        
2. Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (Page 6) (68,223)            (68,200)            (71,423)            (68,200)            (67,898)            (72,451)           (53,979)           (66,694)                 (66,694)            (67,489)            (70,168)           (66,696)           (808,115)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau & DSM 21,700             16,500             21,700             21,700             21,700             21,700            21,700            21,700                  112,287           112,287           112,287          112,189          617,450               
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 12,300,844      9,858,320        10,620,101      10,917,233      10,546,902      8,875,257       9,925,142       9,894,167             8,989,949        9,664,473        11,064,124     12,477,181     125,133,693        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 135,583,129    110,433,582    119,954,419    103,593,807    99,856,711      97,868,701     110,198,528   112,669,670         97,325,532      106,730,779    118,423,124   136,407,332   1,349,045,314     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.08988 0.08988 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.0913
7. Base Energy Costs 12,186,212      9,925,770        10,989,024      9,490,229        9,147,873        8,965,752       10,095,287     10,321,668           8,915,992        9,777,607        10,848,742     12,496,276     123,160,432        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 114,632           (67,450)            (368,923)          1,427,004        1,399,029        (90,495)           (170,145)         (427,501)               73,957             (113,134)          215,382          (19,095)           1,973,261            

9.  ECAM Opening Balance 2,876,603        2,842,701        2,633,113        2,204,707        3,570,426        4,914,012       4,769,250       4,545,219             4,057,120        4,073,266        3,907,559       4,063,592       2,876,603            
10. Additions/(Reductions) 114,632           (67,450)            (368,923)          1,427,004        1,399,029        (90,495)           (170,145)         (427,501)               73,957             (113,134)          215,382          (19,095)           1,973,261            
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (148,534)          (142,137)          (59,483)            (61,285)            (55,443)            (54,267)           (53,886)           (60,597)                 (57,812)            (52,573)            (59,349)           (67,807)           (873,173)              
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates 2,842,701        2,633,113        2,204,707        3,570,426        4,914,012        4,769,250       4,545,219       4,057,120             4,073,266        3,907,559        4,063,592       3,976,690       3,976,690            

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 124,818,681    119,442,958    103,449,201    106,581,891    96,423,305      94,377,194     93,714,817     105,386,191         100,542,332    91,431,615      103,214,909   117,925,445   1,257,308,539     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.001190$       0.001190$       0.000575$       0.000575$       0.000575$       0.000575$      0.000575$      0.000575$            0.000575$       0.000575$       0.000575$      0.000575$      

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2018



Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Total

1. Gross Energy Costs (Page 6) 13,115,993      11,908,667      11,074,857      10,729,857      10,005,322      8,826,996       9,928,306       9,726,881             8,752,066        9,703,761        11,037,197     12,210,770     127,020,673        
2. Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (Page 6) (70,501)            (71,678)            (70,325)            (70,475)            (70,250)            (72,109)           (52,811)           (67,931)                 (76,657)            (68,650)            (67,859)           (68,897)           (828,143)              
3. Add: Amortization - Lepreau & DSM 21,700             21,700             21,700             21,700             21,700             21,700            21,700            21,700                  21,700             21,700             16,799            16,799            250,598               
4. Total Energy Purchase Cost 13,067,192      11,858,689      11,026,232      10,681,082      9,956,772        8,776,587       9,897,195       9,680,650             8,697,109        9,656,811        10,986,137     12,158,672     126,443,128        

5. Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (Page 13) 141,283,771    129,751,726    122,827,980    109,310,546    106,718,441    96,358,472     107,141,558   110,530,359         94,278,340      107,126,969    120,902,486   139,067,762   1,385,298,410     
6. Base Rate/kWh 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.09161 0.0916
7. Base Energy Costs 12,943,006      11,886,556      11,252,271      10,013,939      9,776,476        8,827,400       9,815,238       10,125,686           8,636,839        9,813,902        11,075,877     12,739,998     126,907,187        

8. Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs 124,186           (27,867)            (226,039)          667,143           180,296           (50,813)           81,957            (445,036)               60,270             (157,091)          (89,740)           (581,326)         (464,059)              

9.  ECAM Opening Balance 3,976,690        4,027,694        3,925,391        3,632,884        4,238,437        4,359,491       4,252,254       4,281,424             3,777,068        3,782,285        3,572,494       3,422,333       3,976,690            
10. Additions/(Reductions) 124,186           (27,867)            (226,039)          667,143           180,296           (50,813)           81,957            (445,036)               60,270             (157,091)          (89,740)           (581,326)         (464,059)              
11. Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (73,181)            (74,436)            (66,468)            (61,590)            (59,242)            (56,424)           (52,787)           (59,319)                 (55,054)            (52,700)            (60,422)           (68,321)           (739,945)              
12. Balance ECAM Effective for Rates 4,027,694        3,925,391        3,632,884        4,238,437        4,359,491        4,252,254       4,281,424       3,777,068             3,782,285        3,572,494        3,422,333       2,772,686       2,772,686            

13. Energy Sales - kWh (Page 12) 127,272,027    129,454,558    115,596,716    107,112,237    103,029,530    98,128,765     91,804,081     103,163,900         95,745,840      91,652,236      105,081,359   118,819,071   1,286,860,320     

14. ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.000575         0.000575         0.000575         0.000575         0.000575         0.000575        0.000575        0.000575              0.000575         0.000575         0.000575        0.000575        

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2019



Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Total
Purchased Energy Costs 7,568,618            7,418,699            6,951,279            7,320,926            6,385,980            5,776,094            6,869,945            6,407,109            5,468,600            5,210,478            6,161,782              8,113,085              79,652,596          
Lepreau Energy Costs 2,087,097            2,021,048            2,090,140            1,709,109            1,809,846            2,109,707            2,130,710            2,069,432            2,090,404            2,128,840            2,089,239              2,163,946              24,499,518          
Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants 186,454               96,923                 96,923                 45,818                 45,818                 6,000                   57,105                 57,105                 6,000                   45,818                 45,818                   186,454                 876,234               
PEI Plant Operating Costs 458,419               253,613               275,937               281,822               295,971               237,001               249,414               176,371               264,077               276,695               249,726                 227,910                 3,246,955            
Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (127,237)              (70,392)                (76,588)                (78,221)                (82,149)                (65,781)                (69,226)                (48,953)                (73,296)                (76,798)                (69,313)                 (63,258)                 (901,211)              
Amortization - Pt Lepreau Deferred Charge & DSM 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                 18,404                   18,404                   220,846               
Renewable Energy Costs 2,491,904            1,936,124            2,621,853            1,974,752            1,995,256            1,868,149            1,190,556            1,596,512            2,115,073            2,716,353            2,752,416              2,422,495              25,681,445          

12,683,660          11,674,418          11,977,947          11,272,609          10,469,127          9,949,574            10,446,908          10,275,981          9,889,262            10,319,789          11,248,071            13,069,037            133,276,383        

Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (NPP) 141,487,405        131,125,522        132,847,503        109,883,761        110,636,753        107,872,784        115,595,697        114,217,713        106,609,798        111,144,747        122,271,622          146,505,349          1,450,198,653     
Base Rate/kWh 0.09161 0.09161 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09225 0.09213               
Base Energy Costs 12,961,661          12,012,409          12,255,182          10,136,777          10,206,240          9,951,264            10,663,703          10,536,584          9,834,754            10,253,103          11,279,557            13,515,118            133,606,353        

Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (278,001)              (337,991)              (277,235)              1,135,832            262,886               (1,691)                  (216,795)              (260,603)              54,508                 66,686                 (31,486)                 (446,081)               (329,970)              

Opening Balance - ECAM 2,772,686            2,420,013            2,010,140            1,500,691            2,398,038            2,447,416            2,237,544            1,811,746            1,325,889            1,161,045            1,022,555              769,924                 2,772,686            
Additions/(Reductions) (278,001)              (337,991)              (277,235)              1,135,832            262,886               (1,691)                  (216,795)              (260,603)              54,508                 66,686                 (31,486)                 (446,081)               (329,970)              
Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (74,673)                (71,882)                (232,214)              (238,485)              (213,508)              (208,181)              (209,003)              (225,254)              (219,351)              (205,176)              (221,146)               (251,640)               (2,370,513)           
Closing Balance - ECAM 2,420,013            2,010,140            1,500,691            2,398,038            2,447,416            2,237,544            1,811,746            1,325,889            1,161,045            1,022,555            769,924                 72,203                   72,203                 

Forecast Energy Sales - kWh 129,865,393        125,011,764        113,410,594        116,473,293        104,274,894        101,673,049        102,074,559        110,011,165        107,128,558        100,205,223        108,004,748          122,898,010          1,341,031,250     

Forecast ECAM recovery rate per KWh 0.000575$           0.000575$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$           0.002048$             0.002048$             

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2020 Forecast



Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Total
Purchased Energy Costs 7,359,521           6,929,915           6,586,210           5,488,455           5,561,047           5,528,268           6,842,486           6,323,541           5,172,628           4,655,260           5,775,281             7,922,855             74,145,465          
Lepreau Energy Costs 2,071,234           2,068,953           2,087,606           2,066,299           2,052,736           2,046,008           2,041,898           2,040,802           2,030,777           2,013,004           2,033,000             2,059,590             24,611,906          
Generation Fuel Costs-PEI Plants 293,459              136,937              136,937              45,818                45,818                6,000                  42,448                42,448                6,000                  45,818                45,818                  293,459                1,140,958            
PEI Plant Operating Costs 493,882              280,469              303,732              309,864              324,608              263,160              276,094              199,981              291,373              304,521              276,420                253,687                3,577,792            
Less: Insurance, Property Tax & Training (134,732)             (74,538)               (81,099)               (82,829)               (86,987)               (69,656)               (73,304)               (51,836)               (77,613)               (81,322)               (73,396)                (66,984)                (954,297)             
Amortization - Pt Lepreau Deferred Charge & DSM 21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                21,669                  21,669                  260,033               
Renewable Energy Costs 3,431,189           2,706,962           3,542,154           2,768,124           2,773,362           2,611,694           1,744,986           2,199,055           2,898,464           3,844,836           3,771,115             3,300,367             35,592,307          

13,536,223         12,070,368         12,597,209         10,617,400         10,692,252         10,407,142         10,896,277         10,775,660         10,343,297         10,803,787         11,849,907           13,784,643           138,374,166        

Net Purchased & Produced Energy - kWh (NPP) 147,419,491       130,638,663       136,744,600       113,170,842       114,804,825       111,682,857       119,696,775       118,217,790       110,180,872       115,332,820       127,158,699         151,821,446         1,496,869,680     
Base Rate/kWh 0.09225 0.09225 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09244 0.09240
Base Energy Costs 13,599,448         12,051,417         12,640,671         10,461,513         10,612,558         10,323,963         11,064,770         10,928,053         10,185,120         10,661,366         11,754,550           14,034,374           138,317,802        

Difference Between Actual & Base Energy Costs (63,225)               18,951                (43,462)               155,888              79,694                83,179                (168,493)             (152,393)             158,177              142,421              95,357                  (249,731)              56,364                 

Opening Balance - ECAM 72,203                (271,398)             (520,802)             (570,387)             (420,743)             (346,604)             (268,822)             (442,732)             (600,971)             (448,487)             (311,386)              (221,792)              72,203                 
Additions/(Reductions) (63,225)               18,951                (43,462)               155,888              79,694                83,179                (168,493)             (152,393)             158,177              142,421              95,357                  (249,731)              56,364                 
Rebated/(Collected) From Ratepayer (280,376)             (268,355)             (6,123)                 (6,244)                 (5,555)                 (5,398)                 (5,417)                 (5,846)                 (5,693)                 (5,321)                 (5,762)                  (6,582)                  (606,671)             
Closing Balance - ECAM (271,398)             (520,802)             (570,387)             (420,743)             (346,604)             (268,822)             (442,732)             (600,971)             (448,487)             (311,386)             (221,792)              (478,105)              (478,105)             

Forecast Energy Sales - kWh 136,932,262       131,061,035       117,990,221       120,324,499       107,044,013       104,018,659       104,378,943       112,651,000       109,714,367       102,534,024       111,041,777         126,837,846         1,384,528,646     

Forecast ECAM recovery rate per KWh (0.002048)$         (0.002048)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$         (0.000052)$           (0.000052)$           

Energy Cost Adjustment Mechanism 
2021 Forecast
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SAMPLE ENERGY VARIANCE DEFERRED MECHANISMS 
 
British Columbia 
 
FortisBC has had a regulator approved Power Purchase Expense Variance Deferred (“PPEVD”) 
Account in place since 2014 based upon the British Columbia Utilities Commission’s (“BCUC”) 
decision G-110-12 with respect to FortisBC’s 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Application. 
 
In its decision, the BCUC noted FortisBC’s evidence that power expense variances could result 
from a number of factors including: 
 
 Load variances (volume) related to variances in customer growth, usage or weather; 
 Unit price variances from forecast; 
 FortisBC’s ability to displace contracted purchases with lower cost market purchases; and 
 The generator specific cost variances. 
 
In approving the PPEVD, the BCUC stated that: 
 

“a deferral account to capture variances between forecast and actual power 
purchase expenses represents a reasonable attempt to manage uncertainty” 

 
The BCUC explained its decision further when it wrote: 
 

“The Panel understands the complexity of managing the number of variables 
affecting the power purchase process and is in agreement that any positive or 
negative variances are most appropriately borne by the customer. The 
establishment of a Power Purchase Expense Variance Deferral Account is the 
most effective way to manage this process with variances being handled in 
customer rates in subsequent periods.” 

 
Nova Scotia 
 
Nova Scotia Power Inc. (“NSPI”) currently has in place a Fuel Adjustment Mechanism (FAM) that 
has been approved by its regulator, the Utility and Review Board (“UARB”). NSPI describes the 
FAM in the rates to it annual financial statements as: 
 

“allowing NSPI to recover fluctuating Fuel Costs from customers through annual 
fuel rate adjustments. Differences between prudently incurred Fuel Costs and 
amounts recovered from customers through electricity rates in a given year are 
deferred to a FAM regulatory asset or liability and recovered from or returned to 
customers in a subsequent year. For the years 2017 to 2019, differences between 
actual Fuel Costs and fuel revenues recovered from customers will be recovered 
or returned to customers after 2019, as required under the Electricity Plant Act.” 

 
On June 27, 2019, NSPI filed its 2020 – 2022 Fuel Stability Plan with the UARB seeking a three 
year fuel stability plan which, using the FAM, would smooth customer rate increases over the 
three year period. In this filing, NSPI describes the FAM, its use in smoothing customer rate 
increases and the UARB acceptance of this approach as reasonable as follows: 
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“Fuel is a direct pass-through cost, and customers ultimately only pay the actual 
fuel costs. Actual fuel costs for Fuel Adjustment Mechanism (FAM) customers will 
be tracked during the 2020 -2022 Fuel Stability Period and will be trued up at the 
end of the period. The application of smoothed rates will mitigate the impact of 
volatile swings in fuel pricing for customers. 

 
The application of smoothed rate increases allows customers to plan and budget 
for electricity pricing over several years. In the 2011 Actual Adjustment/Balance 
Adjustment (AA/BA) application, the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board (UARB) 
noted that an element of deferral is implicit in the nature of the FAM, and that a 
deferral is “a reasonable regulatory approach that fully attempts to strike the 
required balance between the interests of the utility and its customers in all the 
Circumstances. 

 
The combination of smoothing fuel rate increases and using a regulatory FAM 
deferral over several years provides stability for both the utility and for customers. 
This tool has been used several times, including as part of the 2011 BCF and 
AA/BA applications, the 2013/2014 General Rate Application and the 2017 – 2019 
Fuel Stability Plan Application.1” 

 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
Newfoundland Power is dependent upon Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (“Hydro”) for the 
energy supply it requires to serve its customers, purchasing over 90 per cent of its power supply 
requirements from Hydro. Newfoundland Power’s principal supply cost mechanism is referred to 
as the Rate Stabilization Account (“RSA”). 
 
The RSA was first created to recover - from Newfoundland Power - variation in Hydro’s production 
costs, that were passed along to Newfoundland Power. These price variances were charged to 
Newfoundland Power in accordance with a regulator approved recovery plan for Hydro and, in 
turn, recovered from the customers of Newfoundland Power. 
 
The RSA also includes amounts for recovery from, or return to, customers under the Energy 
Supply Cost Variance Clause. The Energy Supply Cost Variance Clause captures changes in 
Newfoundland Power’s purchased power expense related to volume variances in customers’ load 
requirements caused by new customers and changes in the consumption level of existing 
customers. 
 
To allow a reasonable opportunity by Newfoundland Power to recover both price and volume 
related energy supply cost variances without the need for annual general rate applications, the 
Newfoundland regulator has approved the annual recovery of these variances through the RSA. 
In addition, annual amounts accumulated in the approved Weather Normalization Account are 
also charged to the RSA for recovery or refund from customers. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 NSPI 2020 – 2022 Fuel Stability Plan (REDACTED), page 12. 
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ENERGY DISPATCH DESCRIPTION 
 
In Order UE19-08, paragraph 153, the Commission states: 
 

“MECL currently purchases the majority of its energy from New Brunswick Energy 
Marketing, and has recently entered into a five year Energy Purchase Agreement 
for the period from March 1, 2019 to February 29, 2024. As a result, the Company 
is able to reasonably estimate the average unit cost of a significant portion of its 
annual energy purchases during the rate setting period. 

 
However, the planning, scheduling and actual purchase of energy and capacity involves 
interaction of the various sources or contracts for supply which are impacted by many variables, 
most of which are beyond the control of Maritime Electric. 
 
The following discussion provides an overview of how the various energy products (or Resources) 
are acquired to meet the expected Maritime Electric electrical load (or demand) on an hourly 
basis. 
 
With the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station (“PLNGS” or “Lepreau”) Participation 
Agreement fulfilling a base load role under a “take-or-pay” contract, the 30 MW of output 
entitlement from Lepreau is scheduled first. Lepreau is shown as a green-coloured band across 
the 3 charts shown below, representing a typical month from 3 different seasons (January, May 
and July) of a typical year in this case 2015. 
 
The 92.5 MW of on-island wind generation that Maritime Electric has under contract through 
Power Purchase Agreements (“PPA”) with the PEI Energy Corporation are also “take-or-pay” 
contracts. Therefore, wind energy is scheduled next and is shown as a red-coloured band in the 
3 charts below. Wind energy by its nature is variable (see modulating red-coloured bands in charts 
below) and the forecasting of wind energy production is not an exact science. Maritime Electric 
has to schedule the projected wind energy production in Megawatt-hours (“MWh”) on a Day 
Ahead and Intra-Day basis through the New Brunswick System Operator. If the wind scheduled 
does not materialize (or there is more Wind production than what was scheduled) then Maritime 
Electric has to buy the shortfall at the Final Hourly Marginal Cost (or sell the surplus at the same 
price). These variations can be of small magnitude and for a short duration (i.e. small wind 
velocity/direction changes throughout the day), or they can have a large magnitude and for a 
longer duration (i.e. the failure of the main step-up transformer for a Wind Farm causing the output 
for a wind farm to go to zero). 
 
The remaining Megawatt gap between the Maritime Electric Load (shown as a blue-coloured line 
in the 3 charts) and Lepreau + Wind (green band + red band) is fulfilled through Firm Energy and 
System Energy purchases (Secure Energy and Assured Energy products) from NB Energy 
Marketing (“NBEM”) under the Energy Purchase Agreement (“EPA”). AT times, there may also 
be a small amount of on-Island combustion turbine generation, which also makes up a tiny fraction 
of bridging this gap. 
 
Under the EPA, Firm Energy product is purchased next, up to a maximum amount dictated by the 
maximum Firm Capacity amount under the contract (currently 120 MW as of January 2020). Once 
this is fully subscribed, the next purchases are made under the Secure Energy product up to a 
maximum of 50 MW. Finally, the Assured Energy product purchases make-up the remainder of 
the gap. 
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Throughout the years, there are brief periods (typically during the Spring and Fall seasons) where 
the Lepreau + Wind energy available (green band + red band) exceeds the Maritime Electric Load 
(blue-coloured line) and during those periods no Firm Energy, Secure Energy or Assured Energy 
is purchased. An example of this can be seen in the May 2015 chart at the far right edge of the 
chart. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The chart above shows that the Lepreau unit was out-of-service for the first half of May 2015 due 
to a planned outage. During that time, Maritime Electric continued to incur costs under the 
Lepreau contract while also incurring incremental costs to buy Replacement Energy under the 
EPA. 
 
In July 2015, Lepreau returned to service and fulfilled its base load role for the month as shown 
in the chart below. 
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The chart above shows that the load (blue-coloured line) is lower than during the winter months, 
but higher than the Spring and Fall seasons resulting in no instances where surplus wind energy 
is produced. 
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND CORPORATE APPROVAL RATINGS 
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APPENDIX VI 
 
 

SUMMARY OF REGULATORY DEFERRAL ACCOUNTS IN CANADA 



Summary of Variance Deferral Accounts ‐ Canada

NF Power Nova Scotia Power Maritime Electric Company, Limited Fortis BC Electric Fortis Alberta (Performance Based Regulation) Ontario Electricity Distribution Utilities

 Rate Stabilization Account ‐ Ability to defer and recover all 
volume and price variance on fuel used to produce electricty 
sold to the company. Fuel Adjustment Mechanism ECAM  ‐ energy supply cost and volume  Revenue & Power Supply (volume & price) Y Factor ‐ Flow through to customers

Retail Settlement Variance Accounts (6)‐ Various deferrals to defer 
and recover the variances in costs between the independent system 
operator energy supply and the distribution company.

Energy Supply Cost Variance
DSM Ends in 2021 with amortization of 
2020 DSM charges Pension & Other Post Retirement Benefits Variance AESO Charge Deferral ‐ flow through transmission revenue/cost variance Smart Metering Entity Charge Variance Account

Demand Management Incentive ‐ variances applied to RSA Weather Normalization Flow‐through Accounts
Retail Cost Variance Accounts (2) ‐ net differences in retail service 
costs.

Weather Normalization Lepreau Writedown Low Voltage (LV) Variance Account
2018 Revenue Deficiency

OPEB US GAAP transition 15 year amortization  OPEB
DSM Costs  Stabilization Account  7 Year Amortization DSM Deferral DSM Amortization DSM Regulatory Defined Benefit Deferrals Unrecovered Plant & Regulatory Costs

2012 Cost of Capital Deferral ‐ Amtn of difference between 
forecast and allowed cost of capital ‐ 3 year Amortization

Derivative Instruments Deferral (Related to 
Purchased Fuel & Other Costs) Pre‐2016 RORA Deferrred Debt Issue Costs Deferred Taxes Preliminary Survey & Investigation Charges

Hearing Costs Deferrals amortized over related rate setting 
period. Deferred Tax Deferral Post‐2015 RORA Preliminary & Investigative Charges ‐ Construction WIP Deferred Overhead related to Capital Emmission Allowances Inventory/Withheld

WNRA (P.U. 13) ‐ $5M due to customers amtd over 3 years
Unamortized Defeasance Costs (Securities & 
Offsetting Debt Balancing) Future Site Removal Rights of Way Reclamation Capital tracker revenue variances (K Factor & K‐Bar) Special Purpose Charge Assessment Variance Account

Amortization of Revenue Shortfall/Surplus ‐ as a result of 
delays implemetation of rates (generally amortized over rate 
setting period). Capital Asset Review Tax Deferral Accounting Treatment of Non‐AMI Meters Significant Unforseen Events (Z Factor) Miscellaneous Deferred Debits/Credits
Pension Expense Variance Deferral Account ‐ 2009 2014‐2019 Performance Based Ratemaking Application Linear Tax Deferral Deferred Losses from Disposition of Utility Plant

OPEB Cost Variance Deferral Account  ‐ 2010 Annual Reviews for 2015‐2019 Rates AESO Incremental Capital Contributions
Renewable Connection Capital Deferral Account, OM&A Account, 
Connection Adder Deferral Account

Excess Earnings Account Self‐Generation Policy Application Stage II PBR Rebasing Deferral ‐ based on Interim Rates
Smart Grid Capital Deferral Account, OM&A Account, Connection 
Adder Deferral Account

Net Metering Tariff Update
Non‐Asset Retirement Obligation Provision ‐ difference between AROs 
and amounts collected through rates Unamortized Loss on Reaquired Debt

BCUC Residential Inclining Block Rate Report
Smart Meter Capital & Recovery Offset Variance Account, Stranded 
Meter Costs, OM&A Variance Account

2017 DSM Expenditure Schedule Application Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes/Contra Account
2018 DSM Expenditure Schedule Application Conservation & Demand Management (CDM) Programs
BC Hydro Application for Power Purchase Agreement with FBC Lost Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (LRAM) related to CDM
Community Solar Pilot Project Extraordinary Event Costs
Tariff Applications Deferred Rate Impact Amounts
CPCN Project Preliminary Engineering Deferred IFRS Transition Costs & Variance Accounts
2016 Long Term Electric Resource Plan Incremental Capital Charges

2017 Rate Design Application
Financial Assistance Payment & Recovery (Ontario Clean Energy 
Benefit Act)

Transmission Customer Rate Design Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILs) Accounts (3)
2020 Revenue Requirements Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances
2019‐2022 Multi‐year DSM Schedule
2018 Joint Use Pole Audit
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations Rate Design & Tariff Application
Pension & OPEB Liability
US GAAP Pension & OPEB Transitional Obligation
Advanced Petering Infrastructure Radio‐Off Shortfall
2014‐2019 Earnings Sharing Account
Caslegar Office Disposition
BC Hydro Waneta 2017 Transactions

Reference: Summary prepared from a review of utility annual financial statements, regulatory submissions and decisions and jusridictional accounting guidance.
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RRA Regulatory Focus 
Adjustment Clauses 
A state-by-state overview 

 

In the face of the robust expansion of utility capital expenditures over the last 10 years or so — 
CapEx for the 53 companies in the RRA Index is estimated at $117.5 billion in 2017, versus $52 billion 
in 2006 — increases in various expenses and sluggish demand growth in most parts of the U.S., 
industry stakeholders have developed ever more innovative strategies to achieving timely rate 
recognition of these factors.  

A key component of these strategies has been the implementation of adjustment clauses to address 
recovery of these expenditures, as well as issues related to rising/volatile costs and sluggish demand 
growth. These mechanisms have contributed to steady earnings growth in the sector. Earnings 
results for the first half of 2017 showed solid growth for utilities, with an average gain of 6.2% year-
over-year. Despite overall mild weather in the first half of 2017, regional weather variations boosted 
sales for some utilities, while others saw returns from capital investments through rate increases. 

 

 
A defining characteristic of an adjustment clause is that it effectively shifts the risk 
associated with recovery of the expense in question from shareholders to customers, 
because if the clause operates as designed, the company is able to change its rates to 
recover its costs on a current basis, without any negative effect on the bottom line 
and without the expense and delay that accompanies a rate case filing. 
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The electric and natural gas utilities' use of adjustment clauses to recover variations in certain costs 
outside of the traditional rate case process has its origins in the 1973 Arab oil embargo, when fuel 
costs skyrocketed, leaving the utilities with no way to recover the increased costs in a timely manner. 
At that time, the only remedy for the utilities was to file a rate case; however, rate proceedings 
frequently took more than a year to litigate, while fuel prices climbed more rapidly than the utilities 
could obtain rate recognition of the increased costs. Certain jurisdictions permitted the utilities to 
have more than one rate case pending simultaneously; however, most did not.  
 

During these years, utility earnings were under considerable pressure, 
a situation that prompted certain jurisdictions to establish a more 
constructive framework to allow more timely recovery of cost increases 
that were beyond the control of the utilities. 
 
The result was the creation of the fuel adjustment clause, or FAC, 
essentially a single-issue ratemaking process, whereby a utility is 
permitted to implement periodic rate adjustments to reflect changes in 

its cost of fuel. The utility is generally authorized to defer incremental variations in its fuel costs to 
offset any effect on earnings from the variation in the cost. The deferred amount is then recovered 
from, or refunded to, ratepayers in the next FAC rate adjustment. In some circumstances, the FAC 
includes a forward looking component that is subject to true up provisions. In addition to fuel costs, 
most jurisdictions allow the utilities' purchased power expense to be included in the FAC. 
 
Over the ensuing years, the use of adjustment clauses has expanded greatly. Adjustment clauses are 
generally reserved for expenses that are outside the control of the utility or are required by law or 
rule. Some jurisdictions have approved the use of adjustment clauses for recovery of environmental 
compliance, energy efficiency and conservation program expenses, transmission charges allocated 
to the utility by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and/or expenses related to meeting 
renewable resource requirements. Such mechanisms have also been approved to pass through to 
customers all or a portion of the margins that the company receives from selling excess power or 
pipeline capacity in the open market through off system sales. 

 
Another type of adjustment clause, a decoupling mechanism, enables 
utilities to offset the effect on revenues of fluctuations in sales caused 
by customer participation in energy efficiency programs, deviations 
from "normal" temperature patterns, or economic conditions in their 
territories. RRA considers a decoupling mechanism that adjusts for all 
three of these factors to be a "full" decoupling mechanism, and 
designates those that address only one or two of these factors as 
"partial" decoupling mechanisms. 
 
More recently and with greater frequency, commissions have approved mechanisms that permit the 
costs associated with the construction of new generation capacity or delivery infrastructure to be 
reflected in rates through an adjustment clause; effectively including these items in rate base 
without a full rate case. In some instances these mechanisms may even provide the utilities a cash 
return on construction work in progress. 
 
This report covers the key adjustment clauses used by the largest electric and gas utilities in the 
53 jurisdictions covered by RRA. This report does not address surcharges that have been approved to 
enable the utility to recover specific one-time items, e.g., excess storm restoration costs incurred in a 
given year, because under that scenario, the utility is recovering, over a defined period of time, a fixed 
amount that has already been incurred.  
 
This report also does not include expense trackers, which provide for the deferral of variations in 
certain costs for potential recovery at a future time, when the commission will consider the net 
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accumulated balance for inclusion in rates. Although an expense tracker is designed to keep the 
utility's earnings whole, rates and cash flows do not change on a current basis. Expense trackers are 
sometimes authorized to account for variations in pension-related costs. Although there are 
similarities between each of these types of ratemaking provisions, only adjustment clauses allow 
rates to change on an expedited basis in accordance with cost changes.  
 
The accompanying table includes footnotes (denoted by "*" or "--*"), beginning on page 18, only 
where a clarification regarding the specific adjustment clause is necessary. Further details 
concerning the adjustment clauses included in this report can be found in each of RRA's Commission 
Profiles.  
 
As indicated in the table, all of these jurisdictions employ some type of adjustment clause, with 
fuel/purchased power clauses being the most prevalent. All electric and gas utilities are permitted to 
adjust rates, outside of a base rate case, for variations in fuel/purchased power expenses. RRA notes 
that roughly two thirds of all utility commissions permit the use of, or are considering the use of, an 
adjustment clause for new capital investment. In addition, some form of decoupling is in place in the 
vast majority of the jurisdictions. Roughly one-third of all jurisdictions have adjustment clauses in 
place to reflect changes in the costs associated with the utilities' participation in regional 
transmission organizations. 

 
Regulatory agency abbreviations 

ACC    Arizona Corporation Commission   
ARC    Alaska Regulatory Commission   
BPU    Board of Public Utilities (New Jersey)   
DPU    Department of Public Utilities (Massachusetts)   
ICC    Illinois Commerce Commission   
IUB    Iowa Utilities Board   
KCC    Kansas Corporation Commission   
NCUC North Carolina Utilities Commission 
NOCC New Orleans City Council 
OCC Oklahoma Corporation Commission 
PRC Public Regulation Commission (New Mexico) 
PSB Public Service Board (Vermont) 
PSC Public Service Commission 
PUC Public Utility(ies) Commission 
PURA Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (Connecticut) 
RRC Railroad Commission (Texas) 
SCC State Corporation Commission (Virginia) 
TRA Tennessee Regulatory Authority 
URC Utility Regulatory Commission (Indiana) 
WUTC Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission 

 
 

Contributors: Jim Davis, Heike Doerr, Lillian Federico, Lisa Fontanella, Monica Hlinka, and Dennis 
Sperduto 
 
© 2017, S&P Global Market Intelligence. All Rights Reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. Use limited and subject to S&P 
Global Market Intelligence license. www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence  
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Use of adjustment clauses (as of September 2017) 
 
      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
                                              
ALABAMA                                             
Alabama Power SO Elec.  * --   --   --   --    *  * --   --    * 
Alabama Gas SR Gas  * --   --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 
Mobile Gas SRE Gas  * --   --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 
                                              
ALASKA                                             
Alaska Electric Light 
& Power 

AVA Elec.    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Enstar Natural Gas -- Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
                                              
ARIZONA                                             
Arizona Public Service PNW Elec.       --    *        * --       * 
Southwest Gas SWX Gas       --    * --   --   --      --    * 
Tucson Electric Power -- Elec.       --    *       --   --   --    * 
UNS Electric -- Elec.       --    *    --   --   --       * 
UNS Gas -- Gas       --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 
                                              
ARKANSAS                                             
Arkansas Oklahoma 
Gas 

-- Gas          --   --   --   --      --    * 

CenterPoint Energy 
Resources 

CNP Gas          --   --   --   --    *  --    * 

Entergy Arkansas ETR Elec.       --    * --   --    *  *     * 
Oklahoma Gas & 
Electric 

OGE Elec.  *    --    *           *      * 

Black Hills Energy 
Arkansas 

BKH Gas          --   --   --   --      --    * 

Southwestern Electric 
Power 

AEP Elec.       --    * --         --   --    * 

                                              
CALIFORNIA                                             
Pacific Gas & Electric  PCG Elec.    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Pacific Gas & Electric  PCG Gas    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
San Diego Gas & 
Electric 

SRE Elec.    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

San Diego Gas & SRE Gas    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Electric 
Southern California 
Edison  

EIX Elec.    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Southern California 
Gas  

SRE Gas    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Southwest Gas SWX Gas    --      --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
                                              
COLORADO                                             
Black Hills Colorado 
Electric 

BKH Elec.       --   --      -- *  *  * --    * 

Public Service Co. of 
Colorado 

XEL Elec.       --   -- *     *  *  * --    * 

Public Service Co. of 
Colorado 

XEL Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --   --   

Black Hills Gas 
Distribution 

BKH Gas       --   --   --   --   --       --   --   

                                              
CONNECTICUT                                             
Connecticut Lt. & Pwr. ES Elec. -- *     * --   --   --   --   --      --   
Conn. Natural Gas -- Gas        * --   --   --   --    * --   --   
Southern Conn. Gas -- Gas       -- * --   --   --   --    * --   --   
United Illuminating -- Elec. -- *     * --   --   --   --   --      --   
Yankee Gas Service ES Gas       -- * --   --   --   --    * --   --   
                                              
DELAWARE                                             
Chesapeake Utilities CPK Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
Delmarva Power & 
Light 

EXC Elec. -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   --      --   

Delmarva Power & 
Light 

EXC Gas    --   --   --   --      --   --   --   --   

                                              
DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA 

                                            

Potomac Electric 
Power 

EXC Elec. -- * --   --    *  * --   --    * --    * 

Washington Gas Light WGL Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
FLORIDA                                             
Florida Power & Light NEE Elec.       --   --   --          --   --    * 
Duke Energy Florida DUK Elec.       --   --   --       * --   --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Florida Public Utilities CPK Elec.       --   --   --       * --   --    * 
Florida Public Utilities CPK Gas       --   --   --      --    * --    * 
Gulf Power SO Elec.       --   --   --       * --   --    * 
Peoples Gas System -- Gas       --   --   --      --    * --    * 
Pivotal Utility 
Holdings 

SO Gas       --   --   --      --    * --    * 

Tampa Electric -- Elec.       --   --   --       * --   --    * 
                                              
GEORGIA                                             
Atlanta Gas Light SO Gas -- * --   -- * --   --    * --    * --   --   
Georgia Power SO Elec.    --   --   --   --   --    * --   --   --   
Liberty Utilities 
(Peach State Nat. Gas) 

-- Gas  * --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
HAWAII                                             
Hawaiian Electric HE Elec.          --      --    *  * --    * 
Hawaii Electric Light HE Elec.          --      --    *  * --    * 
Maui Electric HE Elec.          --      --    *  * --    * 
                                              
IDAHO                                             
Avista Corp. AVA Elec.  *    --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Avista Corp. AVA Gas       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Idaho Power IDA Elec.  *     * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
PacifiCorp BRK.A Elec.  *    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
                                              
ILLINOIS                                             
Ameren Illinois AEE Elec. -- *    --   --       * --   --       * 
Ameren Illinois AEE Gas          --   --    * --    * --    * 
Commonwealth 
Edison 

EXC Elec. -- *    --   --       * --    *     * 

MidAmerican Energy BRK.A Elec.       --   --      --   --   --       * 
MidAmerican Energy BRK.A Gas       --   --   --   --   --   -- * --    * 
North Shore Gas WEC Gas          --   --    * --    * --    * 
Northern Illinois Gas SO Gas       --   --   --    * --    * --    * 
Peoples Gas Light & 
Coke 

WEC Gas          --   --    * --    * --    * 

                                              
INDIANA                                             
Duke Energy Indiana DUK Elec.       --    *     *  *  *     * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Indiana Gas VVC Gas          --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Indiana Michigan 
Power 

AEP Elec.       --    *     * --    *     * 

Indianapolis Power & 
Light 

AES Elec.       --   -- *     * --   -- *     * 

Northern Indiana 
Public Service 

NI Elec.       --    *     * --    *     * 

Northern Indiana 
Public Service 

NI Gas       --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 

Southern Indiana Gas 
& Electric 

VVC Elec.       --    * --   -- * --    *     * 

Southern Indiana Gas 
& Electric 

VVC Gas          --   --   --   --    * --    * 

                                              
IOWA                                             
Black Hills Iowa Gas 
Utility 

BKH Gas       --   --   --   --   --      --    * 

Interstate Power & 
Light 

LNT Elec.       --   --       * --   --       * 

Interstate Power & 
Light 

LNT Gas       --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 

MidAmerican Energy BRK.A Elec.       --   --       * --   --       * 
MidAmerican Energy BRK.A Gas       --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
                                              
KANSAS                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas    -- * --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
Black Hills/Kansas 
Gas Utility 

BKH Gas    -- * --    * --   --   --    * --    * 

Empire District 
Electric 

-- Elec.       --   --   --      --   --   --    * 

Kansas City Power & 
Light 

GXP Elec.       --   --   --   --   --    *     * 

Kansas Gas & Electric WR Elec.       --    *       --   --       * 
Kansas Gas Service OGS Gas    -- * --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
Westar Energy WR Elec.       --    *       --   --       * 
                                              
KENTUCKY                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
Columbia Gas of 
Kentucky 

NI Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Delta Natural Gas DGAS Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
Duke Energy Kentucky DUK Elec.       --    *    --   --   --   --    * 
Duke Energy Kentucky DUK Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
Kentucky Power AEP Elec.       --    *     *  * --   --    * 
Kentucky Utilities PPL Elec.       --    *     * --   --   --    * 
Louisville Gas & 
Electric 

PPL Elec.       --    *     * --   --   --    * 

Louisville Gas & 
Electric 

PPL Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --    * 

                                              
LOUISIANA-NOCC                                             
Entergy New Orleans ETR Elec.       --    * --    *  * --       * 
Entergy New Orleans ETR Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
                                              
LOUISIANA PSC                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas    --   --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
CenterPoint Energy 
Res. (Arkla) 

CNP Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   

Cleco Power -- Elec.       --    * --    *  *  *  *  * 
Entergy Louisiana ETR Elec.       --    * --    *  * --    *  * 
Entergy Louisiana ETR Gas    --   --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
Southwestern Electric 
Power 

AEP Elec.       --    * --    * --   --   --    * 

                                              
MAINE                                             
Central Maine Power -- Elec. -- * --    * --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
Emera Maine -- Elec. -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Maine Natural Gas -- Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Northern Utilities UTL Gas    --   --   --   --    * --    * --   --   
                                              
MARYLAND                                             
Baltimore Gas & 
Electric 

EXC Elec. -- *  *    --   --   --   --    * --    * 

Baltimore Gas & 
Electric 

EXC Gas     *    --   --   --   --    * --    * 

Columbia Gas of 
Maryland 

NI Gas     * --    * --   --   --    * --    * 

Delmarva Power & 
Light 

EXC  Elec. -- *  *    --   --   --   --    * --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Potomac Edison FE Elec. -- *  * --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
Potomac Electric 
Power 

EXC  Elec. -- *  *    --   --   --   --    * --    * 

Washington Gas Light WGL Gas     * --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
MASSACHUSETTS                                             
Bay State Gas NI Gas     *    --   --    * --    * --    * 
Berkshire Gas -- Gas     * --   --   --    * --    * --   --   
Boston Gas/Colonial 
Gas 

-- Gas     *    --   --    * --    * --    * 

Fitchburg Gas & 
Electric 

UTL Elec. -- *  *    --   --   --   --    *     * 

Fitchburg Gas & 
Electric 

UTL Gas     *    --   --    * --    * --    * 

Liberty Utilities (New 
England Gas) 

-- Gas     *    --   --    * --    * --    * 

Massachusetts 
Electric 

-- Elec. -- *  *    --    * --    *  *     * 

NSTAR Electric ES Elec. -- *  * --   --   --   --   --   --       * 
NSTAR Gas ES Gas     *    --   --    * --    * --    * 
Western Mass. 
Electric 

ES Elec. -- *  *    --    * --    * --       * 

                                              
MICHIGAN                                             
Consumers Energy CMS Elec.       -- * --      --   --   --    * --   
Consumers Energy CMS Gas       --   -- * --   --   --    * --   --   
DTE Electric DTE Elec.       -- * --      --   --   --    * --   
DTE Gas DTE Gas       --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
Indiana Michigan 
Power 

AEP Elec.       -- * --      --   --   --   --   --   

Michigan Gas Utilities WEC Gas       --   -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   
SEMCO Energy Gas -- Gas       --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Upper Peninsula 
Power 

-- Elec.       -- * --      --   --   --    * --   

Wisconsin Electric 
Power 

WEC Elec.       -- * --      --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
MINNESOTA                                             
Minnesota Power ALE Elec.       --   --         --   --      --   
CenterPoint Energy CNP Gas        * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Resources 
Minnesota Energy 
Resources 

WEC Gas        * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Northern States 
Power-Minnesota 

XEL Elec.        * --         --   --      --   

Northern States 
Power-Minnesota 

XEL Gas       --   --   --   --   --    * --   --   

Otter Tail Power OTTR Elec.       --   --         --   --      --   
                                              
MISSISSIPPI                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Entergy Mississippi ETR Elec.       --    * --    * --   --       * 
Mississippi Power SO Elec.       --    * --    * --   --   --    * 
                                              
MISSOURI                                             
Empire District 
Electric 

-- Elec.    --   --   --   -- *  * --   --    *  * 

Empire District Gas -- Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --   --   --    * 
Kansas City Power & 
Light 

GXP Elec.     * --    * -- * -- * --    *  *  * 

KCP&L Greater 
Missouri Operations 

GXP Elec.     * --    *  *  * --    *  *  * 

Laclede Gas SR Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --    * 
Liberty Utilities 
(Midstates Natural 
Gas) 

-- Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --    * 

Missouri Gas Energy SR Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --    * 
Union Electric AEE Elec.     * --    * -- *  * --    *  *  * 
Union Electric AEE Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
MONTANA                                             
MDU Resources MDU Elec.  *    --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
MDU Resources MDU Gas       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
NorthWestern Corp. NWE Elec.  *    --   --  --   --   --   --   --    * 
NorthWestern Corp. NWE Gas       --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
                                              
NEBRASKA                                             
Black Hills Nebraska 
Gas Utility 

BKH Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 

Northwestern Energy NWE Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   -- * --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Black Hills Gas 
Distribution 

BKH Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 

                                              
NEVADA                                             
Nevada Power BRK.A Elec.       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Sierra Pacific Power BRK.A Elec.       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Sierra Pacific Power BRK.A Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --   -- * --   --   
Southwest Gas SWX Gas    --   --   * --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
NEW HAMPSHIRE                                             
Liberty Util. 
(EnergyNorth Natural 
Gas) 

-- Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --   --   

Liberty Util. (Granite 
State Electric) 

-- Elec. -- * --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --   --   

Northern Utilities UTL Gas    --   --   -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Public Service Co. of 
New Hampshire 

ES Elec.  * --   --   -- * --   --   --    *    --   

Unitil Energy Systems UTL Elec. -- * --   --   -- * --   --   --    * --   --   
                                              
NEW JERSEY                                             
Atlantic City Electric EXC Elec. -- *  * --   --       * --   -- * --    * 
Jersey Central Power 
& Light 

FE Elec. -- *  * --   --       * --   -- * --    * 

New Jersey Natural 
Gas 

NJR Gas     *  * --   --    * --    * --    * 

Pivotal Utility 
Holdings 

SO Gas     * --    * --    * --    * --    * 

Public Service Electric 
& Gas 

PEG Elec. -- *  * --   --       * --    * --    * 

Public Service Electric 
& Gas 

PEG Gas     * --    * --    * --    * --    * 

Rockland Electric ED Elec. -- *  * --   --      -- * --    * --    * 
South Jersey Gas SJI Gas     *  * --   --    * --    * --    * 
                                              
NEW MEXICO                                             
El Paso Electric EE Elec.       --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
New Mexico Gas -- Gas       --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
Public Service Co. of 
New Mexico 

PNM Elec.       --   --       * --    * --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Southwestern Public 
Service 

XEL Elec.       --   --      --   --   --   --    * 

                                              
NEW YORK                                             
Brooklyn Union Gas -- Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   
Central Hudson Gas & 
Electric 

-- Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

Central Hudson Gas & 
Electric 

-- Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   

Consolidated Edison 
of New York 

ED Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

Consolidated Edison 
of New York 

ED Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   

KeySpan Gas East -- Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   
National Fuel Gas 
Distribution 

NFG Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   

New York State 
Electric & Gas 

-- Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

New York State 
Electric & Gas 

-- Gas    --      --   --   --   --     * --   --   

Niagara Mohawk 
Power 

-- Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

Niagara Mohawk 
Power 

-- Gas    --      --   --   --   --     * --   --   

Orange & Rockland 
Utilities 

ED Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

Orange & Rockland 
Utilities 

ED Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   

Rochester Gas & 
Electric 

-- Elec. -- * --      --      --   --   --   --   --   

Rochester Gas & 
Electric 

-- Gas    --      --   --   --   --    *  --   --   

                                              
NORTH CAROLINA                                             
Duke Energy Carolinas DUK Elec.     * --   -- *  *  * --   --   --   --   
Duke Energy Progress DUK Elec.     * --   -- *  *  * --   --   --   --   
Piedmont Natural Gas PNY Gas    --     --   --   --   --    * --   --   
Public Service Co. of 
North Carolina 

SCG Gas    --     --   --   --   --    * --   --   

Virginia Electric & D Elec.     * --   -- *  *  * --   --   --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Power 
                                              
NORTH DAKOTA                                             
MDU Resources MDU Elec.    --   --   --    *  *  *  * --   --   
MDU Resources MDU Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Northern States 
Power-Minnesota 

XEL Elec.    --   --   --      -- * --    * --    * 

Northern States 
Power-Minnesota 

XEL Gas    --   -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

Otter Tail Power OTTR Elec.    --   --   --       * --    * --    * 
                                              
OHIO                                             
Cleve. Elec. 
Illum./Ohio Ed./Toledo 
Ed. 

FE Elec. -- *  * --    *    --   --    *     * 

Columbia Gas of Ohio NI Gas -- *    -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Dayton Power & Light AES Elec. -- *  * --    *    --   --   --       * 
Duke Energy Ohio DUK Elec. -- *  * --    *    --   --    *     * 
Duke Energy Ohio DUK Gas    --   -- * --   --    * --    * --    * 
East Ohio Gas D Gas -- *    -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Ohio Power AEP Elec. -- *  * --    *    --   --    *     * 
Vectren Energy 
Delivery of Ohio 

VVC Gas -- *    -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 

                                              
OKLAHOMA                                             
CenterPoint Energy 
Resources 

CNP Gas     * --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 

Oklahoma Gas & 
Electric 

OGE Elec.     * --    *     * --    *     * 

Oklahoma Natural Gas OGS Gas     * --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 
Public Service 
Oklahoma 

AEP Elec.     * --    * --    * --    *     * 

                                              
OREGON                                             
Avista Corp. AVA Gas        *    --   --   --   --   --   --   
Cascade Natural Gas MDU Gas       --    * --    * --   --   --   --   
Idaho Power IDA Elec.      --   --     --   --   --   --   --   
Northwest Natural 
Gas 

NWN Gas    --   --    * --    * --   --   --   --   

PacifiCorp BRK.A Elec.      --   --     --   --   --   --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Portland General 
Electric 

POR Elec.      --    *   --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
PENNSYLVANIA                                             
Columbia Gas of 
Pennsylvania 

NI Gas  * --  -- *  * --   --   --    * --    * 

Duquesne Light -- Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    *     * 
Equitable Gas -- Gas  * --  -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Metropolitan Edison FE Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    *     * 
National Fuel Gas 
Distribution 

NFG Gas  * --  -- * --   --   --   --   -- * --    * 

PECO Energy EXC Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    * --    * 
PECO Energy EXC Gas  *    -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Pennsylvania Electric FE Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    *     * 
Pennsylvania Power FE Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    * --    * 
Peoples Natural Gas -- Gas  * --  -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
PPL Electric Utilities PPL Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    *     * 
UGI Central Penn Gas UGI Gas  * --  -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
UGI Penn Natural Gas UGI Gas  * -- * -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
UGI Utilities UGI Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    * --    * 
UGI Utilities UGI Gas  *    -- * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
West Penn Power FE Elec. -- *    -- * --   -- * --   --    * --    * 
                                              
RHODE ISLAND                                             
Narragansett Electric -- Elec. -- * --      --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Narragansett Electric -- Gas         --   --     --    * --    * 
                                              
SOUTH CAROLINA                                             
Duke Energy Progress DUK Elec.    --   --   --   --    * -- * --   --   --   
Duke Energy Carolinas DUK Elec.    --   --   --   --    * -- * --   --   --   
Piedmont Natural Gas PNY Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
South Carolina 
Electric & Gas 

SCG Elec.    --   --   --   --    *  * --   --   --   

South Carolina 
Electric & Gas 

SCG Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
SOUTH DAKOTA                                             
Black Hills Power BKH Elec.     * --    * --      --   --       * 
Northern States XEL Elec.     * --    * --       *  * --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Power-Minnesota 
NorthWestern Corp. NWE Elec.       --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
                                              
TENNESSEE                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --    * 
Chattanooga Gas SO Gas    --    * --   --   --   --   --   --    * 
Kingsport Power AEP Elec.    --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Piedmont Natural Gas PNY Gas    --   --    * --   --   --      --    * 
                                              
TEXAS PUC                                             
AEP Texas Central AEP Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *  * --   
AEP Texas North AEP Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *  * --   
CenterPoint Energy 
Houston Electric 

CNP Elec. -- *   --   --   --   --   --    *  *  * 

Cross Texas 
Transmission 

-- Elec. --   --   --   --   --   --   --    *    --   

El Paso Electric EE Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Electric Transmission 
of Texas 

BRK.A/AEP Elec. --   --   --   --   --   --   --    *    --   

Entergy Texas  ETR Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *     * 
Lone Star 
Transmission 

NEE Elec. --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * --   --   

Oncor Electric 
Delivery 

-- Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *  * --   

Sharyland Utilities -- Elec. -- -- --  --  --  --  --  --   *     
Southwestern Electric 
Power 

AEP Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *    --   

Southwestern Public 
Service 

XEL Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *     * 

Texas-New Mexico 
Power 

PNM Elec.  *   --   --   --   --   --    *  *  * 

Wind Energy 
Transmission of Texas 

-- Elec. --   --   --   --   --   --   --    * --   --   

                                              
TEXAS RRC                                             
Atmos Energy ATO Gas  * --   --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
CenterPoint Energy 
Resources 

CNP Gas  * --   --   --   --   --   --    * --   --   

Texas Gas Service OGS Gas  * --   --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
UTAH                                             
PacifiCorp BRK.A Elec.       --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   
Questar STR Gas        * --   --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
VERMONT                                             
Green Mountain 
Power 

-- Elec.    --   -- * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
VIRGINIA                                             
Appalachian Power AEP Elec.  *   --   --      -- *  * -- *     * 
Columbia Gas of 
Virginia 

NI Gas      --    * --   --   --    * --    * 

Kentucky Utilities PPL Elec.  * --  --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --   --   
Virginia Electric & 
Power 

D Elec.  *   --   --      *  * -- *     * 

Virginia Natural Gas SO Gas    --  --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
Washington Gas Light WGL Gas    --  --    * --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
WASHINGTON                                             
Avista Corp. AVA Elec.  *      * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Avista Corp. AVA Gas    --    * --   --   --   --   -- * --   --   
Cascade Natural Gas MDU Gas    --    * --   --   --   --    * --   --   
Northwest Natural 
Gas 

NWN Gas       --   --   --   --   --   -- * --   --   

PacifiCorp BRK.A Elec.  * --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   --   
Puget Sound Energy -- Elec.  * --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   
Puget Sound Energy -- Gas    --   --    * --   --   --    * --   --   
                                              
WEST VIRGINIA                                             
Appalachian 
Power/Wheeling 
Power 

AEP Elec.       --   --      -- * -- *  * --    * 

Hope Gas D Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Monongahela Power FE Elec.       --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Mountaineer Gas -- Gas    --   --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
Potomac Edison FE Elec.       --   --   --   --   --    * --    * 
                                              
WISCONSIN                                             
Madison Gas & MGEE Elec.  * --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 
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      Type of adjustment clause                                                                                  
  

Ultimate 
parent 
ticker 

Type 
of 

service 

Electric 
fuel/ 
gas 

commodity/ 
purch. 
power 

Conserv. 
program 
expense 

         

RTO-related 
transmission 

expense 

  

State/ 
Company 

Decoupling 

Renewables 
expense 

Environmental 
compliance 

New capital    

Full Partial 
Generation 

capacity 
Generic 

infrastructure Other 
Electric 
Madison Gas & 
Electric 

MGEE Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Northern States 
Power-Wisconsin 

XEL Elec.  * --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Northern States 
Power-Wisconsin 

XEL Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Electric 
Power 

WEC Elec.  * --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Electric 
Power 

WEC Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Gas WEC Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 
Wisconsin Power & 
Light 

LNT Elec.  * --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Power & 
Light 

LNT Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Public 
Service 

WEC Elec.  * --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

Wisconsin Public 
Service 

WEC Gas    --   --   --   --   --   -- * -- * --    * 

                                              
WYOMING                                             
Cheyenne Light Fuel & 
Power 

BKH Elec.       --    *  * --   --   --   --    * 

Cheyenne Light Fuel & 
Power 

BKH Gas       --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   

MDU Resources MDU Elec.    --   --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   
PacifiCorp BRK.A Elec.       --   --    *  * --   --   --   --   
Black Hills Gas 
Distribution 

BKH Gas    --   --    * --   --   --   --   --   --   

                                              
Key:   
 Adjustment clause exists for the company/state/operation. 
*     See text for further information. 
As of: Sep. 12, 2017. 
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FOOTNOTES 
 

Alabama 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—The Certificated New Plant, or Rate CNP, adjustment 
clause for Alabama Power provides for recovery of the costs, excluding fuel, associated with certified 
purchased power agreements. Adjustments under the clause are subject to a staff and Alabama PSC review 
process that includes public hearings. Alabama Gas and Mobile Gas utilize a Competitive Fuel Clause that 
allows the companies to immediately adjust prices in order to compete with any alternate fuel or gas supply 
source, with no loss of earnings margin for the companies. 

Decoupling—Alabama Gas and Mobile Gas use weather normalization clauses. 

Environmental Compliance/Generation Capacity—The Rate CNP adjustment clause used by Alabama Power 
provides for recovery of costs related to: the commercial operation of certified generating facilities; certified 
purchased power agreements; and environmental mandates. Recoverable environmental costs include: 
applicable operation and maintenance expenses; depreciation and a return on capital beginning with 2005 
investments; and, a true-up of prior period over/under-recovered amounts. Such costs are generally subject 
to PSC review, but not a full evidentiary hearing.  

Other—The tariffs of the major energy utilities include adjustment provisions to reflect changes in income 
taxes, and certain general and local taxes. 

 

Arizona 
Decoupling—A partial decoupling mechanism, called the delivery charge adjustment, is in place for 
Southwest Gas. The mechanism excludes the effects of weather. 

Arizona Public Service, or APS, utilizes a Lost Fixed Cost Recovery, or LFCR, mechanism designed to make the 
company whole for contributions to fixed-cost-recovery that are lost due to customer participation in energy 
efficiency and distributed energy, such as rooftop solar, programs. The LFCR is capped at 1% of annual 
revenues, with any excess being deferred with interest to be recovered through a future annual adjustment. 

UNS Gas is subject to an incentive-based LFCR plan that allows the company to attain greater amounts of 
fixed-cost recovery as it meets its commission-defined energy efficiency goals. Residential customers are 
permitted to opt out of the LFCR provisions if they agree to a rate structure that incorporates a higher basic 
service fixed monthly charge. The LFCR is capped at 1% of annual revenues, with any excess being deferred 
with interest to be recovered through a future annual adjustment. 

Tucson Electric Power, or TEP, operates under an LFCR mechanism designed to mitigate the revenue impact 
of lost sales associated with the ACC's energy efficiency standards and the distributed generation 
requirements under the commission's renewable energy standards. The annual adjustments are to be capped 
at 2% of retail revenues, with any amount in excess of 2% to be deferred for future recovery. The LFCR 
mechanism also includes a provision through which TEP recovers lost revenues associated with "reliability 
must-run generation." 

UNS Electric also utilizes an LFCR mechanism, under which the company is permitted to implement annual 
rate adjustments related to any shortfall in recovery of fixed costs due to energy efficiency and distributed 
generation. The LFCR is not intended to recover fixed costs due to other factors, such as weather or general 
economic conditions, and, as such, is not considered a full decoupling mechanism. The annual adjustments 
are to be capped at 1%, with any amount in excess of 1% to be deferred for future recovery. 

Generation Capacity—A rider is in place to address the costs associated with APS' acquisition of a 48% share 
of the coal-fired Four Corners Units 4 and 5 and certain related facilities, and the retirement of Four Corners 
Units 1, 2 and 3, which are wholly owned by APS. 
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Generic Infrastructure—A mechanism is in place through which Southwest Gas recovers the costs 
associated with a program under which the company is replacing distribution pre-1970 vintage steel 
pipelines. 

Other—All of the utilities recover franchise fees on a current basis through an adjustable line item on the 
monthly bill. An economic development rider is in place for certain large-use customers of TEP and UNS 
Electric. Southwest Gas has a mechanism in place that provides for the recovery of costs associated with 
replacing customer-owned facilities with equipment that is owned and operated by the utility. 

 

Arkansas 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Oklahoma Gas and Electric's, or OG&E's, energy cost 
recovery rider provides for the flow-through to ratepayers of 100% of the Arkansas-jurisdictional proceeds 
from the sale of excess SO2 emissions allowances, as well as a share of the value of "green credits" resulting 
from the monetized environmental benefits of generation at the company's Centennial Wind Farm equal to 
the portion of the project dedicated to serving the Arkansas jurisdiction. 

Decoupling—A generic framework, effectively a partial decoupling mechanism, is in place that provides for 
the electric and gas utilities to recover the lost contribution to fixed costs associated with energy efficiency, 
or EE,-related usage reductions and to retain a portion of the net benefits related to EE programs. The gas 
utilities have been using full decoupling mechanisms for several years. 

Generation Capacity—Entergy Arkansas, or EA, utilizes a capacity acquisition rider to recover costs 
associated with its investment in certain generation facilities, and a capacity cost recovery rider to flow 
through the net costs related to the company's purchases of capacity to serve retail customers. 

Generic Infrastructure—EA uses a rider to recover costs associated with certain government-mandated 
investments. EA, OG&E and CenterPoint Energy Resources, or CER, are subject to a formula rate plan 
framework to address annual changes in their cost of service. 

Other—EA uses a storm recovery charges rider to collect from ratepayers the amounts required to service its 
related securitization bonds. OG&E uses a "Smart Grid" rider. Arkansas Oklahoma Gas, CER, EA, OG&E, Black 
Hills Energy Arkansas and Southwestern Electric Power have a mechanism in place to recover variations in 
certain taxes and franchise fees. 

  

Colorado 
Decoupling—An adjustment clause is in place for Public Service Company of Colorado's, or PSCO's, gas 
operations that includes a provision that provides for recovery of lost revenues associated with customer 
participation in demand-side management programs. 

For PSCO's electric operations, the PUC approved a pilot partial decoupling mechanism for the company's 
residential and small commercial customers on July 11, 2017. The mechanism is not yet in place, but is 
expected to be implemented in 2018 coincident with new rates stemming from a yet to be filed rate case. 
Annual adjustments under the mechanism are to be capped at 3% of class revenues.  

Environmental Compliance—A rider is in place for PSCO that provides for a cash return on construction work 
in progress, or CWIP, and reflects in rates costs associated with the installation of environmental controls at 
the coal-fired Pawnee and Hayden facilities. 

Generation Capacity—Black Hills Colorado Electric Utility, or BHCE, has a rider in place that reflects the 
company's investment in the gas fired LM6000 plant at the Pueblo Generating Station. The rider was not 
rolled into base rates in the company's last rate case and is accorded a lower ROE than that established for 
BHCE's other Colorado jurisdictional operations. The rider is to remain in place until BHCE's nest rate case. A 
similar rider is in place for PSCO that reflects the company's investment in the Cherokee natural gas 
combined cycle plants. 

Generic Infrastructure—PSCO and BHCE are permitted to recover, through a transmission cost adjustment, 
or TCA, clause, prudent costs incurred in planning, developing and completing construction or expansion of 
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transmission facilities for which the PUC has granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity or has 
otherwise determined to be necessary. Through the TCA, the utilities may earn a cash return on construction 
work in progress for investments in grid reliability or new or upgraded transmission facilities. The TCAs are 
updated annually. 

PSCO operates under a pipeline system integrity adjustment mechanism for its gas operations, through 
which the company recovers the costs associated with reliability improvements and compliance with certain 
federal safety regulations. The mechanism is to remain in place through 2018. 

Other—PSCO utilizes an adjustment clause for steam service, under which it recovers the difference 
between its actual cost of fuel and the costs recovered in base rates. 

PSCO shares with customers margins from generation-based short-term energy trading and proprietary 
trading through its fuel and purchased power adjustment mechanism. BHCE uses an off-system sales 
margin-sharing mechanism as a component of its fuel cost/purchased power expense cost adjustment 
mechanism.  

 

Connecticut 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—United Illuminating, or UI, and Connecticut Light and 
Power, or CL&P, no longer own generation, and both are permitted to recover, on a current basis, their full 
costs of providing generation service to those customers who do not choose an alternative supplier. These 
costs are flowed through to ratepayers outside of a rate case. 

Decoupling—State law mandates the adoption of decoupling mechanisms for the electric and gas utilities. 
UI, CL&P, and Connecticut Natural Gas, or CNG, currently have decoupling mechanisms in place.  Yankee Gas 
agreed to forgo the implementation of a decoupling mechanism until new base rates take effect. In a pending 
rate case, Southern Connecticut Gas, or SCG, is seeking a decoupling mechanism. 

Generic Infrastructure—A system expansion reconciliation mechanism is in place that permits the gas 
utilities to reconcile gas-expansion-related revenue annually, between rate cases. CNG also utilizes a 
Distribution Integrity Management Program, or DIMP, mechanism that allows for recovery, between rate 
cases, of the costs associated with main replacement activity. Ratepayers do not see a separate charge on 
their bills. Instead, the DIMP charge is included in base distribution rates. SCG is seeking to implement a 
DIMP in its pending rate case. 

 

Delaware 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—In conjunction with the implementation of retail 
competition, Delmarva Power and Light's electric fuel adjustment was largely eliminated. Power to meet 
standard-offer-service needs is now procured competitively and the resulting costs are reflected in rates on 
a current basis.  

Other—Chesapeake Utilities has a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and fees. 

 

District of Columbia 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power —Fuel and purchased power adjustment clauses are 
permitted by law. However, with the onset of electric retail competition, Potomac Electric Power, or Pepco, 
divested most of its generation assets; the assets that were not divested have since been retired. Pepco 
purchases the power to meet its standard-offer-service, or SOS, requirements via a competitive bidding 
process, and prices paid by SOS customers reflect the weighted average of the winning bids; SOS prices are 
adjusted on a current basis. 
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Decoupling—A Bill Stabilization Adjustment mechanism, applied monthly, is in place for Pepco that is 
designed to mitigate the volatility of revenues and customer bills caused by abnormal weather and customer 
participation in energy efficiency programs. 

Renewables Expense—Pepco's rates include a rider to fund the Sustainable Energy Trust Fund; amounts 
collected are remitted to the third-party Sustainable Energy Utility. 

Generic Infrastructure—State law provides for the District to issue bonds, to finance, or securitize, a portion 
of the costs associated with a plan under which Pepco is to relocate certain above-ground distribution 
facilities below ground. In addition, the PSC is permitted to approve a rider mechanism to achieve rate 
recognition of the unsecuritized portion of the project. The PSC has approved the undergrounding program, 
known as the DC PLUG initiative, and established a rider for rate recognition of the investment. The 
commission order was appealed to the D.C. Court of Appeals.  

The PSC has approved a $1 billion, 40-year accelerated pipeline replacement program for Washington Gas 
Light, or WGL, and approved a separate limited-issue recovery mechanism related to the first five years of the 
program. 

Other—A gas administrative charge is part of WGL's purchased gas charge and provides for recovery of 
uncollectible expenses related to gas commodity charges, rather than recovering those expenses in base 
rates. WGL is also permitted to recover carrying costs on storage balances and over/undercollected gas costs 
through separate mechanisms. Pepco and WGL have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain 
taxes and fees. 

 

Florida 
Generation Capacity—Electric utilities are permitted to recover all prudently incurred site selection and 
preconstruction costs, including carrying charges, for nuclear and integrated gasification combined-cycle, or 
IGCC, power plants through the capacity cost recovery clause, or CCRC. A cash return on construction work in 
progress for nuclear plant construction and uprates and IGCC construction is also reflected in the CCRC. 

Duke Energy Florida is permitted to increase base rates without a general rate case through a generation 
base rate adjustment, or GBRA, related to up to 1,800 MW of additional new generation in 2018. Adjustments 
under the GBRA are to reflect a 10.5% ROE and the most recent capital structure from the company's 
periodic surveillance reports that are filed with the PSC. 

Tampa Electric implemented a rate increase through a GBRA to coincide with the completion of the 
conversion of units 2 through 5 of the Polk Power Station. 

Generic Infrastructure—Peoples Gas System utilizes a rider that is adjusted annually for recovery of the 
costs associated with accelerating the replacement of cast iron and bare steel distribution pipes on its 
system. The smaller gas utilities, Florida Public Utilities, the Florida division of Chesapeake Utilities, and 
Pivotal Utility Holdings, use similar riders. 

Other—Certain fees and taxes, such as franchise fees and gross receipts taxes, are recovered through a line 
item on customer bills, with the charge adjusted based on customer usage. The fuel and purchased power 
cost recovery clause reflects gains from economy energy sales. 

 

Georgia 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—As a result of the restructuring of the natural gas industry 
in Georgia, Atlanta Gas Light, or ATGL, no longer procures gas for its customers and, thus, is no longer subject 
to the purchased gas adjustment mechanism, or PGAM. The much smaller Liberty Utilities (Peach State 
Natural Gas), which is still regulated under a non-restructured framework, utilizes a non-automatic PGAM. 

Decoupling—Liberty Utilities (Peach State Natural Gas) is subject to the Georgia Rate Adjustment 
Mechanism, or GRAM, an alternative regulatory framework. The GRAM provides for a "revenue true-up," 
under which the company is to compare actual revenues to the previous revenue projection. ATGL operates 
under a straight fixed-variable rate design. 
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Environmental Compliance—ATGL is authorized to recover clean-up costs related to former manufactured 
gas plant sites through an environmental response cost recovery rider, or ERCRR. Costs that are recoverable 
under the ERCRR include investigation, testing, remediation and/or litigation costs or other liabilities.  

Generation Capacity—A nuclear construction cost recovery, or NCCR, tariff is in place for Georgia Power, or 
GP. The NCCR tariff enables GP to earn a cash return on construction work in progress related to the Plant 
Vogtle Units 3 and 4 nuclear units. The NCCR tariff is to be revised annually. 

Generic Infrastructure—The PSC approved a Strategic Infrastructure Development and Enhancement, or 
STRIDE, program for ATGL in 2009, specifying infrastructure investments for the next ten years. Every three 
years, ATGL is required to file its proposed program for the next three years for PSC review and approval. The 
incremental costs associated with the program's investment are included in base rates each Oct. 1.  

 

Hawaii 

Generation Capacity/Generic Infrastructure—As part of their alternative regulation frameworks, Hawaiian 
Electric Company, Hawaii Electric Light Company and Maui Electric Company are permitted to recognize, 
between rate cases, rate base additions and increases in O&M expenses, and certain depreciation and 
amortization expenses. 

Other—An integrated resource planning, or IRP, cost recovery rider is in place for the state's utilities to 
facilitate recovery of the planning costs associated with the IRP process. 

 

Idaho 

Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Avista Corp.'s power cost adjustment enables the company 
to defer, in a balancing account, for subsequent recovery/refund to customers, 90% of the difference 
between actual net power costs and the amount included in retail rates. Idaho Power, or IP, has a similar 
mechanism in place with a sharing provision under which annual rate adjustments reflect 95% of the cost 
variations associated with water supply for hydro-electric production, wholesale energy prices and retail load 
changes. An energy cost adjustment mechanism is in place for PacifiCorp that allows for the recovery of 90% 
of the difference between actual power costs and those included in rates. 

Decoupling—IP operates under a revenue decoupling mechanism, referred to as a Fixed Cost Adjustment, or 
FCA, which is designed to adjust the company's electric rates to recover fixed costs independent of the 
volume of energy sales. In 2015, the FCA was modified to replace weather-normalized sales with actual sales 
in the calculation of the FCA. There is a 3% cap on annual rate increases that may be implemented under the 
mechanism. Unrecovered balances are to be carried forward to future years, with interest. 

Avista Corp. is to operate under an electric and gas revenue decoupling mechanism, referred to as a FCA, for 
an initial three-year term that extends through Dec. 31, 2018. The mechanism may be extended following a 
review by the parties following the end of the third year. There is a 3% annual cap on rate increases that may 
be implemented under the mechanism.  Unrecovered balances are to be carried forward to future years, with 
interest. 

 

Illinois 

Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Historically, the large electric utilities, namely Ameren 
Illinois, or AI, and Commonwealth Edison, or ComEd, were permitted to recover fuel costs and the energy 
component of purchased power costs through a monthly automatic fuel adjustment clause, or FAC. Their 
FACs were discontinued in conjunction with the implementation of electric industry restructuring. The power 
to meet the utilities' standard-offer-service, or SOS, obligations is now procured competitively; SOS costs 
and revenues are subject to an annual true-up mechanism. 
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Environmental Compliance—AI uses a hazardous materials adjustment clause rider, largely to address 
asbestos-related litigation and remediation costs. AI, ComEd, Peoples Gas Light and Coke, or Peoples, North 
Shore Gas, or North Shore, and Northern Illinois Gas, or NI-Gas, use riders to recover costs related to the 
investigation and cleanup of manufactured gas plants. 

Generic Infrastructure—ComEd, North Shore and NI-Gas have riders in place to recover certain costs 
associated with maintaining infrastructure in accordance with requirements imposed by local governments. 
In accordance with state law, the ICC is permitted to approve adjustment clauses for the local gas 
distribution companies to recover the costs associated with their infrastructure replacement programs, and 
the ICC has done so for Peoples, NI-Gas, and AI. 

Other—As permitted by state statutes, AI, ComEd, NI-Gas, Peoples, North Shore, and MidAmerican Energy 
utilize riders to facilitate recovery of variations in bad-debt costs. AI, ComEd, MidAmerican Energy, Peoples, 
North Shore, and NI-Gas have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Indiana 

Decoupling—Indianapolis Power and Light's, or IP&L's, Indiana Michigan Power's, or IMP's, Duke Energy 
Indiana's, or DEI's, Northern Indiana Public Service Company's, or NIPSCO's, and Southern Indiana Gas and 
Electric's electric energy efficiency riders provide for recovery of net lost revenues and shared savings, 
subject to commission approval. However, IP&L is permitted to defer lost revenues and NIPSCO's mechanism 
does not include savings sharing. 

Environmental Compliance—State law allows the URC to authorize the electric utilities to recover, through a 
rate adjustment mechanism, 80% of the costs associated with certain federally-mandated emissions-control 
and transmission/distribution reliability projects. The remaining 20% of such costs are to be deferred for 
future recovery. Environmental cost recovery riders are in place for DEI, NIPSCO, IP&L and IMP. Through 
these riders, the utilities are permitted to recover related O&M costs and depreciation expense after the 
environmental facilities become operational, as well as a return on the related investment. These riders also 
provide for recovery of the net costs associated with the purchase of emission allowance credits.  

Generation Capacity—With respect to DEI's Edwardsport integrated gasification combined-cycle plant, the 
company was authorized to earn a cash return on construction work in progress associated with the plant, 
which commenced commercial operation in 2013, through a rider; the company now recovers the plant's 
operating costs through that samerider.  

Generic Infrastructure—State law allows the URC to authorize the utilities to implement a transmission, 
distribution and storage system improvement charge, or TDISC, rider to facilitate recovery of the costs 
associated with certain electric and gas infrastructure expansion projects, including those intended to 
improve safety or reliability, modernize the utility's system, or improve an area's economic development 
prospects. The URC has approved such a rider for DEI, Indiana Gas, Southern Indiana Gas and Electric's 
electric and gas operations and NIPSCO's electric and gas operations. IMP and NIPSCO use a rider to recover 
costs associated with certain government-mandated investments. 

Other—DEI, IMP, IP&L and SIGECO are permitted to equally share with ratepayers, through a rider, off-
system sales, or OSS, margins that vary from the amount reflected in the companies' base rates. NIPSCO 
allocates to ratepayers, through a rider, all OSS margins that vary from a base level. IMP uses a rider for 
recovery of costs associated with the AEP Power Pool capacity cost-sharing arrangement. SIGECO utilizes a 
semi-annual adjustment clause that reflects: municipal wholesale margins; net emission allowance costs; 
interruptible sales billing credits; non-fuel purchased power costs; and ratepayers' share of the difference 
between actual wholesale power margins and the level of such margins included in base rates. SIGECO and IG 
have riders in place for a portion of the incremental changes in unaccounted-for gas costs and the gas-cost 
component of bad debts. NIPSCO includes these costs in its gas cost adjustment filings. 

 

Iowa 
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Environmental Compliance—Incremental revenues and costs associated with sales or purchases of emission 
allowances may be reflected in Interstate Power and Light's, or IP&L's, and MidAmerican Energy's energy 
adjustment clauses.  

Other—MidAmerican Energy uses a rider to recover certain feasibility study costs related to its analysis of 
the merits of building a new nuclear plant. Black Hills/Iowa Gas Utility, IP&L and MidAmerican Energy have a 
mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Kansas 

Conservation Program Expense/Decoupling—State law allows the electric and gas utilities to request KCC 
approval to implement energy efficiency, or EE, related cost recovery mechanisms. Kansas City Power and 
Light, or KCP&L, and Empire District Electric recover the costs associated with energy efficiency programs 
through an EE rider. Westar Energy and Kansas Gas and Electric, or KG&E, participate in certain EE programs 
and recover program-related costs and the related lost revenues through the companies' EE cost recovery 
riders. These mechanisms were in place prior to the legislation. Weather normalization adjustment clauses 
are in place for Atmos Energy, Black Hills/Kansas Gas Utility, or KGU, and Kansas Gas Service, or KGS. 

Generic Infrastructure—KCP&L has a rider in place to recover the costs associated with certain projects to 
underground transmission and distribution infrastructure. State law permits the local gas distribution 
companies to utilize a gas system reliability surcharge, or GSRS, mechanism to recover the costs associated 
with gas distribution system replacement projects between base rate proceedings, subject to annual true-
up. The utilities are prohibited from utilizing GSRS mechanisms for periods exceeding five years; GSRS 
balances are to be reset to zero, with amounts recovered through the GSRS to be rolled into base rates in the 
utility's next rate proceeding. In addition, a utility may not request changes in the GSRS rate more often than 
every 12 months. Atmos, KGS and KGU have a GSRS in place. 

Other—Although not an adjustment clause per se, the KCC is statutorily authorized to permit the utilities to 
file "abbreviated" rate cases, within 12 months of a commission rate order in the utility's most recent base 
rate proceeding. Such filings must incorporate all of the regulatory procedures, principles and rate-of-return 
parameters established by the KCC in that order. 

KGU recovers 100% of the gas cost component of bad debt expense through the company's purchased gas 
adjustment clause filings. KCP&L, Westar, KG&E, and Empire District Electric, or Empire, flow to ratepayers, 
through their energy cost adjustment mechanisms, off-system sales margins that vary from a base level and 
the net cost of emissions allowances. KCP&L, Westar/KG&E, Empire, Atmos, KGU and KGS have a mechanism 
in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Kentucky 

Decoupling—Weather normalization adjustment mechanisms are in place for Atmos Energy, Columbia Gas of 
Kentucky, or CGK, Delta Natural Gas, or Delta, and Louisville Gas and Electric's, or LG&E's, gas operations. 
Duke Energy Kentucky, or DEK, LG&E, Atmos, CGK, and Delta utilize energy efficiency riders to facilitate 
recovery of costs associated with gas energy efficiency programs; these riders include certain incentive 
provisions and permit recovery of lost revenues related to these programs. LG&E, DEK, Kentucky Utilities, or 
KU, and Kentucky Power, or KP, also utilize a similar mechanism for their electric businesses. 

Environmental Compliance—LG&E, KU, and KP are permitted to recover the costs associated with 
environmental-related investments, including the cost of emissions allowances, and earn a cash return on 
the related construction work in progress, through a cost recovery mechanism. Proceedings are conducted 
every two years to evaluate the operation of the mechanism and to set the level of such charges to be 
included in base rates.  

Generation Capacity—KP utilizes a rider to recover the costs related to the retirement of the coal-fired Big 
Sandy Unit 1 and 2 plants, and a separate rider for certain non-fuel-related costs associated with operating 
the Big Sandy Unit 1 plant as a coal-fired unit through June 30, 2016, and as a gas-fired unit beginning July 1, 
2016. 
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Generic Infrastructure—Atmos, CGK, LG&E, Delta and DEK utilize riders to facilitate recovery of certain costs 
associated with their gas distribution infrastructure replacement programs.  

Other—Off-system sales, or OSS, sharing mechanisms are in place for DEK's electric operations and for KP. 
100% of DEK's emission allowance sales margins flow to ratepayers through the OSS mechanism. LG&E and 
KU allocate a portion of their off-system sales margins to ratepayers through the fuel adjustment clause 
proceedings. Atmos, CGK, Delta, DEK, KP, LG&E, and KU have a mechanism in place to recover variations in 
certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Louisiana - NOCC 
Decoupling—Entergy New Orleans', or ENO's, fuel clause includes (for legacy Entergy Louisiana, Algiers 
service territory customers only) a provision that provides for the recovery of the lost contribution to fixed 
costs associated with customer participation in energy efficiency programs. 

Environmental Compliance—An environmental adjustment clause rider is in place for ENO, through which the 
company recovers costs associated with the purchase and use of emission allowances. 

Generation Capacity—A rider is in place for ENO through which the company reflects capacity costs 
associated with the Ninemile 6 plant. 

Other—ENO uses a storm reserve rider for both its electric and gas operations. 

 

Louisiana PSC 
Decoupling—Energy efficiency, or EE, riders are in place for the state's electric utilities through which the 
companies recover costs associated with administering their EE programs and the lost contribution to fixed 
costs associated with customer participation in the programs. CenterPoint Energy Resources, Atmos Energy 
divisions Louisiana Gas Service, or LGS, and TransLouisiana Gas, or TLG, and the gas operations of Entergy 
Louisiana, or EL, utilize weather normalization adjustment mechanisms. 

Environmental Compliance—The state's electric utilities may use an environmental adjustment clause, or 
EAC, to recover from ratepayers the costs associated with the acquisition of emissions credits to comply with 
federal, state and local environmental standards. In addition, the utilities credit ratepayers through the EAC 
any revenues associated with the sale or transfer of emission allowances.  

Generation Capacity—A component of EL's formula rate plan, or FRP, provides for the recovery of costs 
associated with new generation and capacity additions, including the Ninemile 6 facility. Cleco Power's FRP 
includes provisions to reflect in rates certain capacity additions. 

Generic Infrastructure— Cleco's FRP includes provisions to reflect in rates certain infrastructure costs. As 
part of their rate stabilization clauses, LGS and TLG have a mechanism in place that provides for the deferred 
recovery of costs associated with system integrity management programs. An infrastructure investment 
recovery rider is in place for EL's gas operations. 

RTO-Related Transmission Expense—EL and Cleco recover certain transmission-related costs through their 
FRPs. 

Other—Customers' share of Southwestern Electric Power's off-system sales margins flow through the 
company's fuel adjustment clause. Cleco Power and EL have securitization-related riders in place. Economic 
development riders are in place for EL, Cleco and Southwestern Electric Power. 

 

Maine 
Fuel Costs/Purchased Power Costs—Electric fuel adjustment clauses are no longer utilized due to the 
implementation of retail choice. For the most part, the state's electric utilities no longer own generation, and 
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by law are not allowed to provide standard offer service, or SOS. SOS providers are selected through a bidding 
process conducted by the PUC. The full cost of SOS is recovered from ratepayers.  

Decoupling—Central Maine Power, or CMP, is subject to a full revenue decoupling mechanism, with any 
related annual adjustments capped at 2% of distribution revenues, and any undercollections in excess of the 
cap to be deferred for future recovery. No cap applies to the amount of over-collections to be returned to 
ratepayers. 

Environmental Compliance—Northern Utilities recovers manufactured gas site remediation expenses 
through an environmental remediation charge that is adjusted on a semi-annual basis.  

Generic Infrastructure—Northern Utilities utilizes a targeted infrastructure replacement adjustment, or TIRA, 
that provides for recovery of the company's investments in targeted operational and safety-related 
infrastructure replacement and upgrade projects. A successor TIRA is pending as part of the company's 
pending rate case. 

Other—CMP is permitted to recover variations in storm costs versus the levels included in base rates through 
a rider. 

 

Maryland 
Electric Fuel/Purchased Power—Historically, electric utilities were permitted to recover the fuel and energy 
portion of purchased power costs through the electric fuel rate, or EFR. The EFR was eliminated, coincident 
with the implementation of competition in the provision of electric supply. The utilities continue to provide 
electric supply service to customers who do not select an alternative generation supplier; the power to meet 
these requirements is obtained via competitive bids and the costs are recovered from ratepayers on a current 
basis.  

Conservation Program Expense—Maryland's electric and gas utilities have riders in place, which are adjusted 
annually, to reflect recovery of electric and gas energy efficiency and demand-side management program 
costs that are not included in base rates. 

Decoupling—Columbia Gas of Maryland, or CGM and Washington Gas Light, or WGL, have revenue 
normalization adjustment mechanisms in place for residential customers only. However, the companies have 
separate weather normalization mechanisms in place that apply to all customer classes. 

Generic Infrastructure—Potomac Electric Power, or Pepco, uses a grid resiliency charge to recover the costs 
associated with its accelerated-feeder-replacement program. A similar program and rider are in place for 
Delmarva Power and Light. A reliability improvement plan and an associated rider are in place for Baltimore 
Gas and Electric, or BGE. Court review of the program is pending. 

State law permits the Maryland PSC to authorize the gas utilities to implement riders to recover costs 
associated with approved accelerated infrastructure replacement programs, establishing the Strategic 
Infrastructure Development and Enhancement, or STRIDE, Program. The PSC has approved a gas STRIDE 
program and an associated rider for BGE, WGL, and CGM. 

Other—BGE, CGM, Potomac Edison, Pepco and WG have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain 
taxes and fees. 

 

Massachusetts 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Quarterly electric fuel and purchased power adjustments 
were eliminated coincident with the start of retail competition. Rates for basic service, known as default 
service, are market-based; such rates reflect the competitive contracts for basic service supply entered into 
by the distribution utility. The utilities are not at risk for fluctuations in market prices. 

Conservation Program Expense/Environmental Compliance/Other—The DPU has adopted energy efficiency 
reconciliation factors, or EERF, for the state's electric utilities to recover the costs associated with the 
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state's electric energy efficiency investments that are in excess of the level collected from other funding 
sources. 

Local gas distribution adjustment clauses, or LDACs, are in place to reflect recovery of gas-distribution-
related costs that are not included in base rates, such as demand-side management costs, environmental 
response costs associated with manufactured gas plants, residential arrearage management programs, low 
income discounts, pension costs and certain litigation expenses.  

Renewables Expense/Generation Capacity—A solar cost adjustment tariff is in place for Western 
Massachusetts Electric Company's, or WMECO's, and Massachusetts Electric's, or ME's, investments in 
certain solar generation facilities. 

Generic Infrastructure—Through the LDAC, the utilities may recovery the revenue requirement associated 
with their targeted infrastructure recovery factors, or TIRFs, and gas system enhancement programs, or 
GSEP, investment, 

Under state law, each of the state's LDCs files with the DPU a plan called a "Gas System Safety Enhancement 
Program,", or GSEP, to address aging or leaking natural gas infrastructure. The related costs/investments 
may be recovered through a GSEP portion of the LDAC. 

ME's decoupling mechanism includes a tracking mechanism to reflect incremental capital investment, subject 
to certain limitations. A capital cost adjustment mechanism is in place for Fitchburg Gas and Electric's, or 
FG&E's, electric division that permits the company to recover costs associated with post-test-year capital 
additions outside of a rate case, subject to certain restrictions.  

 

Michigan 
Decoupling—The Michigan PSC had approved the implementation of electric revenue decoupling 
mechanisms, or RDMs, for Consumers Energy, or CE, Upper Peninsula Power, or UPP, and DTE Electric, or 
DTE-E; however, the Michigan Court of Appeals has ruled that the PSC does not have statutory authority to 
approve RDMs for electric utilities. In addition, legislation enacted in December 2016, permits the PSC to 
adopt electric revenue decoupling mechanisms only for small electric utilities. 

State law permits a gas utility that spends at least 0.5% of its revenue on energy efficiency programs to 
institute an RDM. Gas RDMs are currently in place for DTE Gas, or DTE-G, and CE.  

Generic Infrastructure—DTE-G utilizes an Infrastructure Recovery Mechanism that enables it to earn a return 
of, and on, the costs associated with capital investment in the company's meter move-out, accelerated main 
replacement and pipeline integrity programs. In a recent rate case decision, the PSC authorized CE's gas 
operations an investment recovery mechanism that enables the company to recover incremental capital 
investments beyond the test year in both 2018 and 2019, subject to reconciliation. 

RTO-Related Transmission Expense—CE, DTE-E and UPP recover transmission costs through the power 
supply cost-recovery mechanism.  

 

Minnesota 
Decoupling—Minnesota Energy Resources, or MER, is operating under a pilot, full revenue decoupling 
mechanism, or RDM, that applies to the company's residential and small commercial/industrial rate classes 
that includes sharing provisions. The pilot is to remain in place through Dec. 31, 2019.  

CenterPoint Energy Resources, or CER, is operating under a pilot, three-year, full RDM that expires in 2018. 
The RDM applies to all customer classes except market-rate customers, subject to a cap on annual 
adjustments. 

A three-year pilot decoupling mechanism was implemented in 2016 for Northern States Power-Minnesota's, 
or NSP-M's, residential, small commercial, and industrial non-demand classes. The plan includes a cap on 
the revenue adjustments that may be implemented under the mechanism.  
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Generic Infrastructure—NSP-M uses a rider to recover the costs associated with certain gas infrastructure 
upgrades, especially those that are safety-related, outside of a general rate case. 

 

Mississippi 
Decoupling—Atmos Energy utilizes a weather normalization adjustment rider that is in place during the 
months of November through April and is adjusted monthly during that time. Entergy Mississippi, or EM, 
Mississippi Power, or MP, and Atmos have energy efficiency, or EE, riders in place that provide for recovery of 
EE program costs and the lost contributions to fixed costs associated with such programs. 

Environmental Compliance—EM and MP are permitted to recover emissions allowance expenses through 
their fuel adjustment clauses. For MP, such costs may include the cost of capital, associated with PSC-
approved environmental projects. 

Other—EM and MP have riders in place related to the securitization of storm costs. EM uses an ad valorem 
tax adjustment rider. A similar mechanism has been in place for MP for many years. 

 

Missouri 
Conservation Program Expense/Decoupling—The local gas distribution companies may request Missouri PSC 
approval of a mechanism to reflect the impact on revenues of changes in customer usage due to variations in 
weather and/or conservation. Kansas City Power and Light, or KCP&L, has in place a demand-side programs 
investment mechanism that provides for recovery of program-related costs and a related "throughput 
disincentive." KCP&L-Greater Missouri Operations, or GMO, and UE have similar mechanisms in place for 
their electric operations. 

Renewable Energy—The PSC's rules specify that the electric utilities may file for a renewable energy 
standards rate adjustment mechanism, or RESRAM, to reflect prudently incurred costs or a pass-through of 
benefits received, as a result of compliance with the state's renewable energy standards. The RESRAM is to 
be capped at a 1% annual rate impact. GMO has a RESRAM in place. 

Environmental Compliance—The PSC's rules pertaining to Environmental Cost Recovery Mechanisms, or 
ECRMs, specify that a portion of the utility's environmental costs may be recovered through an ECRM, 
subject to a cap. None of the utilities currently have an ECRM in place; however, Empire District Electric, or 
Empire, GMO and UE recover emissions allowance costs through their FACs.  

Generic Infrastructure—KCP&L, GMO and UE use a rider to recover costs associated with certain 
government-mandated investments. Liberty Utilities (Midstates Natural Gas), Laclede Gas, Missouri Gas 
Energy, or MGE, and UE utilize an infrastructure system replacement rider to recover costs associated with 
certain gas distribution system replacement projects.  

RTO-Related Transmission Expense—Empire's, KCP&L's, GMO's and UE's FACs reflect variations in certain 
transmission-related costs. 

Other—Off-system sales margins that vary from the levels included in base rates flow through the FACs of 
Empire, KCP&L, GMO and UE. Liberty Utilities (Midstates Natural Gas), Empire, KCP&L, GMO, Laclede, MGE 
and UE have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Montana 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—In accordance with the state's restructuring statutes, 
NorthWestern Corp. sold its generation assets and entered into purchased power contracts with competitive 
suppliers to serve provider-of-last-resort customers. NorthWestern recovers supply costs through a cost 
recovery mechanism.  
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Decoupling—MDU utilizes a mechanism to recover the costs associated with gas conservation programs, as 
well as to recoup revenues lost as a result of the programs. 

Other—A competitive transition charge mechanism is in place for NorthWestern through which the company 
recovers electric-restructuring-related out-of-market costs associated with certain purchased power 
contracts. A similar transition charge is in place for the company's gas operations. NorthWestern is also 
currently reflecting, in its gas commodity mechanism on an interim basis, costs related to certain natural gas 
production assets it recently acquired, pending a review by the PSC. For MDU, off-system sales margins are 
shared by ratepayers and shareholders on a 90%/10% basis through the fuel clause. 

 

Nebraska 
Generic Infrastructure—The gas utilities may seek approval to use an infrastructure system replacement 
cost recovery, or ISRCR, rider to achieve timely recovery of certain capital investments outside of a general 
rate case. Black Hills Nebraska Gas Utility has an ISRCR rider in place. Black Hills Gas Distribution, or BHGD, 
has a forward-looking system safety and integrity rider in place. 

Other—BHGD recovers external rate case expenses of the Office of the Public Advocate and the PSC that are 
assessed to the utility through a separate mechanism. All of the utilities have line items on their bills through 
which variations in franchise fees are recovered. 

 

Nevada 
Decoupling—The lost revenues associated with energy efficiency and conservation programs for Sierra 
Pacific Power and Nevada Power are recovered using a periodically adjusted balancing account, referred to 
as the lost revenue adjustment mechanism. 

State law and PUC rules contain provisions, including revenue decoupling, to address disincentives to gas 
company participation in energy conservation programs. Southwest Gas has a partial decoupling mechanism 
in place. 

Generic Infrastructure—PUC rules allow for the establishment of a gas infrastructure replacement 
mechanism that will permit the utilities to recover, between rate cases, the revenue requirement associated 
with their gas infrastructure replacement projects. Southwest Gas currently has such a rider in place. 

Other—Southwest Gas utilizes a mechanism designed to allow the company to recover from, or refund to, 
ratepayers the difference between actual bad debt expenses and the level reflected in base rates. 

 

New Hampshire 

Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Fuel and purchased power adjustment clauses had been 
utilized prior to the implementation of retail choice in the early 2000s. Public Service Company of New 
Hampshire, or PSNH, now recovers its power costs through a periodically-adjusted default service rate. 

Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) and Unitil Energy Systems sold their generation as part of their 
restructuring agreements. These distribution-only companies supply default energy service through a 
request-for-proposals process supervised by the PUC. 

Decoupling—In August 2016, the PUC established an energy efficiency resource standard, or EERS, for New 
Hampshire's electric and gas utilities. The EERS is to become effective Jan. 1, 2018. The utilities 
implemented lost revenue adjustment mechanisms, or LRAMs, effective Jan. 1, 2017, to recover lost revenue 
due to the installation of energy efficiency measures. The PUC ordered the utilities to seek approval of a 
decoupling mechanism or other lost-revenue recovery mechanism as an alternate to the LRAM in their first 
distribution rate cases after the first EERS triennium, if not before. Liberty Utilities is seeking a decoupling 
mechanism as part of its pending natural gas rate case. 
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Generic Infrastructure —A cast iron/bare steel rate adjustment mechanism is in effect for Liberty Utilities 
(EnergyNorth Natural Gas). Reliability enhancement and vegetation management programs and 
accompanying riders are in effect for Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric), PSNH, and Unitil Energy 
Systems. The programs provide for recovery of both the capital investment and increases to operation and 
maintenance expense necessary for ongoing system reliability and vegetation management efforts.  

 

New Jersey 
Electric Fuel/Purchased Power/Gas Commodity— The electric utilities procure power to meet customer basic 
generation service in the wholesale market and are permitted to flow these costs to ratepayers on a dollar-
for-dollar basis through the basic generation service charge. However, costs associated with buyout/buy-
down of above-market-priced purchased power contracts with non-utility generators and costs associated 
with any remaining purchase requirements are recovered through a separate non-bypassable charge. Gas 
supply service is also competitively provided in New Jersey. Basic gas supply service, or BGSS, charges for 
non-switching residential and small commercial customers are adjusted periodically to reflect fluctuations in 
gas commodity prices.  

Conservation Program Expense— Costs associated with the NJ Clean Energy Program are included for 
recovery through the non-bypassable societal benefits charge on customer bills. Certain utilities have 
incremental energy efficiency/conservation programs in place, the costs of which may be recovered through 
rider mechanisms.  

Decoupling—Weather normalization clauses are in place for Pivotal Utility Holdings, or PUH, and the gas 
operations of Public Service Electric and Gas, or PSEG. A version of a revenue decoupling mechanism is in 
place for New Jersey Natural Gas, or NJNG, and South Jersey Gas, or SJG. Operation of the mechanisms is 
contingent on the companies achieving certain capacity-reduction targets and earnings tests as specified in 
their BPU-approved conservation incentive programs. 

Environmental Compliance—The electric and gas utilities were permitted to recover through a charge, costs, 
including a return on the related investment, associated with participation in the Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative. Participation in the Initiative was suspended by Gov. Christie in 2011, but the utility provisions of 
the state law remain in place, which has sparked a considerable amount of controversy. Jersey Central Power 
& Light, PUH, PSEG, NJNG and SJG are permitted to recover costs associated with former manufactured gas 
plant site cleanup outside of base rates through an adjustment mechanism.  

Generic Infrastructure—Following Hurricane Sandy, the BPU directed the utilities to develop mitigation and 
hardening infrastructure modernization plans, and indicated that it would be open to innovative cost-
recovery mechanisms for such plans. The BPU subsequently approved modernization plans and related 
recovery mechanisms for several utilities: PSEG— the Energy Strong program; Atlantic City Electric — 
PowerAhead; Rockland Electric —Storm Hardening Program; NJNG — the Reinvestment in System 
Enhancement program, and Safe Acceleration and Facility Enhancement program; PUH — Elizabethtown 
Natural Gas Distribution Utility Reinforcement Effort; and, SJG — the Storm Hardening and Reliability 
Program.  

Other—All of the utilities have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and fees. In 
addition, the electric utilities recover certain costs associated with low-income customer assistance 
programs and other public policy driven initiatives through a societal benefits charge; costs associated with 
the restructuring-related buyout/by-down of electric non-utility generation contracts and other regulatory 
asset balances are recovered through non-by-passable charges.  

 

New Mexico 
Environmental Compliance—An SO2 rider is in place for Public Service Co. of New Mexico, or PSNM, through 
which customers are credited with their share of revenues from allowance sales.  

Generic Infrastructure—PSNM has riders in place that are designed to recover costs associated with 
undergrounding distribution projects in Rio Rancho and Albuquerque. 
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Other—All of the utilities have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

New York 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Historically, all energy utilities used an electric fuel 
adjustment clause, or FAC. With electric industry restructuring, however, generation was divested, and the 
electric companies have largely transitioned from the FAC to a market power adjustment clause, or MAC, or a 
commodity adjustment clause, or CAC. The MAC/CAC allows the distribution utilities to flow through the 
costs of power procured to serve customers who have not selected an alternative supplier. 

Generic Infrastructure—The state's gas utilities may implement riders to recover carrying costs on 
incremental capital expenditures and O&M expenses associated with the replacement of leak prone pipe 
above targeted miles established in rates. 

 

North Carolina 
Conservation Program Expense—In addition to recovery of program costs, the NCUC has authorized the 
major electric utilities to retain a percentage of the net savings associated with their conservation programs. 

Renewables Expense—Costs incurred by electric utilities to procure renewable energy are recoverable 
through the fuel adjustment clause, or FAC, and the renewable energy portfolio standard, or REPS, rider 
subject to certain caps.  

Environmental Compliance—The costs of certain re-agents, such as limestone, used in reducing or treating 
electric power plant emissions may be recovered through the fuel adjustment clause. 

Generic Infrastructure—Piedmont Natural Gas uses an integrity management rider, or IMR, that allows the 
company to track and recover capital expenditures incurred to comply with federal pipeline safety and 
integrity requirements outside of a general rate case. Public Service Company of North Carolina uses an IMR 
to recover capital expenditures closed to plant in service after June 30, 2016, related to the company's 
transmission and distribution pipeline integrity management programs.  

 

North Dakota 
Decoupling—MDU Resources', or MDU's, gas operations are subject to a weather normalization adjustment 
mechanism that is in effect for the winter heating season from Nov. 1 through May 1. Northern States Power-
Minnesota, or NSP-M, operates under straight fixed-variable gas rates. 

Generation Capacity—MDU operates under a generation resource recovery rider through which it recovers 
costs associated with its Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engine Project at its Lewis & Clark Station, 
which will then be rolled into base rates by Jan. 1, 2020. The rider previously recovered costs associated with 
the 88-MW, simple cycle gas turbine Heskett III facility. Those costs were rolled into base rates following a 
stipulation approved by the commission in June 2017. 

Environmental Compliance/Generic Infrastructure—The electric utilities are permitted to earn a cash return 
on construction work in progress through a separate rate adjustment mechanism for investments in 
transmission infrastructure and for federally-mandated environmental compliance projects. Once the 
facilities achieve commercial operation, they are reflected in rate base as part of a general rate proceeding, 
and the mechanism terminates. MDU and Otter Tail Power, or OTP, are operating under separate 
transmission and environmental cost recovery riders. NSP is operating under a transmission cost recovery 
rider. 

Renewables Expense — All three utilities recover costs associated with investments in renewable energy 
facilities through a renewable resource cost recovery rider. MDU recovers costs associated with its Cedar 
Hills, Diamond Willow and Thunder Spirit wind facilities.  
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Other—Through NSP-M's fuel and purchased power adjustment, or FPPA, clause, the company shares 
equally with ratepayers prospective "non-asset-based" wholesale power margins, or WPMs. Through its 
FPPA clause, OTP allocates asset-based WPMs on an 85%/15% basis to ratepayers and shareholders, 
respectively. 

 

Ohio 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power/Generic Infrastructure/Other—As a result of electric 
industry restructuring, the utilities operate under electric security plans, or ESPs, that provide for the pass 
through of the utilities' cost of power to serve standard-service-offer customers.  

The current ESPs for Cleveland Electric Illuminating, or CEI, Ohio Edison, or OE, and Toledo Edison, or TE, 
include delivery capital recovery riders that reflect a return of, and on, incremental distribution, sub-
transmission, and general plant-in-service investments not already included in the companies' base rates. 

Under Duke Energy Ohio's, or DEO's, current ESP, the company's generation requirements for non-switching 
customers are procured and priced through a competitive bid process, or CBP. The related riders are fully 
bypassable for switching customers. 

Ohio Power's, or OP's, ESP allows the company to utilize riders for costs related to distribution investment, 
enhanced service reliability and storm damage recovery. 

Dayton Power and Light's, or DP&L's, ESP, includes a Service Stability Rider to permit the company to 
maintain its financial health and to have an opportunity to earn a reasonable return on equity. DP&L also uses 
an Infrastructure Investment Rider for recovery of costs related to advanced meter infrastructure and/or 
SmartGrid deployment. 

East Ohio Gas, or EOG, Columbia Gas of Ohio, or CGO, and Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, or VEDO, had 
previously obtained their gas supplies through negotiated bilateral contracts, but now the companies 
conduct an auction that allows suppliers to compete to supply portions of the gas supply requirements. 
Customers who do not choose a specific competitive supplier are randomly assigned a supplier based on the 
auction results. DEO is the only major gas utility in the state to continue to use the gas cost recovery clause. 

Decoupling/Conservation Program Expense—The ESPs for each of the Ohio electric utilities include a rider 
that allows for recovery of energy efficiency program costs and lost distribution margin associated with these 
programs. OP has a full pilot decoupling mechanism in place for residential and small commercial customers. 
Ohio's gas distribution companies, namely EOG, CGO, VEDO and DEO all operate under straight fixed-variable 
prices. 

Environmental Compliance—DEO recovers certain costs related to former manufactured gas plant sites 
through a rider. 

Generic Infrastructure—The current ESPs in place for CEI/OE/TE, OP and DEO include a rider(s) that reflects 
a return of, and on, incremental distribution related investments not already included in the company's base 
rates. CGO has a rider in place for infrastructure replacement costs. VEDO has a rider in place through which 
it recovers the costs associated with an accelerated main and service line replacement program. EOG has 
riders in place to recover costs related to its pipeline infrastructure replacement program and its installation 
of automated meter reading equipment. DEO uses an Accelerated Main Replacement Program rider to 
recover the costs associated with its gas delivery infrastructure improvement program. 

Other—All of the utilities have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and fees. DEO uses 
Rider Manufactured Gas Plant, or MGP, to recover PUC-approved costs associated with the company's 
environmental remediation of MGP sites. CEI/OE/TE, OP, DEO, EOG, CGO and VEDO have riders in place to 
recover variations in uncollectible expense. 

 

Oklahoma 
Conservation Program Expense/Decoupling—Oklahoma Gas and Electric, or OG&E, and Public Service 
Oklahoma, or PSO, utilize riders to recover the costs associated with energy efficiency programs, the related 
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lost revenues and certain incentives. CenterPoint Energy Resources, or CER, and Oklahoma Natural Gas, or 
ONG, utilize weather normalization mechanisms and also recover the costs associated with their energy 
efficiency programs and certain incentives through their performance-based ratemaking plan riders. 

Environmental Compliance/Other—OCC rules permit the commission to approve requests to recover costs 
associated with environmental compliance costs through a rate rider. OG&E's storm cost recovery rider 
includes provisions that require a credit to ratepayers for the Oklahoma-jurisdictional portion of net revenues 
received from the sale of SO2 credits. PSO recovers the costs associated with certain chemical reagents 
through its fuel cost adjustment, or FCA, rider. 

Generic Infrastructure—OG&E recovers, through a rider, costs associated with certain transmission projects 
it constructs. PSO utilizes a rider for recovery of incremental vegetation management, under-grounding costs 
and system-hardening/grid resiliency costs. PSO also uses an automated metering infrastructure, or AMI, 
rider to recover the costs associated with installing AMI equipment in its service territory.  

Other—OG&E uses a storm-cost recovery rider to reflect any differences between the level of storm costs 
reflected in base rates and the level of such costs actually incurred in a given year. Ratepayers' share of OSS 
margins flow through PSO's FCA rider. OCC rules permit the Commission to allow utilities to recover 
security/safety-related costs through a separate charge/rate rider. OG&E, PSO, CER and ONG have a 
mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. ONG has a rider in place for 
costs related to lost, used and unaccounted-for gas. 

 

Oregon 
Decoupling—A partial electric revenue decoupling mechanism is to be in effect for Portland General Electric, 
or PGE, until year-end 2019. The mechanism is designed to provide for the recovery of the revenue shortfall 
resulting from reduced consumption patterns associated with residential and certain commercial customers' 
conservation efforts. 

Northwest Natural Gas, or NWNG, uses a decoupling mechanism designed to counteract the impact on 
revenues of changes in average residential and commercial customers' consumption patterns due to 
conservation efforts. The company has a separate weather-adjusted rate mechanism in place for these 
customers.  

Cascade Natural Gas', or CNG's, partial decoupling mechanism, which adjusts for both conservation-related-
demand fluctuations and deviations from normal weather, is to be in place until Jan. 1, 2020.  

A full decoupling mechanism is in place for Avista's residential and commercial rate groups. The mechanism 
is to be reviewed by the PUC in September 2019. 

Environmental Compliance—CNG utilities an environmental remediation cost adjustment to recover costs for 
a former manufactured plant. NWNG utilizes a site remediation and recovery mechanism to provide for 
recovery of costs incurred, and that continue to be incurred, for environmental remediation of legacy 
manufactured gas plant operations. 

 

Pennsylvania 
Electric Fuel/Purchased Power/Gas Commodity/Renewables Expense—Historically, electric utilities were 
permitted to recover fuel and purchased power costs through a semi-automatic adjustment mechanism,; 
however, in conjunction with electric industry restructuring, the mechanism was eliminated. Generation 
required to meet provider-of-last-resort, or POLR, obligations for each company is competitively procured 
and priced. Renewable resource requirements are included in this process.  

Decoupling—Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, or CGP, has a weather normalization adjustment in place for 
residential customers. In January 2016, the PUC opened a generic investigation into alternative ratemaking 
strategies including revenue decoupling mechanisms. The proceeding is ongoing. 
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Generic Infrastructure—State law allows the PUC to approve automatic adjustment clauses to recognize, 
between general rate cases, utility investments in Long-Term Infrastructure Improvement Programs that 
were approved by the PUC ahead of time.  

Separately, Metropolitan Edison, or MetEd, Pennsylvania Electric, or Penelec, Pennsylvania Power, or PPC, 
and West Penn Power, or WPP, recover incremental costs associated with smart-meter-deployment plans 
through a rider.  

Other—All of the utilities have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 
PECO recovers nuclear decommissioning costs through a rider. PPL-E recovers universal service program 
costs through a rider. MetEd, Penelec, PPC and WPP also have riders in place for universal service and 
uncollectibles costs. 

 

Rhode Island 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Prior to the implementation of electric industry 
restructuring, automatic electric fuel adjustment clauses were used by the utilities. In accordance with the 
restructuring law and PUC-approved restructuring plans, investor-owned utilities are to provide standard 
offer service to customers who do not select an alternative provider through 2020. The cost of providing this 
service is fully recoverable, with such rates reset on a periodic basis. 

Generic Infrastructure—State law permits Narragansett Electric, or NE, to submit, for PUC approval, annual 
infrastructure spending plans for its electric and gas operations, as well as recovery of expenses associated 
with an inspection and maintenance program and vegetation management program. Approved costs may be 
recovered through a rider. 

Other—A pension adjustment mechanism is in place for NE's electric and gas operations that reconciles 
actual pension and other-post-employment-benefits expense to the level reflected in base rates. NE 
recovers electric commodity-related uncollectibles, including associated administrative costs, through its 
standard offer service rate. In addition, the company recovers transmission-related bad debt through a 
transmission-related uncollectible mechanism. NE reflects credits associated with margins from non-firm 
sales and transportation, earnings sharing and service quality adjustments through the DAC.  

 

South Carolina 
Decoupling—Weather normalization adjustments are in place for the gas operations of South Carolina 
Electric and Gas, or SCE&G, and Piedmont Natural Gas that apply only to residential and small commercial 
customers. 

Environmental Compliance—Emissions allowance costs and the cost of certain materials used in reducing or 
treating electric power plant emissions are reflected in the fuel clause.  

Generation Capacity—Statutes allow the PSC to issue a base load review act, or BLRA, order, which 
constitutes an upfront determination that a plant is "used and useful," and that associated proposed capital 
expenditures are prudent and ultimately should be reflected in rates as long as the plant is constructed 
within the estimated construction schedule, including contingencies, and capital budget.  

For nuclear plants only, if requested by a utility, the BLRA order is to specify initial revised rates reflecting 
the utility's pre-construction and development costs. At least one year after its filing of a BLRA application, 
and no more frequently than annually thereafter, the utility is permitted to file for PSC approval of revised 
rates reflecting a cash return on a nuclear plant's construction work in progress, or CWIP. The PSC has issued 
a BLR order for SCE&G's two-unit expansion of its V.C. Summer nuclear plant, and the company is currently 
earning a cash return on the plant's CWIP. However, given SCE&G's July 31, 2017 decision to cease 
construction and abandon the two new units, the ultimate ratemaking for the company's investment remains 
to be determined. 
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South Dakota 
Conservation Program Expense/Decoupling—A demand-side management, or DSM, cost adjustment 
mechanism is in place for Northern States Power-Minnesota, or NSP-M, through which the company recovers 
costs associated with DSM/efficiency programs. The mechanism includes a 30% bonus to account for lost 
margins related to DSM/efficiency measures. Black Hills Power, or BHP, operates under an efficiency 
adjustment rider through which the company recovers the cost of its energy efficiency programs, as well as 
any lost revenues associated with the programs. Weather impacts are not reflected in the mechanism. 

Generation Capacity/Generic Infrastructure—NSP-M utilizes an infrastructure rider to recover costs 
associated with certain generation, transmission and distribution capital additions once the related facilities 
have achieved commercial operation and to reflect certain changes in property taxes. 

Other—Through its fuel and purchased power adjustment clause, or FPPAC, BHP credits ratepayers a portion 
of the margins from renewable energy credit sales and power marketing income. NSP-M operates under 
certain wholesale power margin sharing provisions, and allocates ratepayers' share of any such margins 
through its fuel clause. NSP-M also credits ratepayers a portion of revenues generated from renewable 
energy credit sales through its fuel clause. 

 

Tennessee 
Decoupling—Weather normalization adjustment, or WNA, clauses are in place for Atmos Energy and 
Piedmont Natural Gas, or PNG. A full revenue decoupling mechanism is currently in place for Chattanooga 
Gas', or CG's, residential and small commercial customers. A WNA rider is also in place for CG's industrial, 
commercial, and other customers that do not operate under the decoupling mechanism.  

Other—Atmos Energy, PNG and CG utilize riders related to capacity management and release, off-system 
sales and capacity assignment. 

Atmos and CG operate under riders through which the companies share with ratepayers gross profit margin 
reductions associated with large industrial or commercial customers that are served under negotiated 
contracts and are able to bypass the utilities' distribution system. Through its purchased gas adjustment 
rider, PNG recovers margin losses associated with bypassable customers being served under negotiated 
contracts. 

 

Texas PUC 
Electric Fuel/Purchased Power—For companies that implemented retail competition, i.e., within the Electric 
Reliability Council of Texas, or ERCOT, the transmission and distribution utilities do not have provider-of-
last-resort/standard-offer-service obligations. Retail electric providers offer generation service at marked-
based rates.  

For electric utilities that have not implemented retail competition, fuel and purchased power costs are 
recovered through a separate fuel factor. 

Generic Infrastructure—The PUC may approve periodic distribution cost recovery factors, or DCRFs for both 
vertically integrated and transmission and distribution-only electric utilities. The PUC may prohibit a utility 
from implementing a rate change under the mechanism if the Commission determines that the utility is 
earning in excess of its authorized return prior to the adjustment. Amounts approved for recovery under the 
DCRF are to be rolled into base rates in the utility's subsequent rate case. DCRFs have been approved for 
Entergy Texas, or ETI, CenterPoint Energy Houston, or CEHE, Southwestern Electric Power, or SWEPCO, TCC 
and TNC. A request for a DCRF by Southwestern Public Service, or SWPS, is pending. 

State law permits the utilities to recover costs associated with deployment of advanced metering technology 
through a separate charge. Advanced metering riders are in place for AEP Texas Central, or TXC, AEP Texas 
North, or TXN, CEHE, Oncor, Sharyland Utilities and TNMP.  
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For the service territories in which retail competition has been implemented may implement, outside of base 
rate cases, rate changes to reflect new transmission facilities through an interim transmission cost-of-
service mechanism, or TCOS. TCOS mechanisms have been approved for TXC, TXN, CEHE, Oncor and Texas-
New Mexico Power, or TNMP, as well as transmission-only entities such as Cross Texas Transmission, 
Electric Transmission Texas, Lone Star Transmission and Wind Energy Transmission of Texas. 

Utilities that have not implemented retail competition, i.e., El Paso Electric, or EPE, ETI, SWEPCO and SWPS, 
may also file for adjustments to reflect new investment in transmission facilities between rate cases. This 
procedure is known as a transmission cost recovery factor, or TCRF, mechanism.  

RTO-Related Transmission Expense—Transmission revenue requirements established through either base 
rates or the TCOS procedure are allocated among the distribution service providers, or DSPs, within ERCOT 
based on PUC-approved, load-based allocation factors, established under the Commission's "transmission 
matrix." The DSPs are permitted to adjust rates twice annually to reflect changes in wholesale transmission 
costs assigned to the DSP by ERCOT. These changes flow through a mechanism also known as a TCRF, which 
is in place for CEHE, Oncor, Sharyland, TNMP, TXC and TXN. 

Other—A rider is in place for ETI that allows for recovery of variations in storm costs versus the level included 
in base rates. CEHE, ETI and TNMP have adjustment clauses in place to reflect changes in municipal 
franchise fees. EPE has a rider in place to recover lost revenue associated with the provision of discounted 
service to military bases, while SWPS recovers lost revenue associated with the provision of discounts to 
state universities through a rider. 

 

Texas RRC 
Gas Commodity Costs—Purchased gas cost adjustment clauses may be implemented under certain 
circumstances. Atmos Energy, Texas Gas Service, or TGS, and CenterPoint Energy Resources, or CERS, have 
such mechanisms in place. Uncollectibles are included in the gas cost recovery factors for Atmos and TGS, 
but are not included for CERS. 

Decoupling—Weather normalization adjustments are in place for Atmos and TGS. 

Generic Infrastructure—Surcharge mechanisms for gas reliability infrastructure program, or GRIP, costs are 
in place for CERS' Houston, South Texas, Beaumont/East Texas and Texas Coast Divisions. A similar 
mechanism is in place for most of the cities served by Atmos' Mid-Tex and West Texas Divisions. Operations 
in the City of Dallas and its environs, which are part of the Mid-Tex Division, are subject to a "Dallas Annual 
Rate Review Mechanism" that takes into account several factors including new infrastructure investment. 
The remaining Mid-Tex Division is subject to an annual formula ratemaking tariff, known as the annual Rate 
Review Mechanism, or RRM, which takes into account several factors including new infrastructure 
investment. Certain cities within the West Texas division are subject to a similar tariff, while others, such as 
Amarillo and Lubbock, operate with annually-updated GRIP mechanisms. An annual cost-of-service 
adjustment mechanism, similar to the Rate Review Mechanism, is in place for TGS. 

Other—Gas-commodity-related uncollectibles are recovered through Atmos' GCRF. 

 

Utah 
Decoupling—A weather normalization adjustment, or WNA, is in place for Questar Gas; however, customers 
may elect not to participate in the WNA. Questar Gas also utilizes a conservation-enabling tariff, or CET, 
which decouples non-gas revenues from the volume of gas used by general service, or GS, customers. Under 
the CET, a margin-per-customer target is specified for each month, with non-weather-related differences to 
be deferred and recovered from, or refunded to, GS customers via periodic rate adjustments. Annual CET 
accruals are limited to 5% of base distribution non-gas, or DNG, revenues. Per a settlement adopted in the 
PSC's review of Dominion Resources' acquisition of Questar Gas parent Questar Corp., incremental CET 
accruals that exceed the 5% cap do not earn interest, as had previously been permitted. The amortization of 
CET accruals is limited to 2.5% of total Utah-jurisdictional base DNG GS revenues. Together, the WNA and 
CET act as a full revenue decoupling mechanism. 
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Renewables Expense—PacifiCorp operates under a renewable energy credit, or REC, mechanism that tracks 
variations in REC revenues from a base level established in the most recent general rate case, with any 
differences to flow to customers via an annual credit or surcharge. A separate adjustment mechanism is in 
place through which PacifiCorp recovers costs associated with its solar program. 

Generic Infrastructure—A pilot infrastructure replacement adjustment mechanism is in place for Questar 
Gas that permits the company to recover, between rate cases, the incremental costs associated with the 
replacement of high-pressure natural gas feeder lines, subject to a cap. 

Other—Questar Gas flows ratepayers' share of its capacity release revenue to customers via its semi-annual 
gas-cost pass-through proceedings. 

 

Vermont 
Decoupling—An alternative regulation plan in place for Green Mountain Power has somewhat obviated the 
need for revenue decoupling mechanisms, as the plan allows for annual rate adjustments based on the 
company's forecast of sales and costs, and contains earnings-sharing provisions that minimize losses if 
sales fall significantly from forecast. The plan is to be in place through Dec. 31, 2017.  

 

Virginia 
Electric Fuel/Purchased Power—Energy and capacity charges for "economy" purchases are included in the 
electric fuel factor calculation. Energy charges associated with reliability purchases may flow through the 
fuel factor; but capacity charges are recovered through base rates.  

Decoupling — A Weather Normalization Adjustment, or WNA, Rider is in place for Virginia Natural Gas, or 
VNG, and Washington Gas Light, or WGL. Similar programs are in place for Roanoke Gas, Southwestern 
Virginia Gas, Atmos Energy and Columbia Gas of Virginia, or CGV.  

A separate revenue normalization adjustment mechanism is in place that is designed to mitigate the impact 
on WGL's, VNG's and CGV's revenues of customers' participation in energy conservation programs. 

Environmental Compliance—State statutes permitted the electric utilities to seek SCC approval to begin 
recovering costs associated with environmental compliance and reliability improvement programs through an 
Environmental & Reliability Factor, or ERF. Such a mechanism was in place for Appalachian Power, or APCO, 
but has since expired. 

Generic Infrastructure—The SCC may approve annually adjusted riders for the recovery of cost/investments, 
including a cash return on construction work in progress, associated with utility projects to replace existing 
overhead distribution facilities of 69 kilovolts or less located within the Commonwealth with underground 
facilities, subject to certain caps. The rider's revenue requirement reflects the rate of return approved in the 
company’s most recent base rate case or biennial review proceeding.  

The SCC may also allow a natural gas utility that invests in natural gas facility replacement projects to 
recover, in the form of a rider, a return on investment, a revenue conversion factor, depreciation, property 
taxes and carrying costs on over/under recovery of the related costs. Eligible infrastructure replacement is 
defined as natural gas facility replacement projects that: enhance safety or reliability by reducing system 
integrity risks associated with customer outages, corrosion, equipment failures, material failures, or natural 
forces; do not increase revenues by directly connecting the infrastructure replacement to new customers; 
reduce or have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; are commenced on or after Jan. 1, 2010; 
and are not included in the natural gas utility’s rate base in its most recent rate case.  

Generation Capacity— Legislation enacted in 2007, required the SCC to approve riders for recovery of 
investment in certain types of generation facilities, including a cash return on construction work in progress 
and an incremental incentive return on equity premium for certain types of facilities.  

Several riders were approved for Virginia Electric and Power, or VEPCO, and APCO under this statute. 
However, legislation enacted in 2013, limits the availability of ROE adders for new construction commencing 
after July 2013 to nuclear and offshore-wind generation facilities.  
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Regulatory Focus: Adjustment Clauses 

State law authorizes an investor-owned electric utility to recover the costs of purchasing certain solar 
generation facilities through a rate adjustment clause. On July 5, 2017, APCO filed for SCC approval to 
establish a solar rate adjustment. 

Other—WGL and CGV are permitted to recover carrying charges on storage gas balances and over/under-
collected gas costs, hexane costs and commodity-related uncollectibles expense through an adjustment 
mechanism. APCO and VEPCO have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise 
fees.  

 

Washington 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power— Avista Corp.'s Energy Recovery Mechanism, or ERM, 
includes a graduated sharing of differences from a benchmark level. Power cost adjustment mechanisms are 
in place for Puget Sound Energy, or PSE, and PacifiCorp that allow for variations in power costs to be 
apportioned, on a graduated scale, between the company and customers. 

Decoupling—Revenue decoupling mechanisms that are in place for PSE's electric and gas operations, are to 
be in effect through December 2017, when new rates are to become effective in the company's general rate 
case.  

Full decoupling mechanisms in place for Avista's Corp.'s electric and gas operations are to be in place 
through 2019, incorporate an earnings test and demand-reduction targets, and specify caps on the increases 
to be implemented under the mechanism.  

Cascade Natural Gas', or CNG's decoupling mechanism incorporates an earnings test and a conservation 
target, and caps on annual increases under the mechanism.  

PacifiCorp's decoupling mechanism is to be in place for five years, incorporates an earnings test and 
demand-reduction targets, and caps increases that may be implemented under the mechanism.  

Generic Infrastructure—Pipeline replacement plans are in place for PSE, Avista, CNG, and Northwest Natural 
Gas, or NNG. The plans are in place through 2017. CNG and PSE utilize riders for the costs associated with 
their plans. Avista and NNG do not have such a mechanism. 

 

West Virginia 
Environmental Compliance/Generation Capacity/Generic Infrastructure—In the past, the PSC has approved 
temporary riders to provide recognition between rate cases of certain electric generation and infrastructure 
investments. In June 2016, the PSC authorized Appalachian Power, or APCO, and affiliate Wheeling Power, or 
WP, to use a "construction surcharge" until their next rate case is decided to allow for recovery of costs 
associated with certain transmission projects. 

Legislation enacted in 2015 allows the PSC to approve expedited cost recovery mechanisms associated with 
commission-approved multi-year gas infrastructure improvement plans; such treatment has been approved 
for Mountaineer Gas and Hope Gas. 

In 2015, the PSC adopted a settlement authorizing Monongahela Power and Potomac Edison to implement a 
vegetation management rider that is to be updated twice per year, and is to remain in place for five years. In 
that same case, the companies also agreed to withdraw their request for an environmental projects 
surcharge mechanism for costs related to compliance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
Mercury and Air Toxics Standards, as well as related state requirements. However, MonPower/PotEd are to 
establish a regulatory asset for compliance-related investments made between Jan. 1, 2016 and Dec. 31, 
2017. Recovery of the regulatory asset will be subject to a prudence review. APCO/WP also utilize a rider for 
vegetation management related costs. 

Other—The utilities have mechanisms in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees.  
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Regulatory Focus: Adjustment Clauses 

Wisconsin 
Electric Fuel/Gas Commodity/Purchased Power—Under the PSC's electric fuel rules, which apply to the 
state's five largest investor-owned utilities, each utility forecasts monthly and annual fuel and purchased 
power costs on a prospective basis. If a company's actual fuel and purchased power costs are outside a 
monthly or cumulative monthly variance range around the forecasts, and the utility can demonstrate that 
these costs will likely be outside the annual range, the PSC may conduct a hearing to establish new rates. 
Currently, the annual variance range is plus or minus 2%. An electric utility is permitted to defer any fuel 
costs that are outside of its annual, symmetrical variance range for subsequent recovery or refund. However, 
the utility is prohibited from recovering deferrals if the company is found to be earning in excess of its 
authorized equity return. 

Generation Capacity/Generic Infrastructure/Other—At times, the PSC has authorized the utilities to file a 
limited issue reopener, or LIR, of a previously completed base rate case instead of a full rate case. The LIR 
provides for recognition of certain specified investments and/or expenses, and does not involve the re-
determination of rate of return. 

Other—All of the utilities have a mechanism in place to recover variations in certain taxes and franchise fees. 

 

Wyoming 
Decoupling—Black Hills Gas Distribution has a partial decoupling mechanism in place for small and medium 
general service class distribution customers. The mechanism does not address revenue variations due to 
weather. Cheyenne Light Fuel and Power's, or CLF&Ps, demand side management, or DSM, mechanisms for 
its electric and gas operations include provide for the recovery of "lost margins" associated with customer 
participation in the DSM programs. 

Renewables Expense/Environmental Compliance—Optional renewable energy riders are in place for CLF&P, 
MDU Resources and PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp operates under an adjustment mechanism that is designed to 
recover from or refund to ratepayers 100% of the difference between actual renewable energy and SO2 
emissions allowance credit revenue levels and the levels reflected in base rates. 

Other—Through an incentive provision of its fuel clause, CLF&P allocates a portion of off-system sales 
margins to ratepayers. 
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Maritime Electric Co. Ltd.

Business Risk: EXCELLENT

Vulnerable Excellent

Financial Risk: SIGNIFICANT

Highly leveraged Minimal

a-
bbb+ bbb+

Anchor Modifiers Group/Gov't

Issuer Credit Rating

BBB+/Stable/--

Credit Highlights

Overview

Key strengths Key risks

Maritime Electric Co. Ltd. (MECL) operates a low-risk integrated electricity

generation, transmission, and distribution utility operations.

The company lacks geographic and regulatory diversity

because it operates only in the province of Prince Edward

Island (PEI). It also has a relatively small customer base of

about 82,000 customers.

Regulatory framework is generally supportive with mechanisms such as the energy

cost adjustment mechanism that minimizes the utility’s exposure to commodity

input costs. There is also weather normalization in rates that reduces the utility’s

cash flow volatility due to change in weather patterns.

Risk of political interference because the provincial

government plays a significant and active role in energy

policy and establishing rates for island customers.

A moderately strategic entity to the parent Fortis Inc. (Fortis), which we expect to

provide extraordinary support in some foreseeable circumstances.

Fully regulated utility with favorable customer mix. Maritime Electric Co. Ltd. (MECL) is a fully regulated vertically

integrated electric utility. Despite its small customer base, most of MECL's customers are in the residential and small

commercial segments, accounting for about 85% of revenue, which we consider more favorable because their

electricity consumption is fairly stable and less sensitive to economic cycles.

The provincial government continues to play a significant and active role in energy policy and establishing rates for

island customers, exposing the utility to potential political interference. We view this as generally less favorable than

an independent regulator with a clear, consistent mandate and an established track record of credit-supportive

policies.

MECL lacks geographical and regulatory diversification. Compared with other utility peers, MECL has a small

customer base and lacks geographic and regulatory diversity. As a result, we consider MECL's business risk to be at

the lower half of the excellent range compared with that of its utility peers.
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Outlook: Stable

The stable outlook on Maritime Electric Co. Ltd. reflects S&P Global Ratings' view that it will continue generating

stable cash flows with no adverse regulatory or governmental rulings. During our two-year outlook period, we

expect funds from operations (FFO) to debt of about 15%-18%.

Downside scenario

We could downgrade MECL if the company's financial measures weaken with FFO to debt consistently below

15%.

Upside scenario

We could raise the ratings on MECL if the company's financial measures improve with FFO to debt above 22%

consistently, all else equal.

Our Base-Case Scenario

Assumptions Key Metrics

• No material impact from the coronavirus pandemic

• Stable economy in the service territory with modest

increase in the customer base

• No material adverse regulatory decisions

• Average annual capital expenditure of about C$40

million in 2020 and 2021

• Average annual dividends of C$10 million in 2020

and 2021

2019a 2020e 2021f

FFO to debt (%) 17.71 15-16 17

FFO cash interest coverage (x) 3.95 ~4.0 4-4.5

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Foremost. FFO--Funds from

operations.

Company Description

MECL is an integrated electricity generation, transmission, and distribution utility with operations throughout Prince

Edward Island (PEI). It provides services to more than 82,000 customers and regulates by the Island Regulatory and

Appeals Commission (IRAC). MECL is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Fortis Inc.
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Business Risk: Excellent

Our assessment of MECL's business risk continues to reflect the utility's lower-risk, rate-regulated, and vertically

integrated electric utility business as well as its management of regulatory risk, which we view as consistent with that

of its peers.

MECL is regulated by the IRAC, regulator for the Province of PEI, which we view as generally credit support allowing

MECL to timely recover prudently incurred operating and capital expenses. The regulatory framework includes

mechanisms such as energy cost adjustment and weather normalization that allows commodity costs to flow through

to customers and minimizes the impact of weather has on electricity rates, providing cash flow stability. Further

supporting our business risk assessment is MECL's customers, which are mostly the residential and small business

segments, accounting for about 85% of revenue, and are less sensitive to economic cycles. Offsetting MECL's business

risk are the company's lack of geographical and regulatory diversification, serving only the province of PEI with about

82,000 customers.

In addition, the provincial government continues to play a significant and active role in energy policy and establishing

rates for island customers. We view this as generally less favorable than an independent regulator with a clear,

consistent mandate and an established track record of credit-supportive policies. Due to the potential for political

interference (which could impair credit quality) and the regulator's limited strength and independence, we view the

regulatory environment of MECL as less favorable compared with regulated utilities operating in other Canadian

provinces. As a result, we view MECL's business risk profile at the lower half of the category when compared to its

utility peers.

Financial Risk: Significant

We assess MECL's financial risk profile using the medial-volatility financial benchmark table, reflecting the company's

lower-risk regulated utility operations and effective management of regulatory risk.

Under our base case assumptions of capital spending of about C$40 million in 2020 and 2021 and dividends of about

C$10 million, we forecast FFO to debt of about 15%-18% during our two-year outlook period. For 2020, we also

include the recovery of restoration costs related to Hurricane Dorian, offset by refunds of over-earnings through the

rate of return adjustments.

Liquidity: Adequate

Our assessment of MECL's liquidity is adequate. We expect the company's liquidity sources to be more than 1.1x its

uses over the next 12 months and anticipate that its net sources will remain positive even if its EBITDA declines by

10%. In our view, MECL has sound relationships with banks and a generally satisfactory standing in the credit markets.

In the unlikely event of liquidity distress, we expect that MECL would scale back its capital spending and dividend

payments to preserve liquidity.
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Principal Liquidity Sources Principal Liquidity Uses

• Available committed credit facilities of about C$31

million as of Dec. 31, 2019

• Cash FFO of about C$35 million over the next 12

months

• Capital expenditures of C$40 million over the next

12 months

• Dividend payments of about $ 10 million over the

next 12 months

Debt maturities

• The company has no material debt maturities between 2020 and 2024

Environmental, Social, And Governance

MECL's environmental exposure is in line with that of its peers. MECL is a vertically integrated utility; however,

most of the power supply, about 75%, is purchased from neighbor province New Brunswick, including about 15%

from Point LePreau nuclear generation station, with the remaining 25% coming from on-island wind. MECL has

installed capacity of about 140 megawatt (MW) on PEI in the form of fossil-based oil and diesel. However, these

units are mainly used for backup with about 55 megawatts (MW) from the Charlottetown Thermal Generating

Station to be decommissioned by around 2023-2024. As a result, the company's greenhouse gas exposure is

minimal.

From a social perspective, MECL's history of providing safe and reliable electricity to its customers could enable it

to maintain social cohesion. We view governance factors as neutral for the utility. Most of MECL's directors are

independent of its owner, Fortis Inc. In our view, the MECL board is capably engaged in risk oversight on behalf of

all stakeholders.

Group Influence

MECL is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Fortis. We view the company as moderately strategic to the Fortis

group reflecting our view that MECL is unlikely to be sold, has the support of management, and is reasonably

successful at what it does and aligns with Fortis' overall business strategy. Based on MECL's 'bbb+' SACP and Fortis'

'a-' group credit profile there is no uplift to MECL's ratings.

Issue Ratings - Subordination Risk Analysis

Capital structure

As of Dec. 31, 2019, MECL's capital structure consists of about C$4.0 million in short-term borrowings, C$15 million in

inter-company loan from Fortis, and C$219 million of first mortgage bonds (FMB).
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Analytical conclusions

MECL's FMBs benefit from a first-priority lien on the majority of the utility's real property owned or subsequently

acquired. In addition, the collateral coverage on these FMBs, maximum amount of secured utility bonds outstanding to

regulated capital value, is more than 1.5x supporting a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating of 'A', two notches

above MECL's 'BBB+' issuer credit rating.

Ratings Score Snapshot

Issuer Credit Rating

BBB+/Stable/--

Business risk: Excellent

• Country risk: Very low

• Industry risk: Very low

• Competitive position: Strong

Financial risk: Significant

• Cash flow/leverage: Significant

Anchor: a-

Modifiers

• Diversification/portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact)

• Capital structure: Neutral (no impact)

• Financial policy: Neutral (no impact)

• Liquidity: Adequate (no impact)

• Management and governance: Satisfactory (no impact)

• Comparable rating analysis: Negative (-1 notch)

Stand-alone credit profile : bbb+

• Group credit profile: a-

• Entity status within group: Moderately strategic (no impact)

Related Criteria

• General Criteria: Group Rating Methodology, July 1, 2019

• General Criteria: Hybrid Capital: Methodology And Assumptions, July 1, 2019

• Criteria | Corporates | General: Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, April 1, 2019

• Criteria | Corporates | General: Reflecting Subordination Risk In Corporate Issue Ratings, March 28, 2018

• General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Long-Term And Short-Term Ratings, April 7, 2017
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• Criteria | Corporates | General: Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate

Issuers, Dec. 16, 2014

• Criteria | Corporates | Utilities: Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013

• Criteria | Corporates | General: Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013

• General Criteria: Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013

• General Criteria: Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013

• Criteria | Corporates | Utilities: Collateral Coverage And Issue Notching Rules For '1+' And '1' Recovery Ratings

On Senior Bonds Secured By Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013

• General Criteria: Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate Entities, Nov. 13, 2012

• General Criteria: Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009

Business And Financial Risk Matrix

Business Risk Profile

Financial Risk Profile

Minimal Modest Intermediate Significant Aggressive Highly leveraged

Excellent aaa/aa+ aa a+/a a- bbb bbb-/bb+

Strong aa/aa- a+/a a-/bbb+ bbb bb+ bb

Satisfactory a/a- bbb+ bbb/bbb- bbb-/bb+ bb b+

Fair bbb/bbb- bbb- bb+ bb bb- b

Weak bb+ bb+ bb bb- b+ b/b-

Vulnerable bb- bb- bb-/b+ b+ b b-

Ratings Detail (As Of March 31, 2020)*

Maritime Electric Co. Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating BBB+/Stable/--

Senior Secured A

Issuer Credit Ratings History

29-Mar-2016 BBB+/Stable/--

09-Feb-2016 BBB+/Negative/--

28-Oct-2014 BBB+/Stable/--

Related Entities

Caribbean Utilities Co. Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating BBB+/Negative/--

Senior Unsecured BBB+

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Stable/NR

Senior Unsecured A-

FortisAlberta Inc.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Senior Unsecured A-
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Ratings Detail (As Of March 31, 2020)*(cont.)

Fortis Inc.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Preference Stock
Canada National Scale Preferred Share P-2

Preference Stock BBB

Preferred Stock
Canada National Scale Preferred Share P-2

Preferred Stock BBB

Senior Unsecured BBB+

Fortis TCI Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating BBB/Negative/--

International Transmission Co.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Senior Secured A

ITC Great Plains LLC

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Senior Secured A

ITC Holdings Corp.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/A-2

Commercial Paper

Local Currency A-2

Senior Unsecured BBB+

ITC Midwest LLC

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Senior Secured A

Michigan Electric Transmission Co.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/--

Senior Secured A

Tucson Electric Power Co.

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Negative/NR

Senior Unsecured A-

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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